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Abstract
This dissertation is driven by questions about images of desired teachers, privileged teacher knowledge, and access to
knowledge in teacher education. My position is that images of particular teachers restrict access to teacher education, while
visible knowledge increases epistemic access.

A particular focus is practicum, where images of desired teachers and privileged knowledge are negotiated between the
three arenas of school, university, and policy. Four papers are included, and each paper is a separate study.

Two studies engage images of desired teachers. The first study engages lesson observation protocols from the practicum
part of teacher education in six countries. The result is four different images of desired teachers: the knowledgeable, the
knowledge-transforming, the efficient, and the constantly-improving teacher. The second study is an analysis of Swedish
policy reports prepared for political decisions on teacher education, at a national level. The analysis targets mathematics
knowledge and mathematics teachers as constructed in the reform. The images of desired teachers constructed in policy
were the born, the interested, the knowledgeable, and the skilful teacher. The privileged mathematical knowledge was
skills and facts.

The next two studies engage privileged knowledge. The third study uses practicum tasks from two programmes in the
same institution, and engages an analysis of a third space, where the practice-based context and conceptual objects can
integrate. The result is that the visibility of conceptual knowledge, and particularly mathematical knowledge, decreased
from the former to the more recent programme, and the third space for theory and practice to integrate, diminished. The
fourth study is an analysis of mentor conversations in the school arena, focusing on de-ritualising prompts in teaching.
Mentors were found to privilege learners’ agentive participation in learning mathematics and hence the production of
narratives and flexible routines.

In the studies, the images of desired teachers and privileged knowledge are compared across arenas. The image of
the knowledgeable teacher and the image of the efficient teacher who successfully obtains goals, permeated all arenas.
There were four differences: one, the images of born, interested, and skilful teachers were visible only in the policy arena;
two, the privileged mathematical knowledge in policy was skills and facts to be memorised, while for mentors in schools,
learner participation in mathematics discourse was privileged; three, the third space was not generated in practicum tasks,
whereas the complex joint labour in teaching and learning mathematics was foregrounded by mentors; four, the image of
the constantly improving teacher was found only in the practicum instruments of teacher education.

Although the image of a knowledgeable teacher was visible across the arenas, a disagreement on privileged knowledge
was found. Student teachers are asked to self-improve, but are at the same time made responsible for recognising invisible
knowledge. I claim that more can be done in mathematics teacher education to promote visible knowledge in practicum,
and thereby increase epistemic access. I also claim that the image of the born teacher is based on normalisations which
are often irrelevant for appraising teachers.

Keywords: Teacher education, practicum, mathematics, commognition, images, legitimation code theory, policy,
assessment, third spaces, reasoned judgement.
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1 Introduction 

Äro de vanliga universitetsstudierna, som pläga föregå den filosofiska graden, 
tillräckliga för att betrygga en skicklig utövning av lärarekallet? Eller, om så 
icke är, huru skall den blivande läraren säkrast vinna den för hans kall nödiga 
såväl teoretiska, som praktiska bildning? 

 

Are the common university studies that usually precede the bachelor exam, 
enough to ensure a skilful teaching mission? Or, if not, how can the prospective 
teacher most safely ensure the achievement of the theoretical and practical ed-
ucation necessary for the vocation? 
 (From Handlingar från det första Allmäna Svenska Läraremötet [Records from 
the First General Swedish Teachers’ Meeting], Stockholm 1849, quoted in Ed-
feldt, 1961, p. 29) 
 

 
The debate about the knowledge needed for the teacher profession has 
continued unabated since 1849—both on a political level, and within 
the field of teacher education.2 Answers are not lacking; the problem is 
rather the plethora of perspectives of and rationales for the content to 
be included. Whereas some perspectives provide a technological view 
on making education work in terms of input, mediating variables, and 
outputs, Biesta (2015b) describes how a technological view comes at 
the price of reducing diversity, openness, and opportunities for inter-
pretations. To discover when this price is acceptable, I accept Biesta’s 
challenge and ask what teacher education works for, together with on-
tological questions about how mathematics teacher education works at 
the moment. 

The question of how mathematics teacher education works at the mo-
ment, including what it works for, is addressed through an analysis of 
the constructed images of the desired teachers and what knowledge is 
privileged in teacher education. This is extended by a sociological per-
spective, informed by my axiological position in which the desired 
teacher education provides accessible education for those who wish to 

 
2 The organisation and content of Swedish mathematics teacher education is briefly described 
in section 4.2.1. 
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learn to teach mathematics. This position requires the addition of the 
question, who does teacher education work for? Hence, one of the pur-
poses of this dissertation is to explore who is included in the image of 
the desired mathematics teacher and who gets access to the privileged 
knowledge in mathematics teacher education. 

This introductory chapter outlines the relevance of the three perspec-
tives in this dissertation: the images of mathematics teachers, privileged 
knowledge, and who is given access to this knowledge in mathematics 
teacher education. Finally, a summary of the four papers is provided.  

1.1 The desired mathematics teacher 
The schools and school mathematics for which teacher education pre-
pares teachers are constantly changing, as are the demands on teachers 
and teacher education. Still, the quotes from Edfeldt (1961) above, il-
lustrate how some historical images of teachers remain. In this section 
I first give a brief introduction to my position on desired teachers, be-
fore summarising how developments in the mathematics curriculum in-
fluence notions of the good teacher. I focus specifically on the desired 
teacher from a practicum perspective. 

The notion of the desired teacher recognises the teacher as both a 
subject and as subjected to discourses of power which constitute cate-
gories such as ‘teacher’ and ‘good teacher’ (for more on this, see section 
2.2.2). The notion of what the good teacher is has varied throughout 
history as well as between cultures and contexts, and positions towards 
this desired mathematics teacher in mathematics education research 
have shifted over time.  

Up until the end of the 20th century, mathematics in school (note, for 
upper classes in the western world) was based on ideologies of enlight-
enment such as truth and rationality. However, the focus on truth has 
been replaced by a focus on efficiency, claims Radford (2004). This 
imposes new demands on teachers, and thereby teacher education. Sci-
ence is now expected to deliver the means for measuring effectiveness 
and identifying weakness in schools, learners, and teachers (Furinghetti 
et al., 2013). Mathematics education research initially took as its point 
of departure methods and philosophies from other disciplines, such as 
pedagogy, psychology, philosophy, and medicine. The main contribu-
tion was from mathematics and psychology (Kilpatrick, 2020). A mul-
titude of perspectives and methodologies in the field have been repeat-
edly discussed. Furinghetti et al. (2013) identify ICME 1969 as the 
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starting point of mathematics education as a research field. According 
to Furinghetti et al. (2013), the appearance of conferences and commu-
nities such as ICME, where mathematicians, teachers, and teacher edu-
cators could write, gather, and share their ideas was the origin of math-
ematics education research.  

In contrast, Tröhler (2015) describes how teachers were excluded 
from influencing educational reforms in the OECD-countries during the 
Cold War, and the linearisation and medicalisation of educational re-
search that aimed to develop citizens and improve societies placed con-
fidence in experts rather than professionals (Tröhler (2015). Conse-
quently, mathematics teachers and teacher education became moral sol-
diers whose task it was to install the new norm for effective citizens 
(Valero & Pais, 2015). This resulted in professional development (PD) 
programmes, often as political initiatives, but supported and developed 
by researchers. In these programmes, a “myth of the resistor [sic] 
teacher unwilling to change” (Valoyes-Chávez, 2019, p. 177) emerged. 
Valoyes-Chávez (2019) demonstrates how this resistor teacher in re-
search is related to a ‘typical teacher’, positioned in a ‘traditional’ 
teaching discourse and related to teacher-centred instruction. The de-
sired outcome of PD is a ‘new’ mathematics teacher, equipped with the 
knowledge privileged at this particular time, legitimised through its 
claim of being grounded in research. One such example is research-
grounded knowledge that helps students to develop high-level orders of 
disciplinary thinking (Valoyes-Chávez, 2019). The emphasis on expert 
knowledge makes the “resistor [sic] teacher” (Zimmerman, 2006) the 
one to be blamed for the failure to achieve reform-based instruction.  

To this day, in, for example, mathematics education journal articles, 
a desire to improve the mathematics teacher is evident (Montecino, 
2019; Österling & Christiansen, 2018). Thus, research has to some ex-
tent accepted policymakers’ desires for ‘better’ mathematics teachers. 
From this overview on how the desired teacher is constructed in re-
search in mathematics education, the focus now moves to the construc-
tion of the mathematics teacher in the practices and practicum of teacher 
education.  

 The desired teacher in practicum in teacher education 
Practicum is an aspect of teacher education worldwide but goes under 
different names and is organised differently (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 
1999). Terminology found in research reflects these differences: ‘field 
experiences’ usually consist of observations in classrooms one day per 
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week; ‘student teaching’ is longer periods of mentored teaching; and 
‘internship’ is when student teachers spend a full year in a school with 
sustained responsibility for teaching. In Sweden, the term is verksam-
hetsförlagd utbildning (VFU; workplace-situated education), intro-
duced to emphasise the educational over the practice objective, i.e., 
practicum is not for practising skills learned in campus courses, but is 
the equal, practical component of teacher education. In this dissertation, 
the general term of practicum is used, which includes all forms of 
school-based teacher education. Learners refers to pupils in schools, 
and students or student teachers to prospective teachers; teachers is 
used for in-service teachers in schools; and mentors for teachers who 
receive a student teacher in their classroom for practicum.  

In practicum, student teachers are the subjects of, and subjected to, 
discourses about desired teachers—discourses from different discursive 
arenas of research, policy, teacher education, and school. Practicum 
may provide a space to negotiate the different expectations of university 
and school. The image of the desired teacher in university was found to 
furnish a norm for judging practicum. Previous research found how 
mentor teachers in schools do not always emphasise the teaching meth-
ods promoted in universities (see, e.g., Akkoç et al., 2016; Asikainen et 
al., 2013; Gainsburg, 2012; Gurl, 2019). Better alignment between 
school and university was suggested would help student teachers to 
make better use of the practices that were emphasised in their teacher 
education (Gainsburg, 2012; Nolan, 2012). However, this is still a per-
spective which assumes that the desired teacher will align with the prac-
tices prescribed by teacher education. 
  Instead, from a student teacher perspective, the school context was 
the norm for judging their campus-based courses. According to Swe-
dish student teachers, mathematics content in university courses was 
particularly disconnected from school practices (Skog & Andersson, 
2015), and student teachers in the US abandoned the practices they 
learned in teacher education when these practices were not well re-
ceived in the practicum classroom (Nolan, 2012). The challenge of 
teacher education to change persistent practices is nicely summed up by 
Nolan, who refers to the time spent in teacher education as a “brief de-
tour” (p. 111) between time spent in school as a learner and returning 
to school as a teacher.  
 
Returning to Biestas’ (2015b) non-technological position, the axiologi-
cal question of what education works for has implications for the praxe-
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ology, the way education, in this case teacher education, is put into prac-
tice. Asking what mathematics teaching works for requires teachers and 
student teachers to interrogate their practices in terms of ways of work-
ing for particular purposes. According to Biesta (2015a), “good teach-
ing requires judgement about what an educationally desirable course of 
action is in this concrete situation” (p. 2). Such judgement was also cen-
tral in a practicum intervention, where the complexity, collegiality, stu-
dent (learners’) learning, and transparency in the situation was part of 
its base (Horn & Campbell, 2015). Hence, the divides between images 
of desired teachers are not only between images from the area of school 
and images in research, but also between images of desired teachers 
who know how to implement a particular technique or skill, and images 
of desired teachers who engage in professional judgement. This divide 
is important for the analysis of desired teachers in this dissertation. 

1.2 The privileged knowledge in teacher education 
The divide between theory and practice, as I foregrounded in the intro-
ductory quote (see page 1), is still debated in teacher education, as is 
the quantity and nature of the mathematical knowledge mathematics 
teachers require. This section introduces some perspectives on what 
knowledge has been privileged in mathematics teacher education.  

In a comparison of privileged content in teacher education across 
four countries (Denmark, Finland, Canada, and Singapore), Rasmussen 
and Bayer (2014) distinguished between scientific, educational, and 
content knowledge. They found that Denmark had a more philosophi-
cally oriented teacher education, with much attention given to education 
theory (which the authors connect to the concept of ‘Bildung’), which 
was absent in both Canada and Singapore. In contrast, education 
courses in Canada and Singapore were realised as methods courses. As 
a middle position, in Finland, ‘scientific practice knowledge’ was im-
plemented as knowledge deemed necessary for teachers to perform me-
thodical and systematic analyses of their teaching, hereby facilitating a 
connection between research methods and teaching practice. The in-
cluded institutions in Norway and Finland engaged fewer opportunities 
to engage theory in reflections on practicum than those in the USA (Jen-
set et al., 2019). From this brief overview, it is already apparent that 
theory means different things—educational philosophy, methods for 
teaching, or research methods for analysis of practice.  
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The challenges of recontextualising knowledge between academic 
teacher education and school-based teacher education were suggested 
to be the main preoccupation for teacher education across institutional 
and national contexts (see, e.g., Ball & Forzani, 2009; Cochran-Smith 
& Lytle, 1999). There are trends which indicate that the balance be-
tween theory and practice inclines towards the practice-side. There are 
claims that university-based teacher education is at risk, for example, in 
the USA (Arbaugh et al., 2015), challenged as it is by less expensive, 
school-based teacher education systems where practical experience is 
seen as a sufficient grounding for teachers. Even though higher educa-
tion is differently financed in Scandinavia, a shift away from theory in 
teacher education can be traced here as well. For instance, comparing 
Sweden and England, a shift in policy is evident, away from theoreti-
cally based knowledge towards contextual and individual knowledge 
(Beach & Bagley, 2013). Clearly, teacher education is part of a policy 
context, and Grossman and McDonald (2008) have emphasised how 
positions taken in policy need to be considered in research on teacher 
education. One cannot thus assume that the axiology of teacher educa-
tion is independent of policy positions. 

The academic level and extent of mathematics content courses differ 
among countries. Immediately, this shows how mathematics content 
knowledge is not equally valued in teacher education everywhere. Two 
studies can exemplify some of these differences. In the large-scale in-
ternational comparative study Teacher Education and Development 
Study in Mathematics (TEDS-M), participating countries differed in the 
extent to which they provided opportunity to learn tertiary-level math-
ematics, school-level mathematics, and the opportunity to learn mathe-
matics education pedagogy3, including, for example, foundations of 
mathematics, development of teaching plans, and mathematics instruc-
tion (Tatto et al., 2012). The TEDS-M study demonstrates differences 
not only between countries, but also differences between generalist or 
specialist mathematics teachers when it came to the level of mathemat-
ics included in their programmes. The TEDS-M study found, not sur-
prisingly, that more opportunities to learn mathematics in the pro-
gramme resulted in higher scores on the mathematics test items (Tatto 
et al., 2012).  

 
3 What the TEDS-M study calls mathematics education pedagogy is in many European coun-
tries, such as Sweden, known as didactics. 
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A comparison between the preparation of lower secondary teachers 
in Denmark and France (Winsløv & Durand-Guerrier, 2007) demon-
strated how Danish teacher education integrates mathematics and di-
dactics, whereas French teacher education organises these as consecu-
tive courses. There is also a significant difference in terms of volume. 
Teacher education in France devotes 3,7 years out of five for mathe-
matics and 0,4 for didactics, compared to 0,7 years out of four for math-
ematics and didactics in Denmark (Winsløv & Durand-Guerrier, 2007). 
These two studies together illustrate how time for mathematics is dif-
ferently privileged. However, the TEDS-M study also assumes that 
teaching is affected by teachers’ beliefs about mathematics, for exam-
ple, mathematics as a set of rules to follow, or a process of enquiry, or 
mathematics achievement as a fixed ability. Such beliefs among teach-
ers were also privileged differently in different countries. In a survey of 
what Swedish 10- and 15-year-old learners value as important for math-
ematics learning, the top two responses were explanations by the 
teacher, and knowing the times tables (Andersson & Österling, 2018). 
From the survey, it was apparent that learners did not connect mathe-
matics learning to values of openness or democratic participation. Thus, 
privileging mathematics does not only refer to the amount of time spent 
on learning mathematics, it also concerns privileging between aspects 
of mathematical knowledge.  

1.3 Access in mathematics teacher education 
Given the multiple images of the desired teacher, and the multiple priv-
ileged knowledges in teacher education, the questions of what teacher 
education works for, and for whom it works, become central. Student 
teachers need to know what is recognised as relevant knowledge, and 
how to demonstrate such knowledge. This section draws on three ex-
amples from previous research that foreground challenges for teacher 
education.  

The first example is Amos, who describes his own mathematics 
learning as passive learning, and asserts that “(m)y way of learning 
[when I was a learner] was the worst one. Active learning is better.” 
(Rusznyak, 2009, p. 267). Despite the fact that Amos recognises he 
needs to privilege active learning and passing his mathematics courses, 
he was not able to involve learners in active participation during the 
mathematics lessons he taught. Rusznyak (2009) questions whether 
placing student teachers in schools is sufficient for them to overcome 
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their “pedagogical immunity” (p. 273-274). Amos’s example highlights 
the need for teacher education to provide access to learning to teach 
mathematics by making both recognition and realisation of good teach-
ing explicit. 

A second perspective on access is student teachers’ submission or 
resistance to the image of the desired teachers they encounter. Studies 
focusing on how student teachers experience their own education reveal 
frictions, as in the case of Carol:  

But at times I do feel I am not taken seriously. All of us have masters [degrees] 
and then it’s back to high school where you are doing these stupid assignments. 
In writing everything down. That gives me the feeling: come on! Such a book, 
last year we would have read it in one or two weeks and have written a good 
review about it. But here you just read one little chapter and just. Yes, that gives 
me the feeling I am not taken seriously. (Bronkhorst et al., 2014, p. 76) 

 
Carol demonstrates resistance to the pedagogies of teacher education, 
not only because of their implicitness, but also because of their not be-
ing challenging enough. Carol’s example highlights the need for us, 
working in and researching teacher education, to acknowledge how re-
sistance to desired practices does not necessarily indicate a deficiency 
which needs to be transformed. 

The third example is Lola, who strives to become a good mathemat-
ics teacher in England, but who went to school in a different country, 
just like many other (prospective) teachers. She was interviewed in a 
research initiative on a professional development course she took on 
deep mathematical understandings. In the interview, she comments on 
the course leader’s dismissal of a calculation strategy: “If someone 
coming from primary school already knows that… multiply by 10, you 
just add zero… but where I’m coming from, I don’t feel like that that 
[sic] person is dumb” (Hossain et al., 2013, p. 43). The cultural aspects 
of mathematics teaching, and experiences of mathematics teachers from 
diverse cultural contexts, were not included in the course. Lola’s exam-
ple shows how teachers and student teachers bring different experiences 
of teaching. A post-colonial perspective reveals whose experience can 
be dismissed, and who is allowed to challenge the dominant cultural 
approach to mathematics teaching. This example suggests that the im-
age of the desired (mathematics) teacher needs to be inclusive enough 
to give access to different bodies and diverse cultures in mathematics 
teacher education. 
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In these examples, there are inherent contradictions. To be able to 
say that Amos’s teaching is not good enough, and take an inclusive ap-
proach to Carol and Lola, require teacher education to be clear about its 
values and goals. Therefore, the questions about what teacher education 
works for and for whom it works are related. From a sociological per-
spective, minimal guidance and modelling leaves many students reliant 
on common sense, and disadvantages students who do not already pos-
sess the ability, culture, or discourses to generalise and abstract princi-
ples and procedures (Maton, 2013). In addition, the normative power of 
images of desired teachers works to exclude different ways of being a 
good teacher and may even exclude certain bodies from the image 
(Hossain, 2013). Hence, images of desired teachers and the visibility of 
privileged knowledge in the practices of teacher education form the ba-
sis for a discussion of access in this dissertation.  

1.4 Aim and research questions 
This dissertation is driven by the tension between the naturalised image 
of a desired teacher, and the desire to include teachers of diverse back-
grounds and experiences. This tension gives rise to questions about 
privileged teacher knowledge, images of desired teachers, and access to 
knowledge in teacher education. 

Due to the complexity in teacher education, the different arenas of 
school, teacher education, and policy provide some pieces to the puzzle 
that uncover distinctive parts of the privileged knowledge and images 
of the desired teachers. It is an impossible mission to supply a complete 
picture. Instead, the aim is to offer new insights into the diversity of 
ideologies and perspectives visible in the images of desired teachers. 
The images of the desired mathematics teacher are traced in arenas re-
lated to teacher education: in instruments from teacher education insti-
tutions, in political documents, and in student teachers’ reflections on 
their practica.4 The assumption is that these different arenas contribute 
to discourses about teachers, and to the expectations of teachers and 
teacher education. The tensions between academic and professional 
knowledge often surface in practicum where the school and university 
arenas come together (see, e.g., Zeichner, 2010), and data from practi-
cum are therefore an important part of this dissertation. 

 
4 The research arena has been excluded from the dissertation but is engaged in a number of 
systematic reviews (Österling & Christiansen, 2018; Christiansen & Österling, submitted; 
Österling & Christiansen, forthcoming). 
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Being aware that naturalised images of desired teachers inevitably 
exist in different arenas, this dissertation set out to explore first, what 
those images are, and second, what knowledge is privileged in the dif-
ferent arenas. Together, the images of desired teachers and the privi-
leged knowledge provide a base for discussing inclusion or access in 
mathematics teacher education.  

 
The overarching research questions for this dissertation are: 
 

1. What are the existing images of the desired mathematics teacher in 
different arenas? And specifically, what images are privileged in 
Swedish mathematics teacher education? 

2. What is the privileged knowledge for mathematics teacher educa-
tion in different arenas? 

3. Who is reflected in the image of the desired teacher, and how ac-
cessible is the privileged knowledge? 
 

The enclosed papers contribute answers to the first two questions, 
where the papers represent different arenas. The third research question 
invites a discussion on how accessible the privileged knowledge is, and 
what teachers are included in the image of the desired teacher. The dis-
cussion of the third research question is based on a synthesis of the dif-
ferent papers in this dissertation. 

1.5 Summary of papers 
This dissertation presents a collection of four papers on teacher educa-
tion, where the common core is either practicum or mathematics teacher 
education. Paper 1 focuses on practicum in teacher education in general; 
paper 2, mathematics teacher education but not specifically practicum; 
and papers 3 and 4 focus on both practicum and mathematics teacher 
education. Table 1 provides an overview, which is followed by a more 
detailed summary of each paper. 
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Table 1: An overview of the data, arena and main results from each paper 

Title Data and arena Main results 
1. Images of 
the desired
teacher in
practicum ob-
servation pro-
tocols  
 

Observation proto-
cols from six coun-
tries, from the arena 
of teacher education 
internationally 

We suggest four categories of teacher im-
ages: the knowledgeable teacher, the 
knowledge-transforming teacher, the effi-
cient teacher, and the constantly improv-
ing teacher, and further discuss the possi-
bility of an inspired teacher. We note the 
absence of images of the charismatic and 
the technical-professional teacher, and of 
teleological aspects. 

2. Bilder med 
makt över ma-
tematiklä-
rarutbild-
ningen  

Four Swedish pol-
icy reports on
teacher education. 

The implied good teacher in the policy re-
ports is one who masters mathematics; 
can teach so learners reach the outcomes 
without difficulties; who develops their 
own and learners’ interests in mathemat-
ics; and has the right gender, social class, 
and age. Teachers’ and learners’ born dis-
positions are foregrounded, and mathe-
matics learning is described in terms of 
mental abilities, which is in contrast to 
how the Swedish school curriculum ap-
proaches the subject.  

3. inVisible 
theory in pre-
service mathe-
matics teach-
ers’ practicum 
tasks  

38 practicum tasks 
from two different 
Swedish teacher ed-
ucation programmes 

The findings show differences between 
the two versions of the programme in this 
study with respect to the demarcation of 
conceptual objects, especially concepts 
relating to mathematics and mathematics 
education in one of the programmes. The 
consequence of the invisibility of concep-
tual objects is discussed from both the 
pedagogical perspective of accessibility 
to conceptual knowledge, and from the 
perspective of trends in teacher education 
policy. 

4. Mentoring 
de-ritualisa-
tion 

Six pairs of students 
and mentors, rec-
orded post-lesson 
conversations from 
practicum 

From an analysis of post-lesson conversa-
tions between mentors and mathematics 
student teachers, the result demonstrates 
how mentor teachers privilege de-ritualis-
ing prompts such as learner agentivity, 
flexibility, and substantiation of re-
sponses. The contribution is the connec-
tion between mathematics learning in the 
analytic framework, and mentors’ de-ritu-
alising prompts (how they related the 
need for attending to learners and time 
simultaneously). 
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In the extended summaries below, I present the research questions, 
methods, and findings of each paper. This means that there are two lay-
ers of research question in this dissertation: research questions in each 
individual paper, and research questions for the entire dissertation, as 
posed above (p. 10). I clarify the connection between the papers and the 
overarching research questions in the methodology and result chapters 
(Chapters 4 and 5). 

 Paper 1: Images of the desired teacher in practicum 
observation protocols 

Christiansen, I. M., Österling, L., & Skog, K. (2019). Images of the desired teacher in 
practicum observation protocols. Research Papers in Education, 1–22. 

 
Paper 1 investigates positions on the desired teacher in teacher educa-
tion through analysing the protocols used for practicum observations. 
For this, we used an analytic framework previously developed in a 
South African context (Rusznyak & Bertram, 2015). We adapted the 
framework and used two dimensions: one for judgement with reference 
to knowledge base, and a second for the explicitness of implementation. 
From this, four categories were distinguished: professional judgement, 
preferred techniques, preferred outcome, and display (see Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1: Dimensions and categories of valued notions of teaching 

 
 The data for paper 1 consisted of observation protocols from six uni-
versities in different countries. Such instruments exist in several coun-
tries and contexts, and since they are used in assessment, are expected 
to reflect the university’s notion of the ‘desired teacher’.  
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The research questions posed were: 
 

1. What images of the desired teacher are reflected in the explicitness 
of knowledge and implementation practices? 

2. To what extent do the images of the desired teacher reflect tech-
nique implementation or professional judgement? 

3. What images of the desired teacher are reflected in the pedagogical-
actions requirements included in the assessment criteria? 

 
The result of the analysis is described in Figure 1, above. For the third 
research question, we used categories of pedagogical actions developed 
by Rusznyak (2012): display, comprehension, transformation, instruc-
tion, and reflection. We added professional development since this was 
emphasised in some of the data. 

The degree to which protocols reflected a knowledge base, had clear 
implementation requirements, valued reasoned judgement, and valued 
transformation of content, varied. We also saw how certain pedagogical 
actions were related to different dimensions, since ‘instruction’ was re-
lated to explicit implementation, and ‘display’ to ‘comprehension’. On 
the basis of this range of images of the desired teacher, and in combi-
nation with the different pedagogical actions, we suggested four cate-
gories of desired teacher, which constituted the result for research ques-
tion 1: the knowledgeable teacher, the knowledge-transforming 
teacher, the efficient teacher, and the constantly improving teacher. 
The knowledgeable teacher has deep theoretical knowledge, whereas 
the knowledge-transforming teacher is able to make a transposition of 
knowledge from university discipline/field to teaching. For the efficient 
teacher, learner outcomes were the most important, and this image of 
the desired teacher was mostly evident in protocols where national pol-
icy had a substantial influence. Instead of finding an explicit desire for 
reasoned judgement, we found the desire for a teacher who would con-
stantly develop and improve, and thus a focus on personal development 
rather than on knowledge-based judgement. Similarities across the pro-
tocols were the absence of images of the charismatic and the technical-
professional teacher, and the dearth of teleological aspects. We further 
discussed the possibility of what we called an inspired teacher, a teacher 
who adjusts teaching to teleological purposes of education. 
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 Paper 2: Bilder med makt över matematiklärar-
utbildningen [Images that impose power over mathematics 
teacher education] 

Österling, L. (Accepted). Beställningen av den dugliga matematikläraren. In Valero, 
P., Björklund Boistrup, L., Christiansen, I & Norén, E. Matematikundervisning i 
samhället – Sociopolitiska utmaningar. Stockholm University Press. Pre-print. 

 
In this book chapter, I engage an analysis of the policy arena repre-
sented by national reports written with the explicit purpose of preparing 
for reforms in teacher education. The chapter is written in Swedish, so 
I provide an extended description here. 

Policy reports on teacher education have been produced in Sweden 
for more than a century under the auspices of what is now the Depart-
ment of Higher Education, by selected groups of experts together with 
representatives from school and from the commercial sector. These re-
ports form an important basis for government legislation on and financ-
ing of teacher education in Sweden. The images of the desired teacher 
in such reports therefore exercise influence on the goals for and stated 
purposes of teacher education. Previous research saw a shift in the latest 
report, SOU 2008:109 (henceforth the 2008-report) towards a more at-
omistic perception of knowledge (Sjöberg, 2010). This is also the report 
which informs the current version of Swedish teacher education, and is 
therefore given particular attention. Generally, two perceived problems 
inform those reports: the need to address the shortage of mathematics 
teachers and ensuring teacher education of adequate quality. 

The research questions posed were: 
 

1. What images [of the desired teacher] appear in the descriptions of 
mathematics teachers in the 2008 report? 

2. How do these images connect to the image of mathematics as a 
school subject? 

3. What power does the image exercise over who is included and ex-
cluded in mathematics teacher education?  

 
All reports preparing for reforms of teacher education were included, 
but the main results are based on the analysis of the 2008 report. Within 
this report, a selection was made through a text search for mathematics 
(matematik), identifying text segments where mathematics, mathemat-
ics learners, mathematics teachers, or mathematics teacher education 
were described. These text segments were submitted to analysis.  
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The analysis evolved from the combination of two theories: a critical 
discourse analysis (CDA) based on Fairclough (1995/2010), and picture 
theory (Mitchell, 1995). The first step was to categorise the text seg-
ments, where texts about mathematics or mathematics learners were 
separated from texts about teachers or teacher education. Next, the texts 
about teachers and teacher education were classified based on similari-
ties and repetitions, a method adapted from Fairclough (1995/2010). 
This resulted in four images: the mathematics-knowledgeable teacher, 
the skilful teacher, the interest-developing teacher, and the born math-
ematics teacher.  

These categories were then used as constructed images. Based on 
Mitchell (2008), the images were seen as constructs of desires, with the 
power to move or impose power on the spectator or reader. The images 
became constructed representations of teachers; Mitchell (2008) asks 
the creator behind an image to take responsibility for the power such 
images impose. Interpretive questions were then posed to the images: 
“What does the image want from me, as a spectator?”, “Who is the tar-
get of the desire expressed by the image?”, and “What is left out of the 
image?” From these questions, the images were constructed as subjects 
with desires, which enabled me to critically assign responsibility for the 
message of the image to the creators behind the image. 

The questions about the images were included in the three-level CDA 
model (Fairclough, 1995/2010), where the text level was an analysis of 
the repetitions or variations of value-ladened descriptions of mathemat-
ics teachers. On the level of discursive practices, the questions to the 
images were used to reveal the construct of desire. On the third level, 
the socio-cultural context was addressed through a comparison with 
earlier reports, which showed both similarities and dissimilarities be-
tween the 2008 images and the historical images of the desired teacher. 

This analysis filled the frames of the four images with content. The 
first image depicted existing mathematics teachers as unknowledgeable, 
and hence, teacher education as deficient. The desire from this image is 
the de-legitimation of current teacher education, including teacher edu-
cators. The second image of the skilful teacher was a blurry picture, 
which did not clearly depict how skilful teaching was recognised, but it 
was connected to the transmission of mathematics, and particularly 
mathematics described as content to be rehearsed and memorised, quite 
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differently to how mathematics is described in the current school cur-
riculum5. The third image, the interest-developing teacher, reinforced 
the importance of mathematics, and hence the necessity to recruit more 
learners to become interested in mathematics. The fourth image, the 
born teacher, foregrounded both the physical properties and social 
background of the desired teacher: a young male from a decent back-
ground with good grades. In the picture, current teachers were described 
in negative terms, and their properties as old, female, with low grades, 
from a ‘different’ social background. It is impossible for many prospec-
tive teachers to be the teacher that this image desires. At the same time, 
I emphasise that teachers from diverse backgrounds were made invisi-
ble in the desired images.  

The chapter problematises the consequences of the images of desired 
teachers. The descriptions of teachers and learners are based on a view 
of mathematics quite contrary to the curricular expectations that gener-
ate double messages about what/who the knowledgeable and skilful 
teacher really is, and thus the kind of teacher that teacher education 
must produce. 

In the end, there is no possible way for teacher education to fulfil the 
desires of these images, when the premises contradict both curricular- 
and research-based arguments about mathematics learning. Mathemat-
ics achievement is related to individual neurological conditions, and 
learning is therefore described in terms of individual treatments. In ad-
dition, the image of the born teacher is problematic. A desire for the 
born teacher assumes that only certain bodies can be included as teach-
ers or included in teacher education. Thus, the image of the born teacher 
works to exclude students who desire to become mathematics teachers, 
but who fail to find a reflection of themselves in the image. 

 Paper 3: inVisible theory in pre-service mathematics 
teachers’ practicum tasks 

Österling, (Accepted) inVisible Theory in Pre-Service mathematics teachers’ practi-
cum tasks. Scandinavian Journal of Educational Research. Pre-print. 

 
This paper presents an analysis of written tasks given to mathematics 
student teachers during practicum periods. Practicum tasks serve as a 
third space, a space without an imposed hierarchy between knowledge 

 
5 The Swedish mathematics curriculum emphasised generalisations, explorations, communica-
tion, and problem-solving, whereas the significance of algorithms and calculations was specif-
ically downplayed, and memorisation was not mentioned at all (Skolverket, 1994). 
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discourses in school and knowledge discourses in university (Zeichner, 
2010). The paper is guided by three research questions: 
 

1) To what extent are conceptual objects and practice-based contexts 
visible in practicum tasks? 

2) To what extent are mathematics-related conceptual objects visible 
in practicum tasks?  

3) What becomes privileged in practicum tasks inside and outside 
the third space? 

 
Paper 3 presents the case of two programmes for mathematics student 
teachers in a Swedish university—a former and a more recent pro-
gramme. The privileged knowledge in practicum tasks, formulated in 
the arena of teacher education, was analysed. The analysis showed a 
decrease of demarcation of conceptual objects; that is, theory was ex-
plicitly required in practicum tasks in the former, but not in the recent 
programme.  

The decrease in the presence of conceptual objects found in the anal-
ysis is in line with earlier studies (Adler & Davis, 2006; Shalem & 
Rusznyak, 2013; Christiansen et al., 2018), and demonstrates how tasks 
in teacher education do not always explicitly connect to conceptual ob-
jects. However, the research presented in this article provided several 
examples of practicum tasks that could work as a third space for theory 
and practice to meet. The problem is that while this space was widely 
visible in the former programme, it diminished in the recent pro-
gramme. The result indicates that the former programme often made 
reference to mathematics education theories or concepts in the practi-
cum tasks.  

To learn more about what this means, tasks on lesson planning from 
both programmes were analysed as ‘telling cases’. In the former pro-
gramme, students were explicitly required to use course literature when 
writing about lesson planning. The use of literature in the practice con-
text gave student teachers access to a third space where theory and prac-
tice co-exist. In the recent programme, student teachers were instead 
expected to give a summary of the lesson, engage in self-reflections, 
and evaluate their development in relation to the expected outcomes of 
the practicum course. Thus, instead of entering a third space where the-
ory and practice connect, student teachers entered a space of self-devel-
opment in line with course criteria. 
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 Paper 4: Mentoring mathematical de-ritualisation 
Österling (In review) Mentoring mathematical de-ritualisation. Educational Studies 

in Mathematics 
 
This research presented in this article is situated in the school arena and 
aims to demonstrate what the student teachers’ mentors’ privileged in 
mathematics teaching during post-lesson conversations. Teaching is 
here conceptualised as a practice that enables learning. For this paper, 
mathematics learning is seen from a commognitive perspective, as en-
gaging in routines. These routines lie on a spectrum between rituals and 
explorations, where learning is assumed to start from rituals (proce-
dures on behalf of others) and move towards explorations (generating 
narratives on objects; Lavie et al., 2019).  Here, the analytic framework 
focuses on de-ritualising prompts. Such prompts are the processes ini-
tiated by teachers, which provide opportunity for learners to move away 
from rituals and towards explorations. An added complexity which stu-
dent teachers encounter in practicum is the lack of time. This lack of 
time reinforces a privileging in teaching which involves choices among 
mathematical routines. Thus, the question posed in this paper is: During 
post-lesson conversations, what de-ritualising routines do mentors priv-
ilege when time is constrained? 

 
The data consisted of mentoring conversations between six mathemat-
ics student-teacher–mentor pairs. The mentor teachers were employed 
in schools and received student teachers in their regular classes for 
practicum. These mentor teachers are an important part of teacher edu-
cation. This study was linked to the TRACE project6 and data collection 
was a collaborative effort. 

Practicum is an occasion where teaching must be adapted to con-
straints of time and place in the context of the classrooms, which makes 
choices and privileging necessary. To operationalise the privileged as-
pects of teaching, the parts of the transcribed texts where the use of time 
was discussed were selected for analysis. De-ritualising prompts were 
used as an analytic framework. The different prompts of de-ritualisation 
(flexibility, bondedness, applicability, performers agentivity, objectifi-
cation, and substantiability (see 2.3.2) were operationalised for use in 
an analysis of privileging in teaching, such as time used for flexibility-
enabling teaching, and so forth. 

 
6 Tracing teacher education in practice, a VR-grant project (017-03614) at Stockholm univer-
sity, https://www.mnd.su.se/english/research/mathematics-education/research-projects/trace 
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Previous research in mathematics education demonstrates how men-
tors do not always emphasise the teaching methods desired by the uni-
versity (Akkoç et al., 2016; Asikainen et al., 2013; Gainsburg, 2012; 
Gurl, 2019). But the research recognises both the importance of men-
tors’ contributions, and how it takes time for student teachers to connect 
activities in the classroom to content, to attend to learner thinking, and 
to judge alternatives.  

The results indicate how student teachers often raised lack of time 
and concerns about being responsible, as teachers, for giving the right 
explanation. Mentors on the other hand privileged time to be used for 
learners to think, discuss, and provide different explanations, in line 
with the de-ritualisation-enabling steps. Mentors privileged wait time 
(to allow learners to think), waiting for silence, learner discussion, or 
think-pair-share, which all enable students’ agentic participation.  

Thus, even though theories of teaching and learning were not explic-
itly present in the conversations, this result illustrates how the included 
mentor teachers privilege mathematics teaching which enables teachers 
and learners to engage in de-ritualisation, where particularly learners’ 
agentic participation is foregrounded. 
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2 Theoretical background 

20. 
Här är bordet.  
Fyra hörn och fyra kanter.  
Fyra lika långa ben.  
Bordet består av trä.  
Bordet består av atomer.  
Här är bordets atomer.  
De syns inte, men de finns. 
(Naima Chahboun, 2019) 

 
20. 
Here is the table. 
Four corners and four edges. 
Four equally long legs. 
The table is made of wood. 
The table is made of atoms. 
They are not seen, but they exist. 
(Naima Chahboun, 2019, my translation) 

 
This chapter outlines the epistemological and ontological positions of 
this dissertation and the papers included, particularly in relation to cen-
tral concepts used throughout this dissertation. The concepts which I 
elaborate are: images, desired teachers, privileged knowledge, and ep-
istemic access. 

2.1 A Critical Realist position and central 
conceptualisations  

Epistemology has traditionally been concerned with what distinguishes differ-
ent knowledge claims; specifically, with what the criteria are that allow distinc-
tions to be made between what is legitimate knowledge and what is simply 
opinion or belief. Epistemology is supposed to answer the question: how do we 
know what we think we know? (Scott & Usher, 2010, pp. 11-12). 

 
Considering the table in the poem above, how do we know about the 
atoms of the table when we only observe corners, edges, and legs? And 
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in teacher education, how do we recognise legitimate knowledge, and 
who can have an opinion on this?  

 
The object of research in this dissertation is the construct good teachers 
and their knowledge in the different arenas of teacher education. From 
a critical realist position, a realist ontology is assumed, where the em-
pirical reality exists prior to our conception of it (Bhaskar, 2010). In 
critical realism, this realist ontology is combined with a relativist or 
constructivist epistemology, where knowledge is constructed in human 
communication, and is open to challenge on theoretical and empirical 
grounds. Whereas a realist epistemology requires truths in the form of 
theoretical statements that correspond to the state of the world, de-
scribed in transparent language (Scott & Usher, 2010), a critical episte-
mology instead recognises how privileged knowledge about the world 
is not entirely factual knowledge, and that there is a discrepancy be-
tween the descriptions of the world and the world itself. Fairclough 
(1995/2010) described how knowledge in social institutions appears as 
ideological discursive formations. This means that knowledge reflects 
ideology, not merely the factual, and that ideologies, according to Fair-
clough (1995/2010), are located in both the discursive structures (as 
language) and in discursive events (as texts).  In the texts submitted for 
analysis in this dissertation, not only constructs of knowledge but also 
constructs of knowers, the good or desired teachers, were visible.  

As a background to how knowledge and knowers relate to each other 
and to access, legitimation code theory (Maton, 2013) provided a help-
ful conceptualisation. A brief overview of legitimation code theory will 
therefore be provided below, as a background to how privileged 
knowledge, desired teachers, and access connect. According to Maton 
(2013), the actors within discursive events follow rules of participation 
subject to competing claims for status and material resources. Thus, 
practices are not only a medium, but also a message about legitimate 
achievement. The rules for participation are found in actions and lan-
guage, and referred to as languages of legitimation:  

When actors engage in practices, they are at the same time making a claim of 
legitimacy for what they are doing or, more accurately, for the organizing prin-
ciples embodied by their actions. Practices can thus be understood as languages 
of legitimation: claims made about actors for carving out and maintaining 
spaces within social fields of practices. These languages propose a rule for par-
ticipation within the field and proclaim criteria by which achievement within 
this field should be measured. (Maton, 2013, p. 23) 
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Thus, language, texts, actors, ideology, and knowledge are interdepend-
ent. At the same time, Maton (2013) describes how these receive dif-
ferent emphases in different fields. Therefore, epistemic relations can 
be analytically distinguished from social relations between practices 
and their subjects—the knowers (ibid.). Epistemic relations can be used 
to conceptualise the base, or legitimacy, of knowledge claims, while 
social relations base legitimacy claims on the kind of knower, including 
the social or biological attributes of this knower. With the epistemic and 
social relations as two dimensions, they generate a specialisation plane 
(see Figure 2). 
 
 

 
Figure 2: The specialisation plane (based on Maton, 2013) 

 
The four quadrants in the specialisation plane generate four specialisa-
tion codes with different strengths of relations and boundaries for what 
can be claimed as knowledge, and who can claim to be a knower. Dif-
ferent knowledge fields are characterised by different specialisation 
codes. The ‘knowledge code’ foregrounds specialised knowledge as le-
gitimate achievement, whereas ‘knower codes’ foreground actors’ in-
born or social attributes. For ‘relativist codes’, ‘anything goes’—there 
is neither specialised knowledge nor knowers, and in ‘elite codes’, le-
gitimacy is based on both a specialised knowledge and knowers’ dispo-
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sitions. These codes have different degrees of openness for learners par-
ticipating as knowers, and thus connect knowledge and knowers to is-
sues of access. 

In this dissertation, the desired teacher corresponds to the social re-
lations in a field, while the privileged knowledge corresponds to the 
epistemic relations. Thus, the language of legitimation informs the an-
alytic perspectives (see section 4.3.3) and connects desired teachers and 
privileged knowledge to access in teacher education.  
 
Now, the main concepts used in research questions 1 and 2 (see section 
1.4) can be described:  

i) Desired teachers are the legitimised knowers, with reference to 
the available space for actors to participate in the social field of 
teacher education.  

ii) Knowledge base is the available knowledge about the empirical 
reality in a field. In the field of mathematics teacher education, 
the knowledge base is knowledge about teaching, learning, 
mathematics, and mathematics teaching and learning.  

iii) Privileged knowledge is the construction of legitimised 
knowledge subject to rules for participation. These rules are sta-
tus, ideology, culture, or material resources.  

 
The analysis of privileging and desires, in response to research ques-
tions 1 and 2 (see section 1.4), can be used as a basis for interrogating 
what can be done for a more inclusive teacher education. As argued, the 
language of legitimation enables insights into the extent and nature of 
access. This creates the opportunity to discuss issues of equal access 
and social justice in teacher education, in line with research question 3. 
For this purpose, access is conceptualised as follows: 
 

iv) Access describes the possibility for knowers, such as student 
teachers, to participate in a social field, such as teacher educa-
tion, through epistemic access (opportunity to learn the privi-
leged knowledge) and through inclusive opportunity to partici-
pate (as included in images of the desired teacher).  

  
The relations between knowers, language, ideology, and knowledge are 
important for the truth-claims of this dissertation. In critical realism, 
human constructs, such as ideologies, are part of the real, and thus pre-
date description or research. At the same time, research cannot avoid 
being part of both the construction and reproduction of such ideologies. 
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Starting from the construct of knowledge in teacher education, this 
dissertation takes a critical perspective, recognising that the knowledge 
made available to student teachers is the result of desires for teachers 
and their knowledge, a desire-driven legitimation of knowledge, power, 
and status. The critical position in this dissertation challenges these de-
sires from the perspective of social justice as it relates to the access to 
teacher education. 

 
The remainder of this chapter is structured according to the research 
questions posed, where the different sections form the theoretical back-
ground to each research question. Table 2 provides an overview of the 
connection between research questions, papers and theoretical con-
cepts.  

 
Table 2: An overview of research questions, papers and main theoretical conceptual-
isations 

Research question Appearance 
in papers 

Main theoretical  
conceptualisation 

1. What are existing images of the de-
sired mathematics teacher in different 
arenas? And specifically, what images 
are privileged in Swedish mathematics 
teacher education? 

Papers 1 and 2 Images of the desired 
teacher 

2. What is the privileged knowledge 
for mathematics teacher education in 
different arenas? 

Papers 3 and 4 Privileged knowledge 

3. Who is reflected in the image of 
the desired teacher, and how acces-
sible is the privileged knowledge? 

All four papers Access, epistemic ac-
cess, and inclusion 

 
 

2.2 Images of the desired student teacher 

One morning, when Gregor Samsa woke from troubled dreams, he found him-
self transformed in his bed into a horrible vermin. He lay on his armour-like 
back, and if he lifted his head a little he could see his brown belly, slightly 
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domed and divided by arches into stiff sections. The bedding was hardly able 
to cover it and seemed ready to slide off any moment. His many legs, pitifully 
thin compared with the size of the rest of him, waved about helplessly as he 
looked. 
 
"What's happened to me?" he thought. (Kafka, 1915/2017, p. 1) 

 
Using the conceptualisation of the image of the desired teacher chal-
lenges the taken-for-granted ideas or discourses about teachers in 
teacher education. The ‘real’ teachers embodying such an image (or 
competing images) probably do not exist; neither can such an image be 
regarded as the sum or mean of typical features of all teachers or the 
best teachers. Instead, the image makes expectations of teachers visible 
and exposes discourses about who can be a teacher, and what a teacher 
should be like. 

In Sweden, completing one’s teacher education results in a degree, 
which means that the holder is now a mathematics teacher. Thus, 
teacher education provides an opportunity to access the privileged 
knowledge in this education, but it also plays a part in transforming stu-
dent teachers into mathematics teachers. Maton (2013) finds the field 
of education to be permeated by a cultivating gaze, where “knowers are 
not born but made through a re-formation of their dispositions” (ibid, p. 
98). This metamorphosis changes their opportunities to work and par-
ticipate in professional communities, as it did for Gregor Samsa above. 
Only, hopefully, the magic metamorphosis triggered by teacher educa-
tion will not turn student teachers into hideous insects. This section pro-
vides a theoretical background for describing student teachers in terms 
of the socially constructed images of a desired teacher. 

 Images 
The use of ‘images’ serves both as a rhetorical move, to distance the 
construct of a good teacher from the actual teachers, and as a methodo-
logical move, based on picture theory, as described below. The meth-
odology for recognising images also develops between papers 1 and 2.  

In paper 1, images of the desired teacher are constructed based on 
analysis of observation protocols from teacher education in six coun-
tries. Images are used with the purpose of foregrounding ideal images 
as images transforming the ‘must be’ for teachers, a normalisation of 
thinking about real teachers.  

Paper 2 moves the theorisation of images, based on picture theory 
(Mitchell, 1995). In this theory, images—as visual images, or images 
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as texts—are representations of an object. As representations, they do 
not give the truthful image of this object, where the depicted objects 
cannot be fully represented, or might not even exist as objects outside 
the image. Adding the perspective of power, a distinction can be made 
between realism and illusionism. Realism is associated with the capac-
ity of pictures to show the truth, where power is directed at the depicted 
objects. Illusionism is the capacity of the picture to hold power over a 
spectator, to trigger a responsive experience in the spectator. In this the-
orisation, subjectivity is attributed to the image itself, as a desire-con-
struct (Mitchell, 2008). 

Thus, for the analysis of policy reports in paper 2, the move of treat-
ing descriptions of mathematics teachers as images helped to distin-
guish between the representation in the image and the depicted teachers. 
This enabled a critical interpretation, where the image was given the 
status of a subject, to which it was possible to pose questions: What is 
the desire reflected in the image? What does the image desire from the 
depicted teacher? From the observer? Who is made invisible and left 
out of the image? 

 Desired teachers 
The desired teacher is “an analytical concept which recognises the 
teacher as both a subject and as subjected to discourses of power which 
constitute discursive categories such as ‘teacher’ and ‘good teacher’” 
(paper 1). In paper 2, different images of the desired teacher were 
formed based on a critical discourse analysis (Fairclough, 1995/2010), 
where the focus of analysis was desires, together with naturalised truths, 
and what was made visible or invisible in texts. Here, the use of images 
as desire-constructs, as described above, is an important part of the op-
erationalisation of the concept of desired teacher. 

Thus, the notion of the desired teacher is not used for proclaiming 
the ideal teacher, as also discussed by Montecino and Valero: 

The research and the international agencies are promoting enunciations and 
statements – discourses – around an ideal image of the mathematics teacher 
[…] This ideal image of the mathematics teacher is transformed into the ‘must 
be’ of the teacher, a desired subject, producing regimes of truth, power rela-
tions, which normalize forms of thinking about concrete teachers. (Montecino 
and Valero, 2015, p. 797) 
 

This discursive construct, or image, of the desired teacher regulates 
ways of thinking about real teachers. Besides the formal requirements 
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of completing a teacher education, ideology and moral values will 
frame images of the desired teacher. These images do not provide a ra-
tional truth about the desired teacher, instead, images are the result of a 
critical political analysis of discursive formations. Such discursive for-
mations influence what comes to count as true or false, and can be iden-
tified from repetitions, transformations, and shifts (Bang & Valero, 
2014), formations which are part of the construction of a desire, but also 
part of shifting a desire, depending on the time and place. Drawing on 
Foucault (1975/2003), I argue that such desires contribute to the gov-
erning of the self, to shaping oneself into a new and improved form. 
Thus, the desire for good teachers will not remain an outside desire pro-
jected onto teachers and teacher education; it will be an internalised de-
sire of the subjects, the teachers themselves.  

The social practices of teacher education are not merely rational de-
cisions about how to provide the most efficient education for future 
mathematics teachers. Norms and ideologies have shifted throughout 
historical and societal contexts, and rest on norms and traditions which 
regulate what it is possible to include in the image of the desired teacher, 
and thus, in teacher education. This perspective is thus important for 
better understanding the rationalities of current teacher education, and 
who is included as a possible new mathematics teacher.  

In practicum, the arenas of policy, school, and university converge, 
and therefore the range of images in different arenas results in a kalei-
doscopic image. In this dissertation, these various images of the desired 
teacher are helpful for revealing similar and contradictory discourses 
from different arenas of teacher education. 

One resulting image is that of the knowledgeable teacher, who is de-
sired both by the arena of teacher education (discussed in paper 1), and 
by policy (discussed in paper 2). Constructs of teacher knowledge are 
outlined below. 
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2.3 Privileged knowledge 
 

 
Figure 3: By Johanna Larsson Pinedo, included with the artist’s permission. 
(https://www.sydsvenskan.se/2016-12-24/61c18461-de2d-4840-b6a6-5d280a6daaff) 

 
- Are you a licensed psychologist, or do 
you feel you are capable of guiding teen-
agers through therapeutic conversations, 
and if necessary, psychologically diag-
nose them?  
- Absolutely! 

- Did you pass a police exam; alterna-
tively, are you a licenced guard, or would 
you consider engaging in work that ex-
tensively requires such competencies? 
- No problem! 

- Apart from being a licensed teacher, are 
you also educated as a special-needs 
teacher, with a strong desire to tailor edu-
cation for each individual in a larger 
group? 
- Bitch, please! 

- Finally, could you consider, during and 
out of working hours, also working as a 
parent for pupils, taking the main respon-
sibility for their nurturing?  
- I was wondering when you’d ask! 
- Perfect. You are clearly qualified for 
this job.  
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The comic strip in Figure 3 mockingly condenses expectations of teach-
ers and teacher education. The interview reveals several aspects of what 
the employer privileges, for example, being someone competent in di-
verse fields, such as psychology, police work, special needs education, 
and parenting. The absence of questions related to traditional teacher 
knowledge, such as pedagogy, content knowledge, or teaching strate-
gies is striking and one of the absurdities that make us smile at the comic 
strip. For teachers in the same situation as the teacher in the comic strip, 
the demand for skills from psychology and policing can be seen as re-
ducing the relevance of teacher education. Thus, it alters the privileging 
of what it is the metamorphosising of teacher education actually needs 
to do. 

This section outlines my position in relation to the second research 
question about what counts as privileged teacher knowledge. Privileged 
knowledge was defined above as the construction of legitimised 
knowledge subject to rules for participation, as status, ideology, or ma-
terial resources (see iii). Returning to Maton’s (2013) languages of le-
gitimation, knowledge from research and knowledge from practice 
seem to be two different arenas for knowledge production, with sepa-
rate rules and codes for legitimation of knowledge. Nevertheless, stu-
dent teachers move between the two arenas and appear to learn from 
both. This legitimation is present in evaluations (Maton, 2013). There-
fore, instruments for evaluating knowledge in practicum were used as 
data in papers 1 and 3, where the approach was to attribute separate 
dimensions to theoretical and practice-based knowledge. This distinc-
tion enabled an analysis of privileging between the two dimensions in 
the instruments of teacher education. 

Thus, privileged knowledge is legitimised knowledge since it could 
be identified from the evaluative texts in the researched arenas. Besides 
privileging of theory and/or practice, a particular focus in this disserta-
tion is the privileging of mathematical knowledge. This section begins 
with a theoretical perspective on theory and practice in teacher educa-
tion, before perspectives on mathematical knowledge are outlined. 

 Privileging between theory and practice 
The texts from practicum enable an analysis of the connections between 
conceptual knowledge from the university arena and contextual 
knowledge from the school arena. Two such approaches are used in this 
dissertation are: a third space for theory and practice to meet (Zeichner, 
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2010) in paper 3, and teachers’ reasoned judgement (Rusznyak & Ber-
tram, 2015) in paper 1. This section first provides an overview of some 
of the theoretical positions on practice-based knowledge and theoreti-
cally based knowledge, before framing the conceptualisations used in 
the dissertation. 

The two dimensions of theoretical and practical knowledge are given 
different emphasis depending on the epistemological position. Two ex-
treme positions are found in a philosophical symposium with Hirst and 
Carr (2005). Hirst claimed that propositional knowledge precedes prac-
tical wisdom, while Carr argued against the idea that theoretical 
knowledge can provide standards for rationality and truth for competent 
practitioners. According to Carr, the propositional knowledge which 
Hirst foregrounds is important, but cannot account for the realisation in 
different contexts or classrooms. According to Hirst, Carr’s position 
treats every rationality as equally relevant. In line with Carr’s post-
structural position, ideas such as ‘tacit knowledge’ and ‘embodiment’ 
are used as a means for understanding teachers’ practical knowledge. 

Both perspectives have been criticised for imposing a dichotomy be-
tween theory and practice, a dichotomy which is neither helpful for 
teachers nor teacher education. Shalem and Slominsky (2013) take the 
Hirst-Carr debate as a starting point for problematising tendencies in 
teacher education. Their first critique concerns “the anti-intellectualism 
in Carr’s postmodern attack on the idea that educational theory has a 
privileged position in relation to practice” (p. 69). Their second critique 
is how the “embodiment thesis” (p. 69) has had a great influence on 
teacher education. The embodiment thesis is that knowledge is acquired 
through experiences, and unique for every individual. As embodiment, 
Shalem and Slominsky (2013) include three notions of teacher 
knowledge: reflection in action, intuitive cognition, and tacit 
knowledge, which have in common that they cannot be discursively de-
scribed and transmitted, only experienced.  

The relationship between tacit knowledge and teacher professional-
ism is also problematised in a Swedish context:  

There is, however, tacit stupidity as well as tacit wisdom. Tacit knowledge is 
not by itself good. Even if tacit knowledge is a necessary condition for doing a 
good job, it is not enough (Carlgren, 1999, p. 50). 

 
Thus, ‘tacit knowledge’ gives rise to many conceptual contradictions. 
Shalem and Slominsky (2013) continue to highlight such contradic-
tions: tacit knowledge is on the one hand personal, on the other, shared 
by the profession. On the one hand, a practice language anchored in 
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physical reality is claimed to be a necessary base for professional know-
how, on the other hand, this contradicts Carr’s assumption of “a set of 
arbitrary conventions or discourses that can be manipulated to distribute 
different truths” (Shalem & Slominsky, 2013, p. 76). In summary, their 
critique of the embodiment thesis focuses on its discounting of de-con-
textualised knowledge, and the reduction of theory to another social 
practice where professional knowledge cannot be transmitted, only ex-
perienced. 

The relevance of theory for teachers has also been questioned—a cri-
tique of how research claims to know better than teachers how teaching 
should be conducted. The emergence of mathematics as a field of re-
search at the same time created the researcher as different from the 
mathematics teacher (Furinghetti et al., 2013). They argue that this 
change, together with a desire for research to improve teaching, im-
poses a deficiency perspective on teachers’ work—the actual teaching 
reality is seen as an imperfect manifestation of theoretical proposals 
from researchers. Montecino (2018) describes how research tends to 
accept the OECD description of good mathematics teachers, which re-
sults in a description of present-day teachers as ‘outdated’. Thus, a scep-
ticism towards the normative role of research and theory for mathemat-
ics teachers is raised from a critical political perspective. This has been 
described as the ontology of teacher knowledge being turned into an 
epistemology of the nature of truth in educational research (Lerman, 
2013).  
 
Above, I have raised some problematic issues with separating theoreti-
cal perspectives, and as Shalem and Slonimsky (2013) and others re-
mark, both theoretical and practical knowledge is important for teacher 
education. The possibility for such co-existence is described as provid-
ing third spaces (Zeichner, 2010); spaces for theory and practice to be 
integrated without an imposed hierarchy between knowledge dis-
courses in school and knowledge discourses in university. Such a third 
space is appealing because it provides the opportunity for student teach-
ers to access both discourses, where “an either/or perspective is trans-
formed into a both/also-point of view” Zeichner (2010, p. 92). Zeichner 
(2010) suggests that third spaces may occur both in field experiences (a 
form of practicum) and in campus-based teacher education. In paper 3, 
the written tasks student teachers complete during practicum were as-
sumed to provide potential for a third space to occur. For these tasks, 
the analysis distinguishes between strong, weak, or non-demarcation of 
a practice-based context (PBC) or conceptual objects of study (COS).  
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Table 3: The possible cases for demarcation of COS and PBC (see Paper 3) 

 
COS demarcation 

Strong Weak None 
PB

C 
de

m
ar

-
ca

tio
n  

Strong A B C 

Weak D E F 

None G H I 

     

 
In Table 3, the white cells reflect the opportunity of a third space, inte-
grating COS and PBC, whereas the grey cells do not. The strength of 
demarcation signals how visible the privileging is. 

Two dimensions of analysis were also used in paper 1. The data for 
paper 1 consisted of observation protocols from practicum, which were 
situations where the visiting university teacher was evaluating teaching 
in a school context. For this evaluation, the analysis focused on one 
dimension as the implicit or explicit implementation of teacher action 
(in the classroom context), and the second dimension as judgement with 
reference to a knowledge base, or not. (See Figure 1). Here, a 
knowledge base is seen as both practical and theoretical knowledge, but 
also knowledge which can be used as the base for informed judgements. 
In paper 1, the criteria with both explicit implementation of teacher ac-
tion and a required judgement based on knowledge were categorised as 
reasoned judgement. For reasoned judgement, teaching was conceptu-
alised as a complex principled practice, requiring specialised discipli-
nary-based knowledge (Rusznyak & Bertram, 2015), and in paper 1, 
reasoned judgement was analytically distinguished from the criteria 
where student teachers needed to make informed choices.  

A philosophical understanding of how such judgement relates to 
educational research is outlined (Winch et al., 2015), where “a research-
based textured notion of professional judgement encompasses a com-
plementary and mutually enriching relationship between different 
aspects of professional knowledge and practice.” (Winch et al., 2015, 
p. 202). The “textured notion of professional judgement” consists of 
interconnected and complementary aspects of situated understanding: 
technical knowledge or critical reflections. These aspects in turn require 
“teachers’ practical know-how, conceptual understandings of educat-
ion, teaching and learning, and the ability to interpret and form critical 
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judgements on existing knowledge and its relevance to their particular 
situation” (p. 202). According to Winch et al. (2015), critical reflections 
based on professional judgement require that teachers be seen as agents 
with access to an extensive knowledge base for informed judgement.  

Apart from reasoned judgement, paper 1 also engaged an analysis of 
pedagogic reasoning and actions in the protocols. The criteria in pro-
tocols were coded from a list of such reasoning and actions: 
comprehension, instruction, transformation, reflection, professional de-
velopment, and disposition. These codes also enable the analysis of pri-
vileged knowledge, here with a focus on privileged knowledge from 
practice.  
 
Even though conceptualisations as a third space and reasoned judge-
ment clearly privilege the combination of knowledge from practice and 
from theory, the different dimensions also enable the distinguishing of 
cases when such combination is not privileged, for example, when the-
oretical knowledge is invisible. 

 Privileged mathematical knowledge  
In teacher education, the privileging of mathematics is not merely a 
matter of whether mathematics is important or not, it is rather what 
comes to be constructed as mathematics, and subsequently what comes 
to be privileged as important mathematics knowledge for teachers. Sev-
eral perspectives focus on aspects of mathematical knowledge, learning 
and teaching. This section outlines three different conceptualisations of 
mathematical knowledge which enable me to analytically approach 
what construct of mathematics is privileged in the different arenas: 
mathematics as cognitive competences, mathematical values, and math-
ematics as discourse. 

Within the cognitive competence perspective, the main distinctions 
were between democratic and authoritarian objectives for school mat-
hematics. According to Niss (1996), in democratic countries, such as in 
Scandinavia, the role of school mathematics is to provide opportunities 
for fostering critical, competent citizens, whereas authoritarian systems 
tend to privilege mathematics for technical and national competiti-
veness. However, changes in society after 1996, linked to, for example, 
technological development and international comparisons of education, 
were the background for developing a competence framework as a base 
for mathematics curricula. In this competence framework, mathema-
tical competences such as managing mathematical language and tools, 
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or thinking and responding within a mathematical context, were 
foregrounded (Niss & Højgaard Jenssen, 2002). Thus, the objectives for 
school mathematics could now be expressed in terms of learners’ cog-
nitive competences, rather than as a list of content. In the competency 
framework, the role of, for example, arithmetic skills, was downplayed 
(Niss & Højgaard Jenssen, 2019). The conceptualisation of orientation 
of school mathematics was used for analysis of policy reports in paper 
2.  

A theory of mathematics as enculturation (Bishop, 1991)—an 
anthropological perspective—was used to describe complementary va-
lues in mathematics. The three pairs of opposing values: rationalism vs. 
objectivism, openness vs. mystery, and control vs. progress (Bishop, 
1991) are proposed. The possibility for application and openness to con-
tribute to the democratisation of knowledge in mathematics is also pro-
posed (Seah et al., 2016). An earlier study (Andersson & Österling, 
2019) found that despite the democratic goals for Swedish school mat-
hematics, learners tend to understand mathematics as objectivism, 
where predetermined knowledge and procedures are valued as im-
portant. In paper 2, the ideological dimension, where mathematical va-
lues range between an objectivism of applying previously developed 
mathematical objects, and a rationalism of coherent argumentation, was 
used to analyse mathematical values in the policy reports for teacher 
education.  

 
Finally, from a discursive perspective, mathematics is a human con-
struct, where discursive rules regulate participation in the field. In com-
mognitive theory, the learning of mathematics is approached as (in-
creased) participation in a mathematics discourse. The particularity in 
the mathematics discourse, according to Sfard (2008), is the abstract 
nature of the mathematical objects: “unlike in zoology or chemistry, 
where the discourse and its objects are separate entities, in mathematics, 
the objects of talk are, in themselves, discursive constructs, and thus 
constitute a part of the discourse” (Sfard, 2008, p. 129). Approaching 
mathematical objects as discursive constructs means they are regarded 
as abstractions which are not empirically accessible. The learner en-
counters different realisations of such discursive objects, and through a 
process of saming such realisations, gains access to the abstract object, 
a reification process that models the historical creation of the abstract 
object through saming (Sfard, 1991). In such discourse, the visible part 
of mathematics consists of the perceptually accessible realisations of 
mathematical objects—the word use, visible mediators, narratives, and 
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routines (Sfard, 2008)—and in the mathematics classroom, the “goal of 
mathematising is to produce narratives that can be endorsed, labelled as 
true, and become known as ‘mathematical facts’.” (p. 223). The con-
ceptualisation of routines was important for the analysis of mentor con-
versations in paper 4. Routines describe the participation in mathemat-
ical activity, and this participation ranges between explorations, with 
agentive learners participating in an objectified discourse, and ritual 
rule-following with little learner agentivity. The recent developments 
in commognitive theory involve different aspects which enable a de-
ritualisation of routines (flexibility, bondedness, applicability, sustain-
ability, learner agentivity, and objectification; Lavie et al., 2019). In ad-
dition, routines were also extended for the analysis of teaching, not only 
learning (Heyd-Metzuyanim et al., 2019; Nachlieli & Tabach, 2019). 
For the mentor conversations, the analysis was based on the privileging 
of de-ritualising prompts in teaching.  
 
The three perspectives of mathematical competences, mathematical 
values, and mathematics discourse informed the analysis of privileged 
mathematical knowledge, mainly in papers 2 and 4. However, the anal-
ysis of privileged knowledge also shows what knowledge is invisible, 
and therefore not present in the third space.  

2.4 Access to teacher education 

Education is a process that creates social reality, necessarily producing some-
thing new. Education is part of the process that steers a society through histor-
ical time. Questions about the goals of education are questions about the direc-
tion in which we want a social order to move, given that societies cannot avoid 
changing. This is where questions of privilege and social justice in education 
arise; they are fundamental to the project, not add-ons. (Connell, 2009, p. 225) 

 
These fundamental perspectives of social justice and social order are 
necessarily produced and reproduced in teacher education. The legiti-
mation of knowledge or content in teacher education is recognised as 
value laden (Lerman, 2013), and part of the axiological question of what 
teacher education works for, and the sociological question of who it 
works for. Hence, privileging of knowledge can be discussed in terms 
of inclusion and access. 

Critical discourse analysis, as part of critical realism, adds critical 
goals as the “denaturalising” (Fairclough, 1995/2010, p. 38) of seem-
ingly common-sense background knowledge. The emancipatory goals 
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from critical theory, based on Habermas (1987), acknowledge how pro-
duced knowledge can be transformative for both the individuals and for 
the social world, “it is critical in the sense that it does not simply seek 
to generate knowledge about the world as it is but to detect and unmask 
beliefs and practices that limit human freedom” (Scott & Usher, 2010, 
p. 35). In this dissertation, the analysis of privileged knowledge there-
fore extends beyond issues of selection of knowledge in teacher educa-
tion programmes, and instead enables a discussion of the emancipatory 
or restraining powers inherent in this privileged knowledge. 

The images of desired teachers may limit the available space for 
groups of teachers and student teachers. Hossain (2013) has described 
how certain bodies are not included in the image of a good teacher, and 
based on Ahmed (2004) demonstrates how the invisibility of teachers 
from different backgrounds, gender, or race works to exclude. A gen-
dered discourse of mathematics has been found to maintain social in-
justice (Llewellyn, 2009). Thus, for groups of teachers, the image of the 
desired teacher will place restrictions on their access to mathematics 
teacher education. The comic strip by Larsson Pinedo (see Figure 3) 
reveals the absurdity of several discourses which, put together, form an 
image of an ideal teacher, which an actual person could not attain. Nev-
ertheless, teachers are still subjected to the desire for the ideal teacher 
portrayed in the image. 

This chapter describes the relation between desired teachers and ac-
cess, and the relation between privileged knowledge and access. 

 Inclusion in the images of desired teachers 
Despite the ethical commitment to providing teacher education that in-
cludes a broader group of students, there is, as in many other countries, 
a shortage of mathematics teachers in Sweden (SOU 2008:109). This 
adds a rational argument for teacher education to provide inclusive ep-
istemic access for prospective mathematics teachers. This section out-
lines a theoretical perspective on the power of inclusion, exclusion, re-
sistance, and submission behind the images of desired teachers. 

In Bernstein’s (2000) pedagogic device, power is embedded in edu-
cational knowledge, and pedagogic discourse is seen as a crucial instru-
ment of cultural reproduction. In line with this argument, education and 
teacher education are described as shaping the culture of which they are 
part, and vice versa. According to Maton (2013), the field of education 
suffers from “knowledge-blindness”, with weak knowledge codes (see 
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section 2.1). Hence, Bernstein’s pedagogic device is expanded by Ma-
ton (2013) and can now be used for differentiating knower-building 
from knowledge-building fields. Fields with strong knowledge codes 
legitimise the possession of specialised knowledge and attributes of ac-
tors are downplayed. Actors are equally positioned in relation to the 
field’s practices, irrespective of their identity characteristics. Mathe-
matics, the natural sciences, and linguistics are examples of disciplines 
with strong knowledge codes, according to Maton (2013). Fields with 
strong knower codes, however, downplay the role of specialised 
knowledge; instead, the attributes of actors are emphasised. These at-
tributes can be born, cultivated, or socially based, and tacit procedures 
and principles of knowledge dominate. Maton (2013) claims that edu-
cation is a field with a strong knower-code. 

Knower-building is the field’s capacity to integrate dispositions of 
actors (Maton, 2013), and hence relates to accessibility to the field. 
However, knower-building, different from knowledge building, does 
not clarify what needs to be learned. Instead, the knowledge in the field 
is understood as a canon, with a naturalised gaze for what is legitimately 
included in this canon. Knower-building is the canon introjected, where 
the legitimacy of the knower is the internalisation of a gaze, based on 
recognition of canonical knowledge. Within knower-building fields, 
four such gazes are distinguished by Maton (2013): the trained gaze, 
which any knower can be trained into; the cultivated gaze, which can 
be inculcated through long exposition; the social gaze that comes with 
race, gender, or sexuality; and the born gaze, which comes with natural 
talent or genius. Maton (2013) finds the field of education to be perme-
ated by a cultivating gaze, where “knowers are not born but made 
through a re-formation of their dispositions” (ibid, p. 98). He claims 
that one aim of enabling a cultivated gaze with minimal guidance and 
modelling leaves many students reliant on common sense and raises the 
critique that ‘authentic learning’ is not necessarily transferable beyond 
the learning context, and disadvantages students who do not already 
possess the ability to generalise and abstract principles and procedures.  

Hence, Bernstein’s (2000) pedagogic device together with Maton’s 
(2013) knower-codes provides a theoretical frame for recognising fields 
dominated by a knower-code, how such codes regulate the practices in 
those fields, and what these practices in turn require from the knowers 
in terms of inclusion and access.  

 
The strength of a knower-code in a field has consequences for issues of 
inclusion and social justice. In Fairclough’s (1995/2010) description, 
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social practices mediate the potentialities of social structures and con-
trol the selection of actualisations in social events. With a strong 
knower-code, the image of the desired teacher will be powerful in both 
the selection and transformation of knowers. The selection works 
through classifications of who can be a desired teacher, and who cannot. 
Hence, social issues of power and justice in teacher education are re-
lated to the images of the desired teacher, where knowers resembling 
the image are included, while others are excluded. 

However, the desired teacher does not occur in a vacuum. Based on 
Foucault (1975), this desired teacher can be the result of disciplining 
powers, powers which are part of a discourse, where the disciplining 
power regulates what it is possible to do, be, or become. According to 
Foucault (1975) such disciplining powers exercise control in every mo-
ment, through classifications, comparisons, hierarchies, and exclusion. 
For the images of desired teachers, classifications of who the desired 
teacher is, and who is not will force the student teacher to choose to 
submit and conform to the image, or to resist. Thus, the power of the 
image of the desired teacher is not only the potential unjust exclusion 
of students, but also the power exercised over and by the student teacher 
themself to transform and adapt in line with the image.  

In the introductory chapter (see section 1.3), the challenges for 
Amos, Carol, and Lola were presented, challenges which can be de-
scribed in terms of submission or resistance to the image of the desired 
teacher. Their examples demonstrate a conflict between the image of 
desired teacher, and the knowledge, values, and bodies of the particular 
student teachers. The justness of the image they encounter in the prac-
tices of teacher education can be questioned.  

 Access to privileged knowledge 
The inclusion and exclusion of content in the legitimised text is not only 
based on rational reasoning or factual knowledge. Maton (2013) 
demonstrates how knowers, in this case student teachers, select content 
based on its capacity to position the knower in a good light, which he 
refers to as the “sex appeal” (p. 152) of different ideologies. This phe-
nomenon is illustrated by the quote below, where a student teacher is 
asked to elaborate on his pedagogical position, based on his knowledge 
of behaviourism, cognitivism, or socio-cultural theories: 

Det inskärptes med emfas att det inte gick att blanda dessa perspektiv utan att 
det närmast handlade om att välja ståndpunkt mellan dessa. (Man skulle välja 
det sociokulturella). 
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It was inculcated with emphasis that these perspectives were not to be mixed, 
rather that it more or less was about choosing one stance. (You were expected 
to choose the socio-cultural theory).  (Student teaching portfolio, my transla-
tion) 

 
This quote demonstrates how the student was invited to choose between 
stances, and how sociocultural theory was selected not as the result of 
a reasoned choice, but from how it was understood to be the ‘right an-
swer’. It renders comparatively more sex appeal than the alternatives. 
From a critical realist perspective, the sex appeal of this knowledge is 
an example of a naturalised ideology. Within such naturalised ideology, 
the privileging of knowledge is based on its sex appeal within the dis-
course. 
 
The aim of this section is to outline the relation between privileged 
knowledge and access for student teachers. This position assumes not 
only that it is possible to learn mathematics teaching, but also that stu-
dent teachers need support for this learning. As discussed in chapter 0, 
the privileging of knowledge can be understood through legitimation 
code theory (Maton, 2013), and an outline of this is given below, start-
ing with Bernstein’s pedagogic device (2000). 

A sociological perspective on education foregrounds how class and 
language repertoires regulate access to knowledge and the classification 
of what knowledge will be included as legitimate texts (Bernstein, 
2000). There is therefore a relationship between legitimised knowledge 
and epistemic access through the explicitness—the recognition rules—
of the legitimised, or privileged knowledge. Bernstein’s pedagogic de-
vice connects the social aspects with the selection and framing of 
knowledge. I borrow the language for describing Bernstein’s pedagogic 
device from Parker and Adler (2014) who recontextualise this frame-
work to mathematics teacher education, giving a comprehensive de-
scription of the three rules: evaluative, distributive, and recontextuali-
sation. First, the distributive rules: 

His theory of the pedagogic device – the intrinsic grammar (in a metaphoric 
sense) of pedagogic discourse - incorporates three sets of hierarchical rules that 
regulate pedagogic communication: Distributive rules that regulate power rela-
tions between social groups, distributing different forms of knowledge and con-
stituting different orientations to meaning – who gets to learn what; (Parker & 
Adler, 2014, p. 205) 
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As an example, Skog (2014) describes how mathematics student teach-
ers sometimes assume a disempowered position, such as when one stu-
dent says: “And especially for us who want to become teachers and… 
because we are immigrants too… But I think they mostly will focus on 
our language. How we speak Swedish.” (Skog, 2014, p. 160). In terms 
of the distributive rules, this student recognises how lecturers focus on 
the language proficiency of this group of immigrant students, which 
was seen as a different focus to that applied to other groups of students. 

Parker and Adler (2014) on the second set of pedagogic discourse 
rules: 

Recontextualisation rules […] regulate the formation of specific pedagogical 
discourse. In any pedagogical practice knowledges are delocated, relocated and 
refocused, so becoming something other; In the context of teacher education 
practice, the recontextualising rule is possibly the most well-known and used 
element of Bernstein’s work, and elaborated through the concepts of classifica-
tion and framing. (Parker & Adler, 2014, p. 205) 

 
The ‘delocation, relocation, and refocus’ explains how knowledge is 
privileged under discursive rules. Hence, recontextualisation of 
knowledge is related to distribution of power. On the one hand, stronger 
framing means that the learner has less power in relation to what counts 
as legitimate knowledge in the pedagogical discourse. On the other 
hand, stronger framing makes knowledge more visible, and thereby 
more accessible. 

After rules of distribution and recontextualisation, the knowledge 
codes are submitted to evaluative rules. 

Acquisition, in Bernstein’s terms, is elaborated by what he refers to as ‘recog-
nition’ and ‘realisation’. In any pedagogic setting, learners need to recognize 
what it is they are to be learning (the what), and further, they need to be able to 
demonstrate this by producing (realizing – the how) what is required - what he 
refers to as a ‘legitimate text’. Recognition and realization link with the third 
set of rules operating within the pedagogic device. Evaluative rules constitute 
specific practices – regulating what counts as valid knowledge. For Bernstein, 
any pedagogic practice ‘transmits criteria’ (indeed this is its major purpose). 
Evaluation condenses the meaning of the whole device (Bernstein, 2000), so 
acting (hence the hierarchy of the rules) on recontextualisation (the shape of the 
discourse) that in turn acts on distribution (who gets what). (Parker & Adler, 
2014, pp. 205-206) 

 
Evaluative rules connect the shape of the discourse, as the specialised 
languages and abstract propositions of vertical language, to the distri-
bution of who gets to learn what, that is, to who gets access to this valid 
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knowledge. The sociological perspective of the pedagogic device 
(Bernstein, 2000) foregrounds how class and language repertoires are 
related both to who has easier access to the legitimate text and to the 
selection of what knowledge will be included as legitimate knowledge.  

Bernstein (2000) distinguished between a vertical discourse, which 
“takes the form of a coherent, explicit, and systematically principled 
structure […] or […] a series of specialized languages” (p. 159), and a 
horizontal discourse, which “entails a set of strategies which are local, 
segmentally organized, context specific and dependent” (p. 159). In 
mathematics, learners are typically introduced to the horizontal dis-
course with the pedagogic aim of access and inclusion (Dowling, 1996). 
However, this aim of inclusion may result in their exclusion from the 
vertical discourse, often the discourse which is required for higher sta-
tus education and vocation. Therefore, the access to a vertical language 
is a question of inclusion in relation to social class. 

Access to a vertical discourse is connected to a visible pedagogy, 
with either a strong grammar with explicit use of principled conceptu-
alisations, or a weaker grammar of showing or modelling (Bernstein, 
2000). The horizontal language and weak grammar of teacher education 
is in this regard opposite to the strong grammar and vertical language 
typical of the field of mathematics (Adler & Davis, 2006). The horizon-
tal discourse relies on the tacitly acquired gaze. What makes a tacit gaze 
troublesome is that when this gaze requires experiences from particular 
social arenas, it becomes inaccessible to certain groups of learners (Ma-
ton, 2013). Thus, it is not only the privileging itself but also the visibil-
ity of privileged knowledge that impacts accessibility. 

The visibility of privileged knowledge extends the conclusions from 
research question 2 (see section 1.4) to inform a discussion on access 
and inclusion, based on the expected invisible gaze or a more visible 
demarcation of privileged knowledge. 
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3 Literature review 

2. 
Kunskap, är inte det ett annat ord  
för makt, frågar studenten. Och är förresten 
makt inte ett annat ord för pengar? Du 
ger saker namn och tror att du förklarar 
någonting, för att förstå måste man titta på 
orsakerna. Se här, till exempel, boken  
är full av fingeravtryck! 
 
Jag la ifrån mig pekpinnen och tog emot 
förstoringsglaset. Och minsann om inte  
boksidorna kryllade av säkra evidens.  
Jag blåste på dem, och de flög iväg. 

 

2. 
Knowledge, is this not another word 
for power, asks the student. And is by the way 
power not a different word for money? You 
names things and believe you explain 
something, to understand one must look at 
the causes. Look here, for instance, this book 
is full of fingerprints! 
 
I put down the chart pointer and picked up 
the magnifying glass. And indeed, if the pages  
were not crowded with cogent evidence. 
I blew on it, and away it flew. 
 
(Naima Chahboun, 2019, translation to English by Iben Christiansen) 

 
 
This chapter summarises mainly empirical results on constructs similar 
to images of desired teachers or teacher knowledge with a focus on 
practicum in mathematics teacher education. It engages first the range 
of images of the desired teacher evident in previous research, and sec-
ond, some of the important strands in a knowledge base for mathematics 
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teacher education. Thereafter, previous research on teachers’ reflec-
tions, reasoning, and judgement is summarised, as a background to the 
perspective on reasoned judgement in this dissertation. 

3.1 A plethora of images for the desired teacher 
The notion of good teacher has varied throughout history and between 
cultures and contexts. The notion of the desired teacher recognises the 
teacher as both a subject and as subjected to discourses of power which 
constitute categories such as ‘teacher’ and ‘good teacher’ (see section 
2.2.2 on p. 27). 

In research on desired teachers, this desire ranges over a plurality of 
perspectives and constructs, for example, for a teacher with born dispo-
sitions, a scholarly teacher, a teacher trained to teach efficiently, or a 
reflective practitioner. I make an analytic distinction between images 
which presupposes (a) that teachers need certain skills and dispositions 
beforehand, and (b) that teachers can be agentive learners, engaging in 
knowledge-based judgement. Several images have been distinguished 
between those polarities, and the distinction does not rule out possible 
combinations of (a) and (b) in the same image.  

 
To group (a)—teachers with dispositions—belong the charismatic 
teacher, the born teacher, and teachers with a certain set of attitudes or 
dispositions. The charismatic teacher, at times found in media and pop-
ular culture, is a teacher with the natural disposition to engage learners 
(Connell, 2009). Descriptions of teachers with a more or less born dis-
position to teach prevail. In a Swedish context, the born teacher has 
been identified in policy reports on teacher education throughout the 
second half of the 20th century (Sjöberg, 2010), with assumptions 
about, for example, teachers’ gender and natural disposition to teach. 
Related to the born teacher, desires for dispositions such as interest, 
proper attitudes, and the right beliefs are found in research (Bang & 
Valero, 2014).  

However, these dispositions are not always described as fixed, and 
research has invested much effort into understanding how beliefs de-
velop. Teachers’ self-efficacy beliefs have been found to develop in 
stages: first, efficacy of classroom management, thereafter student en-
gagement, and after some time, efficacy of instructional strategies 
(Watson & Marshal, 2019). In teacher education, practicum experiences 
have been found to explain only 3% of the changes in beliefs (Jong & 
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Hodges, 2015), whereas student teachers’ pre-existing attitudes were 
the strongest predictor of beliefs. Generally, beliefs are difficult to 
change, or, at least, time is needed for this change to occur. Beliefs af-
fect teaching practices where higher levels of mathematics teaching ef-
ficacy beliefs have been related to certain teaching practices, with 
higher cognitive demand, extended learner explanations, learner-to-
learner discourse, and explicit connections between representations 
(Lee et al., 2017). Thus, beliefs appear to have the power to explain how 
teachers develop and how they teach. As a consequence, the desire is 
that teachers either hold such beliefs, or that their beliefs should be 
changed. 

 
In group (b), teachers as learners, teachers’ degrees of agency differ 
among the images. One image is the technical-professional teacher, 
whose knowledge has been described as “technical know-how” (Winch 
et al., 2015, p. 205), where the skills and techniques can be learned, but 
insights on the purposes of teaching are unnecessary. In contrast, the 
scholar teacher image represents a humanist ideal of the teacher who 
not only knows how to manage the classroom, but can “think for her-
self, apply disciplined knowledge, and act as an agent of cultural re-
newal” (Connell, 2009, p. 216). In addition, learning to teach has also 
been seen as a collegial professionalisation, where Gainsburg (2012) 
demonstrated how the collegial teaching environment was an important 
factor for student teachers’ development. Similar collegial ideals are re-
flected in perspectives such as: teachers as reflective practitioners, crit-
ical pedagogy, or teachers as intellectuals (Connell, 2009). Such per-
spectives share a trust in teachers to engage in reasoning and agentive 
judgement, similar to reasoned judgement, as described in paper 1. 

 
The shifting desires do not evolve chronologically, and a recent shift 
has emerged in the policy arena, described by Sjöberg (2010), as a re-
turn to a focus on teachers’ competences and skills, rather than scholar-
ship and agency, as necessary for efficient practices. In Sweden, this 
shift can be identified in the 1999 policy report for teacher education 
(SOU 1999:63), where the role of the teacher is transformed from that 
of fostering equity and solidarity, towards the goal of educating citizens 
for a competitive nation; while at the same time, the teacher is made 
responsible for learners’ achievements (Mickwitz, 2015). This is a shift 
towards goal-fulfilling achievements, reflecting an image of the effi-
cient teacher, as I have chosen to refer to it. This image also permeated 
the 1990s media discourse, where the image of the teacher depicts a 
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controller of achievement, and where the role of the teacher is to sort 
learners (Wiklund, 2006). Sjöberg (2010) argued that there was a con-
nection between the goal-oriented focus and an emerging perspective 
on knowledge, where knowledge is reduced to pre-determined facts. 
Such factual knowledge can more easily form the base for assessment 
and comparisons between countries, schools, and teachers. 

In Australia, the requirement for teachers to have disciplinary 
knowledge, for example mathematics knowledge, has been challenged 
from postmodern perspectives (Connell, 2009). For schools, the hu-
manistic scholarly ideals were difficult to translate into a programme 
for working class children, and at the same time, public funding of pri-
vate or charter schools was driven by the agenda to protect class privi-
lege and gender divisions. The combination of postmodern critiques of 
factual knowledge, and a neoliberal turn towards marketisation and 
competitive comparisons of schools, results in a severe challenge 
against scholarly knowledge ideals and teachers’ professional agency, 
Connell argues. 

The ‘competencies’ statements produced by the Institutes reveal no underlying 
idea of a field of knowledge; they are dot-point lists. The audit culture in edu-
cation construes teachers as technicians, enacting pre-defined ‘best practice’ 
with a pre-defined curriculum measured against external tests – a situation for 
which skill, but not intelligence, is required. (Connell, 2009, p. 224) 

 
Connell (2009) found a shared concern across the two contradictory 
perspectives of the postmodern questioning of a shared knowledge base 
and the neoliberal audit culture: the mistrust of teachers’ knowledge. 
“The scene was set for a shift from humanist back towards a technical 
vision of the good teacher” (Connell, 2009, p. 217), where teacher au-
tonomy was being reduced, the link to research made more implicit, and 
lists of auditable competencies could appear as the sole rationale of a 
teacher education programme. 

A similar trend of de-professionalisation of teachers has been traced 
elsewhere. In the USA, university-based teacher education has been 
challenged by school-based teacher education systems (Arbaugh et al., 
2015), where scholarly education for teachers has been downplayed in 
favour of classroom management skills training. In a comparative study 
of Swedish and English policy documents, Beach and Bagley (2013) 
traced a trend in teacher education towards a training paradigm which 
affects teachers’ sense of professionalism. Such training paradigms 
have similarities with what Rusznyak and Bertram (2015) describe as a 
technical approach, where teachers are assessed by a list of specified 
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techniques to follow. Thus, internationally, the image of the profes-
sional, agentive teacher is being challenged by neoliberal demands for 
an efficient teacher.  

 The emergence of standards and checklists for teachers can be con-
nected to a desire for the efficient teacher. Grant (2015) has raised a 
concern about standards in the form of checklists, arguing that the cre-
ation of such lists risks doing injustice to the complexity of education. 
This phenomenon has also been problematised by Biesta (2015a): 

This [the creation of checklists] not only can lead easily to a disjointed curric-
ulum and an instrumental approach to the education of teachers, but also runs 
the risk of turning teacher education from a collective experience to a plethora 
of individual learning trajectories where students are just working towards the 
achievement of their ‘own’ competencies, without a need to interact with or be 
exposed to fellow students. (Biesta, 2015a, p. 2) 
 

Thus, teachers are not only positioned in the role of sorting and as-
sessing learners, they are themselves subjected to this emerging culture 
of sorting and assessment in education.  
  
Alternatives to this development have been formulated. Connell (2009) 
has proposed supporting creativity, plurality, and just teaching prac-
tices, by providing pictures of “good teachers in plural, and good teach-
ing in the collective sense” (p. 226). Winch et al. (2015) have proposed 
a “textured model” for teacher education, with a practically oriented, 
research-based knowledge (p. 213). Here, the relationship between ed-
ucational research and teachers’ practical deliberation is foregrounded, 
where professional knowledge is based on “three interconnected and 
complementary aspects of teachers’ professional knowledge: situated 
understanding; technical knowledge; and critical reflection” (p. 202). 
In this model, critical reflection is based on conceptual educational 
knowledge, including knowledge of transformation of subject content 
knowledge, similar to the knowledge base for reasoned judgement (see 
section 2.3.1). 
 
This plethora of images of desired teachers reveals various positions on 
what mathematics teacher education works for. The two groups, where 
teachers are either seen as agentic learners, or as teachers with a dispo-
sition to teach, co-exist. The contribution of this dissertation is that im-
ages of desired teachers can now be used to inform the enquiry of how 
teacher education works at the moment, and what image is focused on 
in different arenas.  
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3.2 A knowledge base for mathematics teachers 
In earlier review studies, the importance of practicum for teacher edu-
cation has been recognised for future teachers at all levels and in all 
disciplines (see, e.g., Cochran-Smith & Zeichner, 2005; Grossman & 
McDonald, 2008). When it comes to learning to teach mathematics, 
there is a diversity of theories and positions which explain the relation-
ship between learning from theory and practice in mathematics teacher 
education. This section revises three perspectives of learning from the-
ory and practice. First, the different views on the knowledge and learn-
ing for mathematics teachers. Second, the role of noticing and reflection 
in teacher learning from practicum, and finally, the few studies which 
use reasoned judgement. 

 Knowledge and learning for mathematics teachers 
My position in this dissertation is that a knowledge base is the available 
knowledge in a field, and the privileged knowledge the legitimised 
knowledge which is subject to rules for participating in the field (see 
section 2.1). However, much research situates knowledge with the in-
dividual knower. The perspective I take includes different notions of 
the nature of both learning and knowledge for mathematics teaching. 
This section first provides an overview of some central conceptualisa-
tions of knowledge and learning in the field of mathematics teacher ed-
ucation, and thereafter relates these conceptualisations to the position 
of the dissertation. 

In the research literature on mathematics teacher education, the con-
cepts of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) and mathematical 
knowledge for teaching (MKT) have been found to have made an im-
portant contribution to the field (Österling & Christiansen, 2018), and 
a privileging of PCK and related conceptualisations can be expected in 
the arenas of teacher education. The initial conceptualisation of PCK 
foregrounded the specialised content knowledge needed by teachers as 
different from the knowledge of mathematicians (Shulman, 1986). Over 
time, PCK was developed and re-interpreted in different directions. In 
a review, Depaepe et al. (2013) found a breadth in the definitions, par-
ticularly regarding the distinction between content knowledge and 
PCK, where the analytic distinction was neither clear cut nor agreed 
upon. 

An important contribution to the field of mathematics education was 
the development of the mathematics for teaching (MKT) framework 
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(Ball et al., 2008). In MKT, content knowledge and PCK were inte-
grated, and a new categorisation developed. Still, Depaepe et al. (2013) 
commented that both PCK and MKT take “a mainly cognitive perspec-
tive on teachers’ knowledge as something that can be tested inde-
pendently from the context in which it is used” (p. 14). As such, a ma-
jority of research studies based on PCK and MKT used written tests to 
measure teachers’ knowledge (Depaepe et al., 2013). 

Research on practicum for mathematics teachers has found that 
practicum influences MKT positively (Österling & Christiansen, 2018). 
The practicum activities found to be fruitful were observations, discus-
sions, exposure to certain topics and learning experiences in mathemat-
ics and general pedagogy courses, an online community, and a shared 
repertoire for engaging with the teaching of mathematics (Goos & Ben-
nison, 2008; Yeşildere İmre and Akkoç, 2012; Youngs & Qian, 2013). 
However, these activities often had to be guided in some respect to be 
effective (Christiansen & Österling, under review). Other studies saw 
the opposite relationship, where knowledge was seen as a prerequisite 
for practicum, rather than a result. For instance, MKT was seen as a 
prerequisite for teaching problem-solving (Karp, 2010) and for produc-
tive reflections (van den Kieboom, 2013), and student teachers’ ‘under-
developed’ PCK or mathematical knowledge was found to have a neg-
ative impact on their reflections on teaching (Karp, 2010; McDuffie, 
2004). These studies thus provide some knowledge about the relation-
ship between what student teachers learn from practicum and MKT, a 
relationship that seems to be bi-directional, yet dependent on how 
practicum is organised. 

 
Despite the important insights provided by the extensive use of MKT 
in research, the role of knowledge in the work of teaching needs more 
attention (Ball, 2017), as does teachers’ learning of this knowledge. One 
effect of the focus on individual cognitive knowledge is that, too often, 
teachers’ lack of knowledge is the focus of research (Montecino, 2018), 
which results in a positioning of mathematics teachers and teacher ed-
ucation as deficient. Lerman (2013) described three perspectives on 
teacher learning: sociocultural theories, acquisitionist theory, and learn-
ing from practice. Perspectives based on PCK, such as those above, are 
mainly based on acquisitionist theory. Learning from practice will be 
further described in the next section (see 3.2.2), and findings related to 
sociocultural theories of teacher learning align with perspectives in this 
dissertation, which will be elaborated below.  
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Proponents of sociocultural perspectives critique the idea that teachers’ 
practices are an “externalisation of their internal states of knowledge 
and beliefs” (Lerman, 2013, p. 625). Instead, teacher learning is mani-
fested through the connection between activity and learning. From a 
cultural-historical perspective, “[k]nowledge is not something that an 
individual possesses: knowledge is potentiality that is actualized 
through joint labour” (Radford, 2014, p. 14). Seeing knowledge as a 
potentiality repeals the possibility of a uniform knowledge, able to be 
measured and compared. Therefore, the process of learning becomes 
central, rather than knowledge as an end-condition.  

Returning to Sfard (2008; see also section 2.3.2), the discursive na-
ture of mathematical objects is never perceptually accessible, we only 
access their realisations. One part of these realisations is the routines 
(Sfard, 2008), the central concept in this analytic approach. Routines 
were described as the “repetition-generated pattern of our actions” 
(Lavie et al., 2019 p. 153), and learning is seen as taking part in a new 
discursive practice through participation in routines. More precisely, 
routines are defined as the task as understood by a person in a given 
task situation, together with the procedure executed to solve the task 
(ibid.). A newcomer to the discursive practice participates by engaging 
in rituals; the engagement being defined as “a fully process-oriented 
routine, appreciated for its performance and not for its product” (ibid., 
p. 167). Thus, in ritual participation, the learner is satisfied with having 
completed routines they have seen others perform (Heyd-Metzuyanim 
et al., 2019). Participation in discourses on mathematical objects instead 
involves a de-ritualisation of routines, towards explorations. Explora-
tions are described as an act of production, the production of a mathe-
matical object, where learners have agency for a growing number of 
decisions. Explorative participation is characterised by being goal ori-
ented where goals are flexible, logically coherent, and posed by the 
learner (Heyd-Metzuyanim et al., 2019). Thus, ritual and explorative 
participation are contrasts characterised by “imitation vs. self-directed-
ness, rigidity vs. flexibility, and logical incoherence vs. well-justified 
actions” (Heyd-Metzuyanim et al., 2019, p. 278). 

The ritual stage seems necessary for learning mathematics (Lavie et 
al., 2019), and serves the purpose of introducing learners to participa-
tion in discourses on unknown objects (Nachlieli & Tabach, 2019. 
Lavie et al. (2019) proposed a set of de-ritualising routines in learning, 
stepping-stones which distinguish some of the complexity in learning-
as-exploration. These steps enable de-ritualisation understood as a 
slow, collaborative production of objectification, a process of which an 
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agentic mathematics learner is a key part. The proposed processes in 
de-ritualisation are flexibility, bondedness, applicability, performer’s 
agentivity, objectification of the discourse, and sustainability (see also 
paper 4).  

From commognition as a theory of learning mathematics, Nachlieli 
and Tabach (2019) developed a methodology for analysing mathemat-
ics teaching as enabling routines. They distinguished between teaching 
as ritual-enabling and exploration-requiring opportunities to learn 
(OTLs). Thus, as routines were initially developed as a conceptualisa-
tion of mathematics learning, the adaptation into a conceptualisation of 
mathematics teaching implies some challenges. One such challenge is 
that it is more difficult to delineate the learning object in mathematics 
teacher education than in a mathematics classroom (Heyd-Metzuyanim 
et al., 2019). Hence, teaching perceived as enabling de-ritualisation re-
lies on a combination of agentive participation in a situation, and 
knowledge of mathematical objects and of the learning of mathematical 
objects.  
 
Looking back at the development of MKT, Ball (2017) concluded that 
the knowledge teachers need must be based on a nuanced understanding 
of what teachers do, the mathematical work of teaching. Ball (2017) 
lists challenges with formulating teachers’ knowledge, such as describ-
ing necessary adaptations to different social contexts, describing acts 
which avoid reinforcing inequity and dominant norms, describing in-
visible acts for which there is no theory, distinguishing acts of teaching 
from other acts, and finally, describing what mathematical teaching in 
these acts entails. In this dissertation, I manage these challenges by 
avoiding the focus on teachers’ individual knowledge and focus on the 
privileged knowledge for participating in teacher education. To capture 
knowledge about unpredictable events in the mathematics classroom, a 
participationist perspective of joint labour (Radford, 2014) or routine 
activities (Lavie et al., 2019) treats contradictions between the fields as 
preconditions (Horn and Campbell, 2015) and not as deficiencies in 
teaching or knowledge. The question of how education works currently 
(Biesta, 2015b) will focus on what knowledge is constructed as privi-
leged knowledge for participation as a mathematics teacher in the class-
room.  
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 Learning noticing and reflection  
In a forthcoming systematic review article on learning outcomes from 
practicum (Christiansen & Österling, under review), the conceptualisa-
tions of noticing and reflection were recurring. Both noticing and re-
flection enable a situated approach to learning to teach, and this section 
summarises current research on the contribution of practicum to teacher 
education. 

Generally, theorising from practicum was privileged in reflections in 
the reviewed articles, and some examples are provided here. The use of 
written tasks to direct reflections was found to be successful (Cavanagh 
and Garvey, 2012; Lee, 2016), as was a supporting environment for the 
use of theoretical concepts (Oonk et al., 2015), and the use of research 
articles (Kaasila & Lauriala, 2012). Reflections based on video-record-
ings of student teachers’ own lessons served to decompose teaching 
(Osmanoglu, 2016), and group placements enabled student teachers to 
learn from peers who shared a theoretical language from campus 
courses (Cavanaugh & McMaster 2015). Particularly, lesson studies 
provided useful tools for learning from practicum, through ‘hansekai’, 
or joint post-lesson reflection (Amador & Carter, 2016). Reflections 
were categorised as having more depth (Kaasila & Laurilia, 2012), bet-
ter quality (Nyaumwe & Mtetwa, 2011), and being more critical 
(Cavanagh & Prescott, 2010) depending on how well the interpretations 
of the classroom situations were based on theory. Thus, the dominant 
perspective in research papers on mathematics teacher education 
seemed to embrace the vision of a third space (Zeichner, 2010) for the-
ory and practice to meet. 

The meeting with learners is an important contribution of practicum. 
Noticing entails observation and analysis of what learners say, and how 
this affects decisions in teaching. Thus, noticing is one important con-
ceptualisation of what student teachers need to learn in their work with 
learners. Learning to notice has been described as a stepwise develop-
ment: attending to the whole class and teacher pedagogy, attending to 
teacher pedagogy but beginning to notice mathematical thinking of par-
ticular learners, attending to particular learners’ thinking, and attending 
to the relationship between teaching and learning (van Es, 2011). In the 
literature on mathematics student teachers’ learning to notice, a focus 
on noticing learner thinking dominated (Christiansen & Österling, un-
der review). Even though practicum is crucial, different prompts or sup-
port enhanced noticing (Amador et al., 2016; Stockero et al., 2017), and 
several interventions were successful, for example, the analysis of video 
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(Stockero et al., 2017), joint reflection (Rasmussen, 2016), and medi-
ated field experience (Campbell, 2012). Noticing is learned from practi-
cum, but again, student teachers’ noticing and their reflections, sup-
ported by prompts and mediation from teacher educators, are advanta-
geous to learning.  
 
As indicated above, the research focusing on mathematics teacher edu-
cation foregrounded the importance of theory in teacher learning from 
practicum. In a way, this could be interpreted as a case of researchers 
privileging their own contribution. And yet there are opposing perspec-
tives to the focus on theory. From a post-modern, theory-independent 
position (see section 2.3.1), it is argued that research cannot account for 
adaptations to different contexts or classrooms, and conceptualisations 
such as ‘tacit knowledge’ are used as a means of describing teachers’ 
practical knowledge. From yet another position, a constructivist, Piage-
tian perspective foregrounds the assumption that “the individual comes 
to understand through reflective abstraction” (Lerman, 2013, p. 626, 
italics in original). This means that from both a postmodern and a con-
structivist position, it is assumed that teachers learn from practice, ei-
ther practical knowledge, or reflective abstractions. The constructivist 
assumption is called into question, and Lerman (2013) asks: “what 
would trigger accommodation; will sufficient experiences of mental op-
erations lead to reflective abstraction?” (Lerman, p. 626). From a soci-
ological perspective, the recognition rules for what is legitimised as 
practical knowledge cannot be assumed to be shared among student 
teachers with different experiences from mathematics teaching (see 
e.g., Rusznyak, 2009). 
 
In the reviewed studies above, learning noticing was enabled by medi-
ating prompts and interventions, whereas learning to reflect was ena-
bled by mediated theorisations from practice. Thus, the context base 
was important, but for student teachers to develop reflections or notic-
ing required a third space, where the mediated integration of theory and 
practice enabled recognition of privileged knowledge. 

 Reasoned judgement in mathematics teacher education 
To answer the question of what education is for, Biesta (2015b) claimed 
that teachers need to engage in professional judgement. Professional 
judgement requires that teachers are seen as agents with access to an 
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extensive knowledge base that informs judgement (Winch et al., 2015; 
see section 2.3.1 above).  
 
For reasoned judgement, teaching must be conceptualised as a complex, 
principled practice, requiring specialised, discipline-based knowledge 
(Rusznyak & Bertram, 2015), hence, based on professional judgement, 
and with more emphasis on a knowledge base. The educational desira-
bility of teachers’ judgement was proposed by Biesta (2015a), but is 
also found in research in mathematics education. Teachers were found 
to engage a critical approach where national curricula, textbooks, and 
public debate is negotiated (Pansell, 2018). Teachers learning is related 
to professional judgment, and learning is situated where teachers “rea-
son about situations in ways that keep in mind the interconnectedness 
among things like classroom climate, teaching moves, student partici-
pation, mathematical activities and student learning” (Horn & Camp-
bell, 2015, p. 155). In their study, the hybridity of the field and univer-
sity was obtained through mediated field experience, and this mediated 
field experience took complexity, collegiality, student learning, and 
transparency as its base. Another study got student teachers to observe 
peers and experienced teachers teach the same lesson in different ways 
and followed this with post-lesson discussions (Sun et al., 2015) as a 
means of learning judgement. They found that comparison and judge-
ment helped the observing student teachers engage in enquiry and ped-
agogical reasoning, and explain why, or why not, a pedagogic strategy 
was successful. Similarly, participation in a professional community 
moved student teachers’ justifications closer to the justifications of their 
mentors; that is, from emphasising obligations to mathematics and in-
dividual learners, to emphasising institutional goals of the school and 
responsibility towards their class as a whole (Bieda et al., 2015). And 
finally, where student teachers were asked to conduct an intervention, 
they came to value research more, and as a result, more often make in-
formed choices about classroom activities such as enquiry and whole-
class discussions (da Ponte et al., 2017).  

Although different approaches were used for learning reasoned 
judgement, such as mediated practicum, the same lesson taught by peers 
and experts, participation in a professional community, or conducting 
an intervention, the common aspect was that the judgement about the 
teaching was expected to be based on conceptual knowledge as well as 
practical experiences. Thus, the situations where student teachers 
learned reasoned judgement were the third spaces where theory and 
practice interconnected. 
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3.3 Access, images and knowledge 
From the desire for a range of knowledge for mathematics teachers, and 
kaleidoscopic images of desired (mathematics) teachers emerge ques-
tions about who is visible in the image of the desired teacher, together 
with questions about how student teachers access the privileged 
knowledge and images. As a research background, two perspectives on 
access in teacher education are foregrounded: how student teachers are 
found to submit to or resist the image of the desired teacher, and how 
access to knowledge is related to the visibility of privileged knowledge. 

 Submission or resistance to images of the desired teacher 
In the first perspective on access, both the submission and the resistance 
of student teachers to the images of the desired teacher will be dis-
cussed.  

The example of Carol (Bronkhorst et al., 2014) in the introduction 
(p. 8) demonstrates a resistance to the pedagogies of teacher education, 
not only because of their implicitness, but because they are not being 
challenging enough. Similarly, Ebbelind (2020) discussed two cases 
where teacher education was not challenging enough and students 
teachers remained in their comfort zones. Bronkhorst et al. (2014) also 
considered the case of Sabrina, who expressed how she felt reluctant to 
reflect on her teaching in terms of how it made her feel; for her, it was 
sufficient to reflect on how it could be done differently. Based on Carol 
and Sabrina’s resistance, Bronkhorst et al. (2014) suggested that teacher 
education needs to take student teachers’ diverse learning processes into 
account for the selected pedagogic approach. 

Resistance has also been engaged in relation to in-service teachers. 
As one example, Ball and Olmedo (2013) felt teachers should challenge 
the critique of teachers that holds them responsible for what fundamen-
tally are effects of neoliberalism. One example is where Elin describes 
herself as a ‘curling teacher’7 when she brings calculators, books, pens, 
and papers for upper secondary learners (Andersson, 2011). She con-
fronts herself for not helping learners to become responsible in her ef-
forts to help them achieve the curricular goals. Thus, she can criticise 
herself for whichever direction she takes. Ball and Olmedo (2013) 
claimed that resistance helps teachers to protect the self. The “resistor 

 
7 ‘Curling parent’ is the Swedish equivalent of ‘helicopter-parent’, and refers to the sport of 
curling, where players vigorously sweep the ice sheet to decrease friction in the path of the 
stone. 
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[sic] teacher” described by Valoyes-Chávez (2019) resisted the change 
imposed by professional development initiatives and provides another 
example of teachers protecting what they already do. Thus, when con-
fronted with conflicting images of the desired teacher, the teacher can 
assume agency to resist or submit to a desired image. However, the re-
search sometimes described student teachers’ resistance as a lack of 
quality, as non-desired. Bronkhorst et al. (2014), however, fore-
grounded the constructive potential of agency and engagement in this 
resistance to provide information about student teachers’ learning pro-
cesses. 

Frictions seem to be stronger for certain groups of student teachers, 
specifically the groups of teachers who are non-desired or invisible in 
the images of the desired teachers. Thompson et al. (2016) alluded to 
student teachers’ need to learn about multilingualism in the mathemat-
ics classroom, but studies about how teacher education needs to adapt 
to second language student teachers are hard to find. In an ethnographic 
study among Swedish mathematics student teachers (Skog, 2014), the 
immigrant teachers were empowered within the mathematics education 
discourse; they positioned themselves as being able to plan lessons and 
teach mathematics. However, they were disempowered in the language 
mastery discourse, positioning themselves as lacking the desired lan-
guage skills for teachers. But they also spoke about how they could be 
teachers, and what they needed to become teachers, despite the per-
ceived obstacles presented by institutional constraints. The immigrant 
teachers and their needs and contributions are invisible in the images of 
desired teachers (see section 3.1).  

Mathematics discourse has been described as gendered (Llewellyn, 
2009), with barriers and boundaries maintaining social injustices. Llew-
ellyn (2009) proposed a gender-blind discourse to reduce the barriers 
imposed by a gendered discourse and provide access to control, choice, 
and confidence. Similarly, Hossain et al. (2013) demonstrated how the 
dominant discourse was more easily taken up by some participants than 
others, and they problematised mathematical identities being available 
to all bodies. One in-service teacher reacted to the dismissal of familiar 
calculation strategies in a professional development initiative, and ex-
claimed, “where I’m coming from, I don’t feel like that that [sic] person 
is dumb” (Hossain et al., 2013, p. 43). The resistance she puts up to a 
privileged mathematics discourse relates to her experiences of post-co-
lonial oppression. From a historical perspective, the othering of African 
teachers follows from a politics of spatial and racial segregation, where 
African teachers were deprived of equal opportunities (Seroto, 2020). 
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Thus, teacher education erects barriers to experiences from certain 
groups, excluding these experiences from the privileged knowledge, 
and making some bodies invisible in the images of the desired mathe-
matics teachers. The assumption is that similar barriers are found in 
Swedish teacher education. 

 Access to privileged knowledge 
The second perspective is access to privileged knowledge. To challenge 
and deepen notions of teaching, Rusznyak (2009) claimed that teacher 
education needs to make expectations about teaching explicit, particu-
larly in a context where the teaching that student teachers encounter in 
schools does not meet their expectations. The importance of a mathe-
matics discourse as part of mathematics teachers’ knowledge was 
demonstrated by Ball et al. (2008) who found that teachers with higher 
scores on a standardised MKT test more often taught non-minority stu-
dents, whereas learners from minority groups more often had teachers 
with lower test scores. Ball et al. (2008) raised concerns that these learn-
ers would access only a limited mathematics discourse, and hence there 
is a perspective of social justice connected to teachers’ knowledge.  

The inequalities of South African and Indonesian societies, repro-
duced in schools and in teacher education, were the starting point for an 
initiative for making mathematics teacher education better at providing 
access to a mathematics discourse (Adler & Ronda, 2015). Their work 
resulted in a model for mathematics discourse for instruction (MDI) to 
be used both for research and professional development (Adler & 
Ronda, 2015). This model explicitly describes levels of exemplifica-
tion, explanation, and learner participation in the mathematics class-
room, reinforcing how they are interconnected, and in addition, con-
nected to the intended learning objective. The aim was to focus on 
teaching activities in the classroom rather than the deficiency of the 
teachers, and to provide explicit evaluative criteria (referring here to 
Bernstein, 2000). 
 
Instead of a focus on explicit knowledge, self-enquiry reflections have 
been described as well-established, albeit problematic within teacher 
education practices (see Adler & Davis, 2006; Clarà, 2015; Ensor, 
2001, Grossman & McDonald, 2008). They are problematic in the sense 
that the important or privileged knowledge remains invisible, and thus 
inaccessible to students (Adler & Davis, 2006, Ensor 2001).  
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Examples of the opposite pattern also exist—using Maton’s modes 
of legitimation, Christiansen (2012) found that one South African math-
ematics teacher education programme privileged decontextualised 
learning, rather than an implicit gaze. Two cases described in previous 
studies illustrated how student teachers struggled to understand what 
they needed to learn. A Norwegian study (Bjuland & Mosvold, 2015) 
explored the case of Anna, who expressed having insufficient pedagog-
ical and specialised content knowledge to be able to plan and make ob-
servations in line with recommendations in a learning study handbook. 
A South African student, Amos, who was introduced earlier (see section 
1.3), passed his theoretical courses, but was not able to unlearn the pur-
pose of teaching as providing learners with correct information 
(Rusznyak, 2009). For Anna and Amos, knowing how theory relates to 
the enacted teaching in the classroom was the main challenge. 
 
This literature review demonstrates that knowledge exists about what 
can provide more egalitarian access to mathematics teacher education: 
student teachers embracing resistance to dominant images as legitimate 
agency, the inclusion of different bodies in the image of the desired 
teacher, making privileged knowledge visible and accessible, and me-
diating the connections between theory and practice in teacher educa-
tion. The perspective of access is thus related to the privileged 
knowledge and images of the desired teacher in mathematics teacher 
education. The answers to the questions, “how it works” and “what it 
works for” will be used to further discuss the question of “who it works 
for”. For this question, a sociological perspective based on legitimation 
code theory (Maton, 2013) is proposed.  
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4 Methodology  

interpretations are right or wrong–more or less! (Siljander, 2011, p. 507) 
 
This chapter builds the argument for why the interpretations in this dis-
sertation are more right. Critical realism assumes an external reality, 
independent of the observer, and social constructs, as images of desired 
teachers and privileged knowledge, are part of this reality. The method-
ology is therefore based on data and analysis of data where constructs 
can be distinguished. Questions of access to teacher education are based 
on an axiological, not an epistemological position, which is analytically 
approached through sociological methods. 

This chapter first introduces the methodological considerations re-
lated to my position in critical realism, followed by a description of data 
and methods for the included papers. Thereafter, the overarching ques-
tions are addressed, and finally, considerations of quality and ethics. 

4.1 From theory to methodology 
The methodological principles for selection and analysis of texts are 
based on my position in critical realism. The methodologies used in the 
papers of this dissertation have common grounding in a critical realist 
perspective. In critical realism, empirical data are a subset of the real, 
as experienced by actors in the form of texts or language (Fairclough, 
1995/2000). As text analysis is such a central component of the work, I 
begin by introducing some of the related key concepts. 

 Text analysis in critical realism 
In this dissertation, a text is treated as a location for ideology, in line 
with Fairclough’s (1995/2010) critical discourse analysis, and the texts 
I include are written texts as well as voice- and video-recorded lessons 
(as in paper 4). However, Fairclough (1995/2010) stresses how texts are 
moments in the processes between people, they are discursive events 
and text analysis therefore needs to take both the system in which the 
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text is produced and the interpretation by the reader of the text into ac-
count. The implementation of this in analysis is further discussed in 
section 4.2.3. 

I use arena to refer to the social location of discourse. The borders 
of these arenas are fluid, but they are an attempt to frame a social time 
and place. The arenas student teachers encounter, and which are in-
cluded in this dissertation, are schools, policy, and university-based 
teacher education. A field is used by Bernstein (2000) and Maton 
(2013) to describe knowledge fields such as mathematics or mathemat-
ics education. Bourdieu describes a field as a socio-spatial arena, and to 
avoid confusion between the different uses of the field concept, this dis-
sertation uses ‘arena’. In addition, context has been used to refer to a 
specific place and time, for example, a particular lesson in Tanja’s 
classroom (paper 4), and hence considered a representation of the 
school arena. 

In these arenas, texts are produced and acted on. The ontological po-
sition of this dissertation is that the real world precedes our knowledge 
about it (see section 2.1), and the epistemological position is that we 
can come to know more about it, but never know it fully. Siljander 
(2011) describes the interpretation process as a text (T1) which is sub-
jected to interpretation, and a new text (T2) which is produced by the 
interpreter; hence, the process T1 – interpretation – T2 can be used to 
describe the interpretation process (Siljander, 2011). The interpreter’s 
horizon determines the focus of the analysis, but the text is not passive; 
Siljander claims that there is an internal message, and that the horizon 
of the text is an ethical constraint for interpretation to do justice to the 
meaning of the text.  

In this dissertation, the two constructs—images of desired teachers 
and privileged knowledge—are the horizon of the interpreter (me as re-
searcher). The work that needs to be done is to ensure that the semantic 
description in T2 does justice to the meaning in the texts in T1. 

 Methodological confessions 
In elaborating analytic categories and reporting the findings, I must con-
fess that I do things with words. This is not a neutral act. As Austin 
(1975) declares, utterances are performative acts. One of his examples 
is the utterance “I do” in church, which commits a person to a marital 
status, and thus performs a contractual act. There is an agreement on 
the procedures and effects of the “I do” utterance, which is part of mak-
ing this a performative act. The data—the texts—in this dissertation 
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also comprise performative acts, such as “state your personal goals” 
(paper 3), which implies that student teachers are aware of the proce-
dures required for this act. When I claim that this invites a ‘confession’, 
a different set of procedures and effects comes with this new speech act, 
procedures of self-scrutiny and disciplining. In this dissertation, I use 
words such as ‘desired’, ‘non-desired’, ‘invisible’, ‘constantly improv-
ing teacher’, and ‘efficient teacher’ deliberately for exactly that rea-
son—to demonstrate the effects and procedures set in motion by the 
utterances in the texts. The words are described and defined to function 
as analytic entities in research, but they do other things at the same time, 
they move the attention towards aspects I wish to problematise. Chang-
ing a term, as I do when I use ‘desired images’ of teachers instead of 
‘descriptions’ of teachers challenges the naturalised, taken-for-granted 
meaning, and exposes different aspects in the data. Thus, using lan-
guage with strong moral connotations over a more neutral language 
will, in line with the dual relation between language, texts, and ideology 
in critical realism (see sections 2.1 and 4.1.1), make a different set of 
connotations visible. As part of a critical epistemological position, this 
research contributes not only to the de-construction of one ideology, it 
is also, unavoidably, simultaneously, part of the production of a new. 

 
Foregrounding the axiological perspectives brings ideological positions 
to the fore. Thus, while my critique and concerns are visible in the pa-
pers, they are at the same time related to an axiological position. In pa-
pers 1 and 3, I take the position that the explicitness of a knowledge 
base can give access to learning, and that this access is positive. In paper 
3, the critique formulated against the recent curricular changes to practi-
cum is based on the weak recognition rules in the absence of a third 
space. In paper 2, the use of images as desire-constructs helps to demon-
strate how imaginary teachers depicted in the reports are based on a 
limiting image of mathematical knowledge and learning. In paper 4, I 
research mentors’ privileging, and the reasons they give for their privi-
leging. Rather than treating the mathematics classroom as an imperfect 
actualisation of ideal teaching, the classroom contexts with limited time 
and the learners with diverse needs are taken as points of departure for 
the joint labour of teaching and learning, with a particular focus on rou-
tines in teaching.  

I cannot claim to be a neutral. My axiological position imposes new 
norms for an inclusive teacher education, where knowledge is accessi-
ble to student teachers. From this position, it is not the teachers or their 
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knowledge that are subjected to the normative gaze, it is rather the prac-
tices within teacher education.  

4.2 Data collection and analysis 
This section gives a brief overview of the methods of data collection 
and analysis used in the papers included in this dissertation. Texts from 
the arenas were collected and analysed for privileged knowledge or im-
ages of desired teachers. Table 4 presents an overview of each paper’s 
scope and the arena targeted. 
 
Table 4: Overview of data for the papers 

Paper and arena Included data and analytic approach 

Paper 1: teacher educa-
tion internationally 

Six observation protocols from six countries were sub-
mitted to a content analysis for explicitness of required 
implementation and knowledge base, followed by a 
synthesis of images of desired teachers. 

Paper 2: policy arena, 
Swedish context 

The most recent national policy report on Swedish 
teacher education was submitted to an analysis based 
on image theory, focusing on the desires for mathemat-
ics and mathematics teachers. 

Paper 3: teacher educa-
tion arena, Swedish con-
text 

59 practicum tasks from two mathematics teacher edu-
cation programmes in Sweden were submitted to a 
content analysis, combined with an interpretive analy-
sis, of the visibility of conceptual objects. 

Paper 4: school arena, 
Swedish context 

Six students’ mentoring conversations during their 
mathematics teacher practicum were submitted to a 
commognitive analysis, focusing on mentor teachers’ 
privileged routines. Data consisted of 10 recorded con-
versations, six videotaped lessons, and two written les-
son plans.  
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 Contextual background 
The goals and time frames of Swedish teacher education are regulated 
nationally, with some freedom for universities to design their pro-
grammes within the national frames. There are two main strains: pri-
mary teacher programmes, where all students study to teach mathemat-
ics, and secondary subject specialist programmes, where mathematics 
is only studied by students who choose mathematics as one of their sub-
jects (see Christiansen et al., 2021). Mathematics courses need to be at 
least one semester for primary teachers, one and a half for secondary, 
and three semesters for upper secondary. Mathematics education8 
coursework must be included, but the extent is not regulated. Com-
monly, mathematics education is integrated with the mathematics 
courses for primary teachers and given as separate courses for second-
ary teachers. The practicum part is regulated to be one semester (20 
weeks) for all programmes, commonly made up of two, three, or four 
practicum periods, where the last period is the longest. The importance 
of practicum has been reinforced at a political level, and since 2011, has 
been assessed according to its own, separate grading criteria, with the 
grade included in the student teachers’ diploma. 
 
I chose to focus on practicum since it bridges the arenas of policy, uni-
versity-based teacher education, and schools, where, according to ear-
lier research, different practices, privileging, and desires are found. The 
policy arena reflects the political discourses which regulate teacher ed-
ucation. 
 
Papers 2, 3, and 4 are based on data from a Swedish context, and papers 
2 and 4, also the local context (the programmes and institution where I 
work), while paper 1 includes data from six countries. 

 Data collection and data processing 
As described in the theory section (see 2.4.2), evaluation transmits cri-
teria for the legitimised knowledge (Bernstein, 2000), and the legiti-
mised knower (Maton, 2013). An analysis of assessment instruments 
from teacher education can therefore render images of desired teachers 
and privileged knowledge visible. The practicum observation protocols 
(paper 1; Christiansen et al., 2019) and the practicum tasks (paper 3) 

 
8 The Swedish term is Matematikdidaktik. In research literature, similar courses are often called 
‘methods courses’. 
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are evaluations in the meeting space of teacher education, school, and 
policy.  
 
In selecting observation protocols for paper 1, we strove to include as 
broad a range of practices as possible, and particularly from countries 
infrequently represented in research on teacher education. The six in-
cluded protocols were from four continents; two were from Africa. The 
protocols were analysed in their original form and language.  

For paper 2, four Swedish policy reports since 1964 were included, 
with some snippets from the 1893 report for secondary teachers. The 
result is based mainly on the latest 2008 report, which was the report 
preparing for the current teacher education regulations, which were im-
plemented in 2011. The reports were searched for the parts containing 
‘mathematics’. The surrounding context, most commonly a paragraph, 
was included for analysis.  

The practicum tasks were either my own or shared with me by col-
leagues who were responsible for the courses. After the 2011 reforms, 
practicum courses within both the former and the recent programmes 
were running concurrently, providing an opportunity to gather tasks 
from each programme in the same period. All tasks for mathematics 
teachers between 2011 and 2014 were included, and were collected in 
2014, after courses were finished. We kept the tasks in Swedish during 
the analysis to stay as close as possible to the original meaning. Only 
those extracts cited in the paper were translated into English, the lan-
guage of publication.  

The mentor conversations and lessons in paper 4 relate to research 
question 2 and provide data for the analysis of desired knowledge in the 
school arena. The student teachers and mentors were participants in the 
TRACE project, of which I am part. The student teachers and mentors 
agreed to participate in the project, and the first data were collected dur-
ing the first of their three practicum periods. The lessons and conversa-
tions were as authentic as possible, that is, they were not staged for data 
collection nor part of any intervention. However, participants’ aware-
ness that the lesson or conversation was being recorded, or that the re-
searcher was present, may have influenced the situation. The conversa-
tions were recorded by the student teacher or a member of the TRACE 
team. I transcribed the mentor conversations in full and verbatim, and a 
member of TRACE transcribed the observed lessons. I carefully veri-
fied the parts where the teacher was engaged in whole-class discussions. 
Images from the lessons, such as gestures, mathematics examples on 
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the whiteboard, or use of other tools in the classroom were included in 
the transcript.  

 Data analysis 
In this section I describe the adaptations of analytic constructs to the 
particular set of data in each paper. Section 4.3 below provides an in-
depth description of the analytic constructs of images of desired teach-
ers, privileged knowledge, and epistemic access. 
 
The claim by Siljander (2011) is that texts stimulate certain ways of 
reading, while the horizon of the interpreter opens up the meaning of 
the text. The claim by Siljander (2011) is that texts stimulate certain 
ways of reading, while the horizon of the interpreter opens up the mean-
ing of the text. The horizon of interpretation is fixed by the use of de-
ductive analytic frameworks, which brings particular aspects into focus 
for the reader, and leaves other aspects in the shadow. More examples 
and details to strengthen the basis of the interpretations are found in the 
various papers, while this section gives a brief overview. 
 
Inspired by previous studies on the instruments of teacher education 
(Rusznyak & Bertram, 2015; Shalem & Rusznyak, 2013) a deductive 
content analysis based on previously developed frameworks was en-
gaged in papers 1 and 3. A deductive content analysis entails a quanti-
fication of qualitative data, through a coding process based on a pre-
defined coding scheme. This data-reduction imposed by the quantita-
tive description facilitates an overview of selected codes throughout the 
data. In addition, the transparent process of detailed descriptions of cod-
ing makes it suitable for replications and follow-up studies (Bryman, 
2012). 

Nevertheless, in paper 1 my co-authors and I needed to adjust the 
codes described by Rusznyak and Bertram (2015). Where they differ-
entiated between reasoned judgement and preferred techniques, we in-
stead differentiated between two dimensions: the implementation and 
the knowledge base (see Figure 1, p. 12). This resulted in a coding 
scheme where one dimension was the explicitness of implementations 
and the other was the explicitness of the knowledge base. The relation 
to the original framework was that reasoned judgement now required 
both implementation and knowledge base to be explicit in the criteria, 
whereas a preferred technique was when the knowledge base was im-
plicit but the implementation explicit. This organisation of categories 
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led to two additional categories: display, with an explicit knowledge 
base and implicit implementation, and preferred outcome, where the 
outcome was stated without making either the knowledge base or the 
implementation explicit. This addition to the coding scheme enabled an 
analysis of what was reflected in the criteria, in terms of what teachers 
need to know or do, and what the basis for pedagogic judgement is ex-
pected to be, during their practicum.  

The analysis of policy focuses on the parts where mathematics, math-
ematics learning, or mathematics teaching is described. Descriptions of 
mathematics are discussed based on mathematical values (Bishop, 
1991), mathematical competences (Niss & Højgaard Jenssen, 2019) and 
mathematics discourse (Sfard, 2008). 

The analysis of mathematics teachers is based on a three-level model 
for critical discourse analysis (CDA; Fairclough, 1995/2010). At the 
text level, words that are repeated or varied, and words expressing de-
scriptions or valuations were included. At the level of discursive prac-
tice, the image analysis is engaged. The use of images as an analytic 
approach is based on Mitchel’s (1995) picture theory, which is de-
scribed in depth below in section 4.3.1. The third level of the sociocul-
tural context engages previous reports as a historical background to the 
present policy.  

The purpose of the analytic approach in paper 3 was to determine 
whether the practicum tasks provided third spaces for practice and the-
ory to integrate. The analytic assumption was that such space is gener-
ated by the two dimensions of conceptual objects (COS) and of the 
practice-based context (PBC). In paper 3, the codings by Shalem and 
Rusznyak (2013) could be used more or less as is, and only fine tunings 
were needed to make the operationalised codes more distinct. For each 
dimension, the demarcation was divided into three levels: strong, weak, 
and none. The analytic challenge was the cases at the borders, and prob-
lematic examples, which were transparently foregrounded and dis-
cussed in the paper.  

The purpose of the analytic approach in paper 4 was to distinguish 
the knowledge and practices privileged by mentor teachers, with a par-
ticular focus on mathematics teaching and learning. I did not expect 
mentor teachers to use theoretical concepts, so the analytic framework 
needed to capture ways of describing teaching among mathematics 
teachers, but still be based on some perceivable perspective on mathe-
matics teaching and learning. For this purpose, mathematical routines 
and the notion of de-ritualisation were mustered. These have previously 
been used for describing learning, teaching, and learning to teach 
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(Heyd-Metzuyanim et al., 2019; Lavie et al., 2019; Nachlieli & Tabach, 
2019), but needed to be extended and further operationalised to enable 
an analysis of mentor conversations. The observable de-ritualising 
prompts in teaching were used for analysis. The analysis of mentoring 
was thus based on my extensions of a theory for mathematics learning. 

4.3 Methodology for the overarching research 
questions 

The overarching research questions connect the various papers in this 
dissertation, and below, the theoretical ground is operationalised as a 
methodology for answering the posed questions. As a reminder, the re-
search questions are repeated in Table 5 below, together with the papers 
that contributed to answering each research question. 
 
Table 5: The contribution of the papers to the research questions 

Research question Paper  
1. What are the existing images of the desired 

mathematics teacher in different arenas? 
And specifically, what images are privileged 
in Swedish mathematics teacher education? 

 

Papers 1 and 2 
 

2. What is the privileged knowledge for mathe-
matics teacher education in different arenas? 

 

Papers 3 and 4 

3. Who is reflected in the image of the desired 
teacher, and how accessible is the privileged 
knowledge? 

 

All papers 

 
The analysis of images of desired teachers is closely related to the anal-
ysis in papers 1 and 2, and the analysis of privileged knowledge to the 
analysis in papers 3 and 4. The analysis of access (research question 3) 
is a secondary analysis, based on the study of legitimation of knowers 
in research question 1, and the study of legitimation of knowledge in 
research question 2. 

A theory for describing legitimation in fields based on their legitima-
tion of knowledge (knowledge-codes) or the background of the knower 
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(knower-codes) was developed by Maton (2013), see Figure 2. The dis-
tinction between legitimised knowers and legitimised knowledge is an-
alytic, and to varying degrees always present in a field. In this disserta-
tion, the legitimised knowers are analytically distinguished in the im-
ages of desired teachers, whereas the legitimised knowledge is distin-
guished in privileged knowledge. The sociological assumption is that 
stronger knowledge-codes facilitate access to the field and are obstacles 
for participating in the field (Maton, 2013). Therefore, discussing the 
papers based on knower and knowledge-codes enables a discussion on 
access, for research question 3.  

 Analysis of images of desired teachers 
Using images as an analytic construct helps to distinguish the con-
structed desired teachers from real teachers. ‘Images of desired teach-
ers’ is also a reflection of the social relations in Maton’s (2013) special-
isation plane (see Figure 2). ‘Images of desired teachers’ is the concep-
tualisation of findings in paper 1, and an analytic construct in paper 2.  
 
In paper 1, the images of desired teachers were the result of a combina-
tion of the two analytic approaches: first, determining the explicitness 
of a knowledge base and the implementation, resulting in the two-di-
mensional model (see Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla. 1, p. 12); and 
second, identifying the pedagogical actions typical for each ‘quadrant’ 
in the model. The emerging patterns were described as four images of 
desired teachers: the knowledgeable teacher—recognised by the ex-
plicit request for display or comprehension of a knowledge base; the 
knowledge-transforming teacher—expected to engage in transfor-
mation of content knowledge; the efficient teacher—recognised by a 
focus on reaching preferred outcomes; and the constantly improving 
teacher—corresponding to desires for teachers to engage in reasoned 
judgement, reflection, and professional development. 
 
In paper 2, the analysis of images engaged picture theory (Mitchell, 
1995) to deepen the conceptualisation of images; the methodological 
approach will be given a lengthier description, since the paper is in Swe-
dish.  

Mitchell (1995) sees parallels between visual images and images in 
texts and proposes that an analytic perspective from picture theory be 
used on images in text; it is this analytic perspective that supported the 
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analysis of images in paper 2. In picture theory, images are representa-
tions with no claim to represent a true, or even possible teacher. Instead, 
the image shows a desire-construct—the desired teacher. As desire-
construct, the image has power to move and affect the spectator as well 
as the object which is represented in the image, in this case the mathe-
matics teacher. Mitchell (1995) proposes analytic questions to pose ‘to’ 
the image: “What does this image desire from me, as a spectator?”; 
“Who is the target for the desire expressed by the image?”; “What is 
invisible in the image, what is left out?” (Mitchell, 2008, p. 50). Picture 
theory relates to critical theory by assuming producers of an image to 
be responsible for what it represents and what the image desires from 
the spectator.  

Picture theory was used as part of a critical discourse analysis (CDA; 
Fairclough, 1995/2010). CDA proposes an analysis on three levels: the 
textual, the discursive practice, and the social practice. In paper 2, pic-
ture theory was used for the second level, the discursive practice, by 
asking the question, “(w)hat does this image desire from me, as a spec-
tator?” For the first level, I used a descriptive text analysis through a 
classification of value-laden words, paying attention to repetitions and 
variations. For the third level, I engaged a comparison of images across 
the historical reports.  
 
To identify various images of the desired teachers, paper 1 was used as 
a starting point. The resulting descriptions of the images were used in 
the other papers to identify similar images. As a result, two new images 
were generated in paper 2: the interested teacher, and the born teacher. 
The interested teacher is recognised by their interest in mathematics, 
and/or ability to generate interest among learners. To recognise this im-
age across arenas, the image was extended to include teachers’ attitudes 
or beliefs. The born teacher is recognised by their suitably social, men-
tal, or physical disposition to be a teacher. In summary, six images of 
desired teacher are used in this dissertation. Two can be related to strong 
social relations—the born and the interested teacher; two can be related 
to strong epistemic relations—the knowledgeable and the knowledge-
transforming teacher. The efficient teacher relates both to weak epis-
temic relations and weak social relations, whereas the constantly im-
proving teacher needs both strong epistemic and social relations, to 
keep improving. 
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 Analysis of privileged knowledge 
Privileged knowledge is the construct of knowledge which is visible in 
texts. A distinction between legitimation and privileging is sometimes, 
yet not always, necessary. The legitimation of knowledge is attributed 
to the knowledge-codes of a field (Maton, 2013), whereas the privileg-
ing of knowledge in paper 4 also includes an agent—the mentor 
teacher—engaged in the valuing or privileging. Thus, the use of privi-
leging in this research question is to enable the synthesis of different 
constructs of privileged knowledge across the papers. Privileged 
knowledge was the main focus of papers 3 and 4, and a minor focus in 
paper 2. In paper 2, privileging is the focus of an analysis which also 
targets demarcation of COS. In both cases, the legitimation of 
knowledge is on an interpretive level, based on Bernstein’s (2000) eval-
uative rules and Maton’s (2013) legitimation code theory. 
 
In paper 2, the desired mathematics teacher is related to the privileged 
mathematics knowledge in the 2008 policy report. The reports were 
searched for ‘mathematics’, and this search resulted in descriptions of 
both mathematics content, mathematics learning, mathematics learners, 
mathematics teachers, and teacher education. The policy report assumes 
learners, teachers, and teacher education to be deficient in mathematics 
knowledge. This analysis was based on Bishop’s (1991) mathematical 
values of objectism or rationalism. Mentions of learners’ knowledge 
and learning were analysed in terms of mathematical competences (Niss 
& Højgaard Jenssen, 2019) or as the saming of realisations (Sfard, 
2008). These analyses enabled me to distinguish both what was privi-
leged, and what was left out and rendered invisible. 

A third space for the integration of theory and practice was the guid-
ing focus for the analytic approach in paper 3. A content analysis of 
COS and PBC (see section 2.3.1) gave a quantitative description of the 
demarcation of COS and PBC. The content analysis consisted of a cat-
egorisation based on the demarcation of COS and PBC as strong, weak, 
or non-demarcated, which resulted in a 3-by-3 matrix with a total of 
nine categories (see Table 3). While such quantitative descriptions pro-
vided an overview of the data, they also reduced the information in the 
data (Golafshani, 2003). The content analysis was therefore followed 
by two steps of qualitative analysis: a thematic analysis of strongly de-
marcated COS, and a discussion of two telling cases. 

This enabled me to do two things: first, to describe the privileging of 
a third space, and second, to describe the privileged conceptual objects 
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in such a space. The two telling cases were used to inform research 
question 3, about access, and will be elaborated below in section 4.3.3. 
 
Paper 4 returned to the privileging of mathematics, and the teaching of 
mathematics in particular. The analytic approach emphasised the im-
portance of time for recognising privileging in the classroom context. 
The mentor conversations were submitted to an analysis of de-rituali-
sation, initially developed to understand learning as a process which 
includes engaging in routines (Lavie et al., 2018). Adaptations to the 
original framework were needed; first, to reveal privileging in mentor-
ing regarding teaching, not learning, and second, to better suit the learn-
ing of secondary mathematics. In mentoring, de-ritualisation cannot be 
observed as changes in processes, and therefore, the operationalisation 
engages de-ritualising prompts in teaching. Seven de-ritualising cate-
gories were used: flexibility, learner agentivity, sustainability, bonded-
ness, applicability, and objectification. 
 
To summarise, the privileging of practical knowledge, conceptual 
knowledge, or their integration is captured through the demarcation of 
COS and PBC. The different conceptualisations used for privileged 
mathematical knowledge were mathematical values, mathematical 
competences, and de-ritualising processes.  

 Access in teacher education 
An empirical investigation of access in teacher education is beyond the 
scope of this dissertation. However, the empirical results on knowledge 
and knowers raises questions about access. The strength of social rela-
tions in a field has consequences for issues of inclusion and social jus-
tice. In Fairclough’s (1995/2010) description, social practices mediate 
the potentialities of social structures and control the selection of actual-
isations in social events. With strong social relations, the image of the 
desired teacher will be powerful in both the selection and transfor-
mation of knowers. Based on the sociological perspective in Maton’s 
(2013) specialisation plane, an analytic three-step strategy for acquiring 
access in the field of mathematics teacher education is suggested. 

The first step is based on the legitimised knowledge and the strength 
of epistemic relations. For weak epistemic relations, knowledge is not 
legitimised as important for participating in the field (Maton, 2013). 
Among the images of desired teachers, the efficient, the born, and the 
interested teachers all correspond to weak epistemic relations. In the 
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analysis of privileged knowledge, it is when knowledge is invisible that 
the epistemic relations are weak. In this dissertation, the invisible 
knowledge is restricted to either mathematics or an invisible third space. 
The various positions on both mathematics and the connection between 
theory and practice from the analysis of privileged knowledge are now 
used to discuss how visible this privileging is made for those who need 
to learn this knowledge. 

A second step focuses on strong social relations. The relationship be-
tween strong social relations and access is how such relations restrict 
participation in the field to knowers with particular dispositions, or from 
different social, birth, or cultural groups (Maton, 2013). The problem 
this causes for access is that participation cannot be obtained through 
learning any knowledge, and participation is restricted either to know-
ers with the right gaze—the born or social gaze—or to knowers who 
have extended experiences from the field and have already acquired a 
cultivated or trained gaze (see section 2.4.1). Among the images of de-
sired teachers, the strong social relations are found among images of 
born or interested teachers. In these images, the visibility of some born 
dispositions simultaneously makes others invisible, and consequently, 
their experiences are not included in the image of the desired teacher. 

A third step moves beyond the specialisation plane and involves im-
ages as desire-constructs. According to Mitchell (2008), images as de-
sire-constructs give a subjectivity to the image to ‘answer’ questions 
from the spectator, somewhat similar to how Siljander (2011) describes 
how texts stimulate certain ways of reading it, that texts also have sub-
jectivity. As desire-constructs, they become part of the disciplining 
powers (Foucault, 1975) that regulate what it is possible to do or to be-
come, and student teachers have to choose to submit and conform to the 
image, or to resist it. The third step of analysis is therefore: first, identify 
when student teachers are requested to improve, develop, or change. 
Second, ask what the focus of the improving gaze is—the student them-
self, or their teaching performance. That is, if the desire is for the stu-
dent teacher to engage reasoned judgement on how to improve a partic-
ular implementation based on some knowledge, or if the desire is for 
the student to metamorphosise, to transform themself into the image of 
the desired teacher.  
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4.4 Considering quality and ethics 
Issues of ethics and research quality are intertwined, and part of every 
methodological decision. Three widespread ethical principles in re-
search are autonomy, non-maleficence, and beneficence (Bertram & 
Christiansen, 2019). Autonomy concerns participants’ independence 
from any undue influence which may affect results; non-maleficence is 
not causing harm to participants; and beneficence, the quality of doing 
good. Sayer (2011) argues that we care about feeling subjects who can 
suffer, not subject positions, who cannot. My ethical commitment to 
care and justice for student teachers, mentors, and teacher educator col-
leagues underpins both my theoretical and methodological choices in 
this dissertation. 

The anchoring of this study in critical realism influences the set of 
quality criteria that come to bear on the research. To the realist require-
ment for truths in the form of theoretical statements that correspond to 
the state of the world is added a critical perspective which recognises 
how privileged knowledge about the world is not entirely factual 
knowledge (Scott & Usher, 2010). Relevant to the realist position are 
criteria such as credibility—the extent to which data and findings are a 
trustworthy reflection of reality; and transferability—the possibility of 
transferring meaning between contexts. The critical position adds four 
criteria: dependability—how what comes to count as true, changes de-
pending on positions in paradigm, time, and place; social justice—an 
awareness of processes of normalisation and the importance of being 
inclusive; catalytic validity—whether steps are taken towards the in-
tended social change; and researchers’ self-reflectivity in relation to the 
positioning of the researcher and the participants, and how this may af-
fect the research. Here, credibility strongly relates to autonomy, and so-
cial justice to beneficence so there are multiple connections between 
ethics and quality. This section discusses perspectives of ethics and re-
search quality in the methodological choices made in data collection, 
data analysis, and reporting of results. 

 Social justice and beneficence 
Working as a mathematics teacher educator and being responsible for 
several practicum courses allowed me to reflect on the practices in my 
own institution. The tasks and assignments were not helpful for all stu-
dent teachers, and I found it hard to get answers about where practices 
came from and why they were implemented to start with. In my re-
search, I wanted to analyse the discourses on teacher education based 
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on both the participants in the teacher education arenas, as well as the 
policies addressing teacher education. I believe that a more informed 
discussion on the gains and pitfalls of mathematics teacher education 
can be led if the privileged knowledge base for teachers is visible, as 
are the connections between this knowledge base and the images of the 
desired teacher. As stated in the self-reflective confession above (see 
section 4.1.2), this is not a neutral position. The beneficence in this dis-
sertation is hence to give space to the voices within teacher education—
student teachers, mentors, teacher educators, and researchers. And with 
this, to offer ways to become aware of contradictions, constrictions, and 
social injustice in teacher education. 

The critical contribution revolves around perspectives of social jus-
tice, inclusion, and access on various levels. The sociological perspec-
tive, about who teacher education is for, enables a critical perspective 
on what and who gets legitimised in images of desired teachers, and 
how accessible the privileged knowledge is for student teachers. While 
I strove to avoid a deficiency perspective in my research, the image of 
an unknowledgeable mathematics teacher was found in policy reports.  

Inclusivity was less of an issue in the studies which comprised the 
papers in this dissertation. In paper 1, we made an effort to include a 
range of observation protocols from six countries on four continents; 
we explicitly strove to include contexts which are less prevalently re-
searched. In paper 4, though the sample is small, there is diversity 
among both student teachers and mentors with respect to age, gender, 
and immigrant background. Both these moves were intended to chal-
lenge previous stereotypes while avoiding contributing to a new norma-
tivity. 

 Researcher bias and non-maleficence 
This PhD project was financed by my department, with the purpose of 
researching teacher education and the practices within the department. 
While my being a teacher and colleague facilitated data collection, it 
also posed questions and challenges about power and trust with regard 
to the researcher’s unavoidable intellectual and social bias, and several 
measures had to be taken to reduce bias and engage a non-maleficent 
ethical approach. 

The first was to enlarge the researched arena, to include some aspects 
of teacher education internationally (see paper 1; Christiansen et al., 
2019), policy reports (see paper 2), and a systematic literature review 
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(Christiansen & Österling, under review; Österling & Christiansen, 
2018).  

The second was to seek to distance myself from the practices in my 
own institution. Collaborations and exchanges challenged my precon-
ceptions of practicum and enabled an experience-based and research-
based foundation for distancing myself from well-known practices, 
while engaging in an ongoing research conversation about teacher edu-
cation and social perspectives in mathematics teacher education. For 
instance, I had the opportunity to participate in research conferences9, 
professional conferences for teacher educators, research exchanges, and 
workshops. On a research visit to the University of the Witwatersrand 
in Johannesburg, South Africa, I was invited to visit teacher education 
courses and classrooms and present my research, which gave me per-
spectives and insights on language and equity, as well as on the many 
similarities—participating in a seminar on geometry, where student 
teachers presented the Van Hiele-levels, I could have been in Stock-
holm. In South African classrooms, learners struggle with number-se-
quences too. Thus, despite the contextual differences, I recognised a 
common core in mathematics learning, teaching, and teacher education. 
I was also invited to present my work and arrange a workshop on practi-
cum for mathematics teachers on LUMA10 (Bertram et al., 2016; Öster-
ling, 2016), which gave insights on similarities and differences in how 
practicum is organised. My reflection was that differences between 
Swedish and South African practices in mathematics teacher education 
was not wider than between the different Swedish universities.  

The third was to make a clear distinction between my role as a 
teacher and my role as a researcher. The practicum tasks were collected 
after courses had finished, with help and informed consent from my 
colleagues. For paper 4, all but one mentor conversation were recorded 
by one of my TRACE colleagues. One conversation was recorded by 
the student teacher with no researcher present. For all these cases, the 
student teacher and mentor knew that the recording was to be used for 
research and I only had access to these recordings after my teaching 
responsibility ended. Still, my doctoral research project undoubtedly 
benefitted from my position as a lecturer in the department.  

Fourth, careful consideration was given to the question of whether 
the methods of analysis were true to the data, including the constraints 
under and frames in which the tasks and conversations were produced. 

 
9 PME, ICME, NORMA, MaDif 
10 Lärarutbildare i matematik, the national conference for mathematics teacher educators in 
Sweden.  
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Colleagues who allowed me to use their practicum tasks have had to 
trust me to use them transparently and to respect the intentions and 
frames which influenced how tasks were designed. Mentor teachers and 
mentees who allowed us (the TRACE team) to record their lessons and 
conversations were brave to participate; both lessons and mentor con-
versations are situations where student teachers may feel uncomforta-
ble, and the ethical considerations go beyond ensuring their anonymity. 
As both researcher and previous lecturer to the student teachers, I must 
be aware of my position of power. Sincerity as a quality criterion for 
research includes self-reflexivity, but transparency and care are also 
quality criteria related to issues of power (Tracy, 2010). Particularly for 
the mentor conversations (the only data with human participants), much 
effort was put into the method of analysis—being able to substantiate 
mentors’ connections to a discourse about mathematics learning, even 
when this was expressed in a non-academic language.  

Finally, in analytic categories and the writing up of results, categori-
sations of teachers and student teachers were avoided. Categorisations 
were instead attributed to the constructs—the images of desired teach-
ers. This choice was based both on the ethical standpoint of non-malef-
icence, which includes awareness of the power and positioning of the 
researcher and the researched object (Andersson & le Roux, 2017), and 
on aiming to avoid the potential harm of researchers making somewhat 
stereotypical categorisations. I took the position of researching con-
structs of privileging of knowledge and images of the desired teacher, 
as a means to problematise the available positions for teachers, while 
the categorisation of mentors was avoided. The analysis remained at the 
level of their actions, the content of their mentoring.  

 Credibility and authenticity 
One aspect of credibility is to use data which reflect relevant aspects of 
the real world. I therefore strove to use authentic data which reflected 
evaluative situations where legitimation of knowledge or knowers 
could be expected. A related ethical consideration was respect for par-
ticipants’ time, so I avoided producing unnecessary data. In addition, as 
stated above (see section 4.4.1), I wanted to interrogate current prac-
tices, and from my position within the department I could access data 
from relatively authentic situations. This included both instruments 
used in teacher education such as lesson observation protocols and 
practicum tasks, and the mentors’ and mentees’ participation in the 
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mentor conversations. Similarly, the data for the policy analysis con-
sisted of publicly available documents, produced to provide a basis for 
political decisions about teacher education. Only in the case of the men-
tor conversations were recordings produced with the specific purpose 
of research, and even though the lessons and conversations were in au-
thentic settings, the presence of the video- or audio-recorder may have 
affected the situation. Altogether, the data provided texts as discursive 
events (see 4.1.1) within teacher education. 

 Transferability 
The aim of data collection and analysis was to provide deeper 
knowledge of the mechanisms and ideologies underpinning practices, 
and how these mechanisms and ideologies permeate discourses across 
contexts. Detailed description and multisite research enable one to re-
veal the typical (Griffith, 2000). Transferability of the observations and 
findings between contexts was sustained by an extensive literature re-
view for each paper and this dissertation. In addition, the use of previ-
ously developed analytic frameworks enable transferability of results 
from this dissertation to other contexts. 

The literature reviews enabled both a substantiation of images of de-
sired teachers and the knowledge privileged, therefore positioning the 
papers in a research conversation and, beyond the local results, adding 
to cumulative knowledge-building on teacher education. For example, 
some aspects typical to the image of the efficient teacher were found in 
policy analysis in previous research, and this dissertation describes a 
similar image in the arena of teacher education. 

 
The frameworks used for papers 1, 2, and 4 were based on earlier re-
search on similar data (Rusznyak & Bertram, 2015; Shalem & 
Rusznyak, 2013), or in the case of de-ritualising prompts, developed 
from an analysis on learning to an analysis on teaching (Lavie et al., 
2019). The use and adaptation of previously developed frameworks 
made it possible to contribute to knowledge-building across contexts, 
which strengthens the transferability beyond the researched practices 
and my own research interest. At the same time, it was possible to take 
the analysis further, based on the new data.  
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 Dependability and transparency 
Dependability of paradigm and theoretical constructs relates to data col-
lection, analysis, and the writing up of research. Biesta (2015b) de-
scribed how a technological cause-effect relationship in education 
comes at the price of reducing diversity, openness, and opportunities 
for interpretations. The methodological horizon of the researcher im-
poses a discrepancy between the interpretation and the text (Siljander, 
2009), and for the sake of this dissertation, these interpretations strive 
to be transparently described and argued. Picturing a local reality can 
show how macro forces transfer and play out (Harley, 2012). The as-
sumption that texts are locations of ideology provides insights into how 
ideologies in the local context relate to ideologies in teacher education 
across time and space. 

The analysis of data in all the papers was based on analytic frame-
works that were closely related to previous research. This choice was 
based on several considerations of transparency and guided by 
Siljander’s (2011) ethical constraint of staying true to the meaning of 
the text. First, the analytic frameworks provide transparency through a 
detailed description of both categories and their operationalisations in 
coding, and the papers provide several examples to strengthen the trans-
parency of analysis. Also, examples which were difficult to categorise 
were discussed; for example, coding of the strength of demarcation of 
COS in “provide a lesson plan” (see paper 3).  

Second, in papers 1 and 3, analytic categories were used to offer a 
quantification of qualitative data. Such deductive quantification of data 
provides an overview of the distribution of the analytic categories and 
was important for substantiating comparisons and contrasts between 
protocols or between programmes, where macro forces become visible. 

The pitfalls in content analysis are to ensure clarity of the codings, 
and making categories discrete and mutually exclusive (Bryman, 2012). 
The coding in paper 1 was negotiated between the three authors until 
inter-coder agreement was reached, which strengthened the trustwor-
thiness of results. Similarly, for paper 3, even though I was responsible 
for the coding, colleagues were engaged in the initial interpretation of 
the coding and were engaged in the coding of ambiguous units until 
high inter-coder agreement was reached. 

The purpose of using an analytic framework is to strengthen the 
transparency and transferability of analysis. Despite the attempt to 
make coding transparent, interpretations by the researcher are still re-
quired. The data-reduction process, which is necessarily the result of a 
content analysis, invariably results in a loss of information (Golafshani, 
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2003). The reduction from data to codes followed different paths for 
each paper. In papers 1 and 3, the entire data set was included in a con-
tent analysis, which provided an overview, but where the reduction sim-
ultaneously induced a loss of information and detail. The depicted im-
ages of desired teachers and the interpretive analysis of demarcated 
COS and telling examples were therefore added to provide more depth 
and rigour to the understanding of the data. 

 
Due to the different nature of the data and the diverse analytic ap-
proaches, it was challenging to find overarching perspectives in the syn-
thesis of results. Internal validity across the papers would have been 
facilitated through the use of a more consistent framework for research-
ing images of the desired teachers or privileged knowledge. At the same 
time, the same constructs coming through in separate arenas under dif-
ferent analytic approaches strengthens the claim of existing structural 
mechanisms. There were several reasons behind the choice to use dif-
ferent frameworks: the diverse nature of the data imposed different an-
alytic approaches, the externally developed frameworks were devel-
oped for a specific kind of data, and the new questions that emerged 
were taken into account in the development of the subsequent studies. 
Therefore, the multitude of methods simultaneously reflects a respon-
siveness to data and earlier findings.  

 Catalytic validity and the critical contribution 
A critical perspective entails a claim to challenge and even transform 
structures and mechanisms of power and injustice. Quality in critical 
research can hardly escape engaging catalytic validity, “the degree to 
which the research process re-orients, focusses, and energizes partici-
pants in [...] knowing reality in order to better transform it” (Lather, 
1986, p. 67). Earlier research on teacher education has often positioned 
teacher education or student teachers as deficient (see, e.g., Montecino, 
2019; Valoyes-Chávez, 2019). The choices to distinguish between con-
structs and teachers are means for challenging current images of teach-
ers. 

Foregrounding the axiological perspectives brings ideological posi-
tions to the fore. Thus, my critique and concerns as explicated in the 
papers, reflect an axiological position. In papers 1 and 3, I take the po-
sition that the explicitness of a knowledge base can give access to learn-
ing, and that this access is, on the whole, positive. In paper 3, the cri-
tique formulated against the recent changes in practicum is based on the 
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role in epistemic access of the pedagogic device’s recognition rules. In 
paper 2, the use of images as constructs of desire helps to demonstrate 
how imaginary teachers depicted in the reports reflect a limiting image 
of mathematical knowledge and learning. In paper 4, mentors’ privileg-
ing, and the reasons mentors give for their privileging, are researched.  

I cannot claim to be altogether neutral. My axiological position im-
poses new norms of an inclusive teacher education where knowledge is 
accessible to student teachers. From this position, it is not the teachers 
or their knowledge which are subjected to the normative gaze, it is ra-
ther the practices within teacher education. 
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5 Results and discussion 

This chapter summarises results related to the overarching research 
questions for this dissertation. To remind the reader, the research ques-
tions posed, and the papers and arenas are summarised in the table be-
low. 

 
Table 6: The contribution of the papers to research questions 1 and 2, and the related 
arenas of teacher education 

Research question Paper  Arena 
1.What are existing images of the 
desired mathematics teacher? And 
specifically, what images are priv-
ileged in Swedish mathematics 
teacher education? 

Paper 1 Teacher education, six 
countries 

Paper 2 Policy, Sweden 

2. What is the privileged 
knowledge in mathematics teacher 
education? 

Paper 3 Teacher education,
Sweden 

Paper 4 School, Sweden 
3. Who is reflected in the image of 

the desired teacher, and how 
accessible is the privileged 
knowledge? 

All papers Across arenas 

 
This table is a schematic overview, and several connections span the 
boundaries between privileged knowledge and images of desired teach-
ers. In addition, the third research question is discussed in all four pa-
pers.  

5.1 The images of the desired teacher 
In this section, I discuss six images of desired teachers as they appeared 
in two of the arenas, policy and teacher education.  
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 The knowledgeable teacher 
The image of a knowledgeable teacher appeared in both teacher educa-
tion and policy. A desire for a knowledgeable teacher was recognised 
in the analysis of observation protocols in the explicit request that stu-
dent teachers display or comprehend the privileged knowledge. The 
presence of this image varied; while it dominated one particular proto-
col, it was present in all. Summing up this analysis, the knowledgeable 
teacher is desired to have content knowledge, theoretical knowledge, 
knowledge about learners, and “shows some evidence of higher think-
ing” (Paper 1; Christiansen et al., 2019, p. 16). The desire for a knowl-
edgeable teacher did not necessarily include a desire for an ability to 
implement this knowledge in a classroom situation but coincided with 
the pedagogic activities of display and, unsurprisingly, comprehension 
of knowledge. 

In the Swedish policy arena, a continuous desire for the mathematics 
teacher to be knowledgeable in mathematics was found throughout the 
historical policy reports. This image of the desired mathematics teacher 
assumes a particular perspective on mathematics, which is further ela-
borated as privileged knowledge (see section 5.2.4). The image in the 
2008 policy report depicted mathematics teachers and mathematics stu-
dent teachers as insufficiently knowledgeable and when mathematics 
knowledge was addressed, it was in terms of deficient student teachers 
or substandard teacher education:  
 

Den bild som här ges är skrämmande. Den visar att de blivande lärarna dels har 
dåliga förkunskaper, dels inte får tillräckliga kunskaper under lärarutbild-
ningen. 

 
The provided image is distressing. It demonstrates how future teachers in part 
lack prerequisite knowledge, and in part do not attain sufficient knowledge dur-
ing teacher education. (quote from the 2008 report, cited in paper 2, p. 8) 

 
Thus, student teachers and teacher education do not meet expectations 
of mathematics knowledge. The main argument behind this conclusion 
is based on the premise that learners’ mathematical proficiencies are 
lacking, reflected in the declining PISA results, and since teachers and 
teacher education are responsible for learners’ deficit, it renders them 
deficient as well.  

Although the image of the knowledgeable teacher is present in both 
teacher education and policy, the images of the desired teacher are dif-
ferent. In the observation protocols, the displayed knowledge is fore-
grounded, and similarities can be found with a scholar teacher, which 
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represents the humanist ideal of a teacher trusted to think freely and 
creatively, yet informed by the privileged knowledge (Connell, 2009, 
p. 216). In contrast, the policy reports depict the shortfall of knowledge, 
the deficits of teachers and student teachers.  

The policy reports depicted the knowledgeable teacher as somewhat 
connected to the image of the born teacher, where innate abilities and 
social cultivation (in the right class) are the source of knowledge, rather 
than the knowledge base from teacher education. Unalike this, the 
knowledge, which is possible to display during teaching, according to 
the protocols, is subject knowledge and knowledge for generating les-
son plans. This kind of knowledge is learned in teacher education and 
corresponds well to the knowledge base for mathematics teachers re-
flected in previous research (Christiansen & Österling, 2018). 

 The knowledge-transforming teacher 
The image of the knowledge-transforming teacher, who engages in the 
transformation or didactical transposition (Chevallard & Sensevy, 
2014) of content knowledge, appeared in all three arenas, but in differ-
ent forms. In teacher education, the knowledge-transforming teacher is 
expected to engage in reasoned judgement based on how knowledge is 
recontextualised for learners. In the policy reports, normative teaching 
methods, together with knowledge of learners’ mental capabilities, are 
described, and the knowledge-transforming teacher needs to be able to 
engage with individual learners using ‘the proper method’.  

The image of a knowledge-transforming teacher was found in some 
of the included observation protocols, but not all, and it was never the 
dominant image. This was the teacher who could transform content 
knowledge, for example, by making use of different resources in the 
classroom and adapting to learners’ needs. In this image, the ability to 
engage lesson plans, goals for the lesson, and resources for teaching 
were some of the strengths desired of a teacher. The included protocols 
were not specific to mathematics, and therefore expressed this 
knowledge transformation more generally. 

In the policy reports, the knowledge-transforming teacher was de-
scribed in terms of a skilful teacher. This is the image of a teacher who 
is skilful at teaching mathematics. For example, a skilful mathematics 
teacher of young learners engages learners at three levels: to work con-
cretely, to represent, and to abstract, according to the 2008 report. Apart 
from this, the image of the knowledge-transforming teacher is quite ob-
scure in policy documents. Instead, the depiction of the skilful teacher 
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is based on the outcomes of teaching: an increased interest in mathe-
matics, and improved learners’ goal-achievements in mathematics. 
Thus, there is a connection to the efficient and the interested teacher, as 
addressed below.  

The mentor conversations from the school arena were not analysed 
for the image of the desired teacher. Nevertheless, several aspects of 
mathematics teachers’ knowledge transformation can be found. Partic-
ularly, learners’ diverse solutions and different substantiations of an-
swers, where student teachers were requested to transform their aca-
demic knowledge to the level of learners, were part of the mentor con-
versations (see paper 4). Thus, in the school arena, knowledge transfor-
mation is visible in the mentor conversations. 

In summary, the image of a knowledge-transforming teacher appears 
both in the policy and teacher education arenas, although it is not clearly 
depicted. The general nature of both observation protocols and policy 
reports may explain why the transformation of content was not more 
present. Nevertheless, the invisibility of the knowledge-transforming 
teacher in the instruments of teacher education compared to the image 
of the knowledgeable teacher, suggests that the relatively moderate de-
sire for knowledge-transformation requires further attention. 

 The born teacher  
Teachers’ dispositions, as well as particular bodies, are visible in the 
image of the born teacher. The image of the born teacher is found pre-
dominantly in the policy arena and has been so for the last half century 
(Sjöberg, 2010). Implicitly, the image of a born teacher suggests a 
teacher who does not need to engage in lengthy teacher education. To 
assume that certain dispositions facilitate future teachers’ access to the 
profession is not irrelevant, and some preconditions which facilitate 
teacher learning can be found in previous research (Jong & Hodges, 
2015; Lee et al., 2017), such as pre-existing attitudes or beliefs. How-
ever, research predominantly describes learning to teach as something 
that can be learned during teacher education (Österling & Christiansen, 
2018).  
 
In the 2008 policy report, there was an expressed concern about the 
level for acceptance into the mathematics teacher education pro-
gramme, and this was in turn deemed to be related to both applicants’ 
insufficient knowledge of mathematics and to a change in the age and 
social group of applicants. Thus, it is the image of the non-desired born 
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teacher which is depicted: an elderly woman with low grades from an 
unusual background. The image of the desired born teacher must then 
be the opposite—a young, male teacher with good grades from a decent 
background. In the 2008 report, a concern was added that teacher edu-
cation was currently focused on care (omvårdnad), and how this was 
related to femininity. Sjöberg (2010) showed how the reports comment 
on some teacher dispositions as given from birth, but the 2008 report 
takes it one step further, suggesting an entry test for teachers. 
 
Based on the data, the image of the born teacher was not present in the 
arenas of teacher education or school. It was, however, visible in the 
policy arena, and the suggested entry test for teacher education in the 
2008 report is a logical consequence of the image of a born teacher. The 
image of the born teacher in policy depicts particular characteristics 
such as a gender, age, and social background as desirable, whereas the 
foregrounded attitudes or beliefs in research resemble the image of the 
interested teacher. 

 The interested teacher 
In the image of the interested teacher, interest is described both as a 
prerequisite—to have an interest in mathematics—or as something 
which can be developed in teacher education. In addition, teachers are 
expected to make learners interested in mathematics, according to the 
analysis of policy reports. Both learners and teachers are expected to 
develop and find it in themselves to fulfil the image of the interested 
teacher, as something taken-for-granted as good (Bang & Valero, 
2014). The image of an interested teacher depicts a teacher who is in-
terested in mathematics, who also has the ability to generate interest 
among learners. 

In the policy reports, interest in the subject matter is described as a 
bi-directional development, where interested teachers are required, and 
where teacher education needs to produce this interest in student teach-
ers. In addition, an interest in mathematics was connected to gender in 
the 2008 policy report: women were described as less interested in 
mathematics, and consequently, female mathematics teachers were im-
plicitly portrayed as being somewhat problematic, perhaps even less de-
sirable. The image of the interested teacher clearly depicts a male 
teacher. 

In the school and teacher education arenas, the interested teacher was 
not visible, largely due to the analytic approach, where knowledge or 
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implementation provided analytic distinctions, and interest did not. 
Mentors discussed learners’ agentic and active participation, whereas 
student teachers raised how they wanted learners’ attention, or to keep 
them awake. Thus, the image which appears in mentors’ contributions 
connects interest to a teacher who engages learners in agentive partici-
pation.  

Thus, the image of the interested teacher comes to mean different 
things at different times, and is present in the policy arena, and to some 
extent in the school arena. 

 The efficient teacher 
The image of the efficient teacher depicts teachers who successfully 
achieve objectives and increase the goal-achievement of learners. The 
desire for goal-achievements has been described for some time in 
teacher education, both internationally (see, e.g., Arbaugh et al., 2015; 
Beach & Bagley, 2013; and Connell, 2009), and in Sweden (Mickwich, 
2015; Sjöberg, 2010; Wiklund, 2006), and now seems to be taken for 
granted in the image of the desired teacher. 

The emergence of the efficient teacher in the 1990s is concurrent 
with privatisation initiatives in Swedish schools (Mickwitz, 2015). Pa-
per 2 describes how the PISA shock in mathematics was one of the rea-
sons for reforming teacher education, and thus, the desired efficient 
teacher improves learners’ PISA scores. Research has raised critique of 
the desire for the efficient teacher, where the use of checklists for con-
trolling teachers’ performance is part of an audit-paradigm (Biesta, 
2015a), since these checklists cannot fairly represent the complexity of 
teacher education (Grant, 2015). The resulting de-professionalisation 
(Arbaugh et al., 2015) and training paradigm focusing on skilful goal-
achievement (Beach & Bagley, 2013) is now found in policy as well as 
in teacher education instruments. In particular, the one observation pro-
tocol which was designated by national policy authorities was the one 
where the image of the efficient teacher was most clearly depicted. This 
image is desired in policy and has also become a desire in teacher edu-
cation.  

 
In the observation protocols, the efficient teacher is the teacher who 
ensures that preferred outcomes are reached. This image depicts a te-
acher who both ensures that learning outcomes for learners are 
obtained, but also, student teachers who achieve specified goals in te-
acher education. In this image, there is no desire for knowledge-based 
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judgements or a particular implementation (which does not mean that 
these would not come in handy), and only outcomes are visible.  

 In the policy reports, the lower PISA results become part of the 
image of the (in)efficient teacher. Thus, the image of the effective 
teacher depicts teachers who likely have knowledge and skills to in-
crease learner performance in mathematics; but it is the outcome that 
matters.  

The analysis of practicum tasks focused mainly on knowledge that 
was privileged for teachers (see paper 3). However, the conceptual lan-
guage of the tasks was often related to assessment theory, and practicum 
tasks used vocabulary from the recent curriculum. In the recent pro-
gramme, these categories had more presence than educational concepts. 
Thus, the desire for a teacher who fulfils curricular goals, an efficient 
teacher, is present in the arena of university teacher education. Also, 
mentor conversations addressed the pressure to fulfil curricular goals 
on time, and learners’ performance was described as ‘strong’, ‘weak’, 
or ‘E-level’ (E is the lowest passing grade; see paper 4).  

The image of the efficient teacher permeates the policy as well as 
school and teacher education arenas. 

 The constantly improving teacher 
The image of the constantly improving teacher is found in policy and 
in teacher education, and student teachers submit to the desire for them 
to improve as they attend mentor conversations in the school arena. In 
analysis, the image of the constantly improving teacher was related to 
the teacher engaged in reasoned judgement as an agentive professional 
(Rusznyak & Bertram, 2015) or engaging in reflective practices (Con-
nel, 2009). The image of the constantly improving teacher shows two 
faces. One face is the teacher who bases judgements and reflections on 
a knowledge base, an image which was found in the arena of teacher 
education. This image was particularly present in one of the included 
observation protocols, and it draws on both the images of the knowl-
edgeable and the knowledge-transforming teachers, due to the focus on 
both the knowledge base and explicit implementation. The other face is 
the constantly improving teacher where the image depicts the teacher 
as an object of individual improvement, turning teacher education into 
a “plethora of individual learning trajectories” (Biesta, 2015a, p. 2). The 
image of the constantly improving teacher depicted a teacher who 
needed to identify their own personal improvement areas. 
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The image of the constantly improving teacher corresponds to de-
sires for teachers to engage in reasoned judgement, where teachers’ ac-
tions are explicit and argued from a knowledge base. In the observation 
protocols, this is the image of a teacher who engages in reflection and 
professional development, and who starts to improve during teacher ed-
ucation (see paper 1; Christiansen et al., 2019). A knowledge base is 
important for the constantly improving teacher, and this knowledge 
base is to be used for reflection and implemented in lesson planning. In 
addition, new policies can be the focus of improvement, thus, underly-
ing the desire for constant improvement is sometimes a desire for an 
efficient teacher. In some of its shapes, the image of the constantly im-
proving teacher requires teacher students to turn their gaze inwards, and 
scrutinise the self for areas of personal development, and thus, the im-
provement does not end at improving teaching, it is the teacher themself 
who is subjected to the norm in the image (Österling, forthcoming).  

In policy reports, the desire for constantly improving teachers has 
been included in national goals for teachers since 1999, where teachers 
were expected to be able to identify their need for knowledge and to 
continuously develop their own competence. This urge to identify the 
need for knowledge is related to the desire to produce goal-achieving 
learners—as soon as learners fail to learn mathematics, it implies a need 
for the mathematics teacher to identify a need for improvement, and 
thereafter develop accordingly.  

The analysis of mentor conversations in paper 4 did not focus on im-
ages; however, it was visible how student teachers engaged in self-en-
quiry in the mentoring conversations. Although it was not included in 
paper 4, every mentoring conversation began with a question that asked 
the student teacher to comment on the lesson. Beatrice’s response is 
typical: “I thought it was… I think the tasks were good, but perhaps I 
waited too long before the demonstration.” That is, Beatrice, and most 
other student teachers, started by saying the lesson went well, and then 
they provided a list of things to improve or at least to consider.  

 
This constantly improving teacher is related to all the other images, 
which depict different desires for improvement. A focus on specific in-
dividual competences (Biesta, 2015a) or checklists for teachers (Grant, 
2015) risks reducing both complexity and collegiality for beginning te-
achers. Instead, the plethora of demands from the different images im-
poses a request for teachers’ individual self-scrutiny. 
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 Conclusions and contributions on images of desired 
teachers 

The desired teachers in policy, teacher education, and school were sum-
marised in six images: the knowledgeable teacher, the knowledge-
transforming teacher, the efficient teacher, the interested teacher, the 
born teacher, and the constantly improving teacher. The inspired 
teacher who adjusts their teaching to the higher purposes of education 
was not visible (see paper 1; Christiansen et al., 2019). 

The image of the born teacher prevails in the Swedish policy arena, 
a result which confirms earlier studies (see, e.g., Beach & Bagley, 2013; 
Sjöberg, 2010). The contribution in paper 2 is how the desired mathe-
matics teacher is gendered—the born teacher is related to the image of 
the interested teacher, where the interest in mathematics is described as 
lacking among female teachers.  

The image of the knowledgeable teacher appears in all arenas, where 
policy demonstrated a particular privileging of mathematical 
knowledge. The image of the knowledge-transforming teacher, who can 
adapt academic knowledge to learners’ needs and to teaching school 
mathematics, was diffusely described in policy, only occasionally ap-
pearing in the observation protocols and practicum tasks, but very visi-
ble in the mentor conversations. It is perhaps not surprising that policy 
is vague in this respect; it is more surprising that the knowledge-trans-
forming teacher is not very visible in practicum instruments.  

The image of the efficient teacher, the teacher whose learners achieve 
the learning outcomes, was present in policy, a trend which has been 
described earlier (Beach & Bagley 2013; Mickwitz, 2015; Sjöholm, 
2010). The critical contribution in this dissertation is how this image 
also permeates the instruments of teacher education, such as lesson ob-
servation protocols and practicum tasks.  

Finally, the image of the constantly improving teacher is found in 
teacher education, and depicts a teacher engaging in agentic, 
knowledge-based, reasoned judgement. This teacher can also be traced 
in the mentor conversations, where student teachers are requested to 
evaluate their own teaching, based on observations or mathematical 
knowledge. However, sometimes in this image, the gaze is turned in-
wards, to scrutinise the inner soul of the teacher. In practicum tasks, 
student teachers are asked to reflect on their personal areas of improve-
ment.  
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Thus, mentors’ conversations are about desired mathematics teaching, 
whereas practicum tasks from teacher education impose a transfor-
mation on the student teacher. Submitted to such transformation, the 
images of desired teachers can be powerful for governing the self of 
student teachers. 

5.2 Privileged knowledge 
This section summarises and discusses results in relation to research 
question 2 and presents the privileged knowledge for mathematics 
teachers in the arenas of school, policy, and university-based teacher 
education.  

Where theory and practice are seen as two dimensions of teacher 
knowledge, practicum can provide third spaces (Zeichner, 2010) for 
theory and practice to be connected without an imposed hierarchy 
between the knowledge discourses in school and the knowledge di-
scourses in university. Such spaces are related to the constructs of COS 
and PBC (see paper 1; Christiansen et al., 2019). In a third space, both 
theoretical and practical knowledge is privileged. The space where neit-
her theory nor practice was visible, the space of invisible knowledge, 
will be discussed in terms of epistemic access under section 5.3.1. This 
chapter first presents the findings on privileged knowledge in terms of 
practical knowledge, theoretical knowledge, or their connections, and 
thereafter the privileging of different aspects of mathematical know-
ledge.  

 Privileged practical knowledge 
Practical knowledge was visible in all arenas. In the arena of teacher 
education, a normative, preferred technique was found in all, but not 
privileged in any of the observation protocols (see paper 1; Christiansen 
et al., 2019). Nevertheless, the pedagogic action of instruction was pre-
sent in all protocols, and thus, the enactment of teaching was naturally 
a privileged knowledge, according to the observation protocols. In al-
most all practicum tasks, PBC was visible, and the only exception was 
the more administrative tasks. However, revisiting the tasks with strong 
demarcation of PBC and weaker demarcation of COS suggested three 
main foci: engaging a particular technique, such as posing questions to 
learners; writing logbooks with reflections on teaching; and describing 
their own development based on practicum experiences.  
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Comparisons of results from papers 1 and 3 indicate a focus on in-
struction or enactment of teaching. However, the criteria in observat-
ions, as well as tasks, show the diversity of descriptions of what is requi-
red in teaching, which ranges from recommendations such as “an ap-
propriate warm-up” (paper 1; Christiansen et al., 2019, p. 12) to 
“describe a successful activity from one of your lessons, and why this 
was considered successful” (in the data for paper 3). It is also evident 
that the recent programme focuses on the course criteria as a base for 
reflections on teaching, almost as a substitute for a conceptual base.  

 Privileged theoretical knowledge 
In the arena of teacher education, one of the protocols, the ‘Wuhu’ pro-
tocol, clearly focused on display, that is, an explicit knowledge base 
that needed to be displayed in the observed lessons, as in “(s)hows abi-
lity to generalise and see connections” (paper 1; Christiansen et al., 
2019, p. 11). In this example, the pedagogical action of comprehension 
was privileged, through foregrounding generalisations and connections. 
Thus, comprehension shares many similarities with conceptual objects.  

In practicum tasks, tasks with weak demarcation of PBC but strong 
demarcation of COS were rare, due to the selection of tasks as applica-
tion tasks in practicum. Thus, the theoretical knowledge alone was not 
privileged in practicum, which was not expected. Instead, when theo-
retical knowledge emerged, it was connected to the practice context and 
is therefore included in the next section. 

 Privileging connections between theory and practice 
Two analytic approaches helped to distinguish the privileging of theory 
and practice connections. First, for the observation protocols, reasoned 
judgement combined the reference to a knowledge base and an explicit 
implementation (see paper 1; Christiansen et al., 2019). Second, the 
practicum tasks provided a third space where the demarcation of both 
COS and PBC was strong (see paper 3).  

The two approaches to privileging connections between theory and 
practice, a third space and reasoned judgement, provide different in-
sights. The concept of third spaces can be used to describe the space for 
connections and integrations, such as the incorporation of practicum ex-
periences into university-based education courses (Zeichner, 2010). 
Reasoned judgement on the other hand describes how a knowledge base 
informs decisions appropriate for a particular practice context 
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(Rusznyak & Bertram, 2015). From my understanding, while reasoned 
judgement requires a third space, a third space does not necessarily 
mean that reasoned judgement takes place. Thus, although third spaces 
and reasoned judgement both connect theory and practice, they cannot 
be used interchangeably. 

The results show that the connection between theory and practice 
was privileged in some of the practicum instruments, but the extent to 
which it was privileged varied. When reasoned judgement was present, 
the privileged knowledge that informed the judgement also varied. The 
knowledge base for reasoned judgement used was broader than COS. 
For example, “reflects on lesson effectiveness when planning future les-
sons” was analysed as reasoned judgement, since reflection here was 
understood to mean engaging in knowledge-based reasoning. This par-
ticular example would be categorised as non-demarcated COS, for its 
lack of visible conceptual knowledge. Thus, the knowledge base for 
reasoned judgement is broader than COS and includes practical 
knowledge.  

In the observation protocols, reasoned judgement was represented in 
all protocols, but only the ‘Tjårvekistan’ protocol displayed this as the 
most common notion of teaching. The Tjårvekistan protocol was coded 
using all the pedagogical action codes (comprehension, instruction, 
transformation, reflection, disposition). The code of professional devel-
opment was not present in other protocols and reinforces the role of 
reasoned judgement in long-term professional development.  

Third spaces for theory and practice were enabled in many of the 
practicum tasks in both programmes. One part in such a task read: “ask 
learners to solve the tasks. Think about what you could find out about 
learners’ mental calculation strategies” (paper 3, p. 13). This task is 
quite precise, with suggested tasks for learners to work on, followed by 
an application of a particular perspective, ‘mental calculation strate-
gies’. In these tasks, student teachers were required to discuss aspects 
from the classroom contexts in relation to theoretical concepts, for ex-
ample, formative assessment, or in relation to mathematics education, 
such as problem-solving or learners’ conceptions of algebra. Hence, the 
tasks enabled a third space for integrating certain aspects, and the visi-
bly demarcated COS could be understood as the privileged knowledge 
to be applied to practice. A categorisation of the demarcated COS, in 
the third space, demonstrated how the former programme privileged 
mathematics or mathematics educational knowledge, where the recent 
programme did not. Both programmes privileged assessment theory, 
general educational theory, and knowledge of the present curriculum. 
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In the school arena, both mentors and student teachers stressed that 
teachers need to attend to learners’ thinking, student behaviour, lesson 
organisation, and the use of time in the lesson—all of which may ex-
emplify practical knowledge for teachers. What the mentor teachers did, 
however, was connect these situated components of teaching to the 
desired mathematics discourse, where learners need to discuss, partici-
pate, and think. For example, time to think is often required for learner 
agentivity, and the complexity of prompting de-ritualising routines, ad-
apting time and pacing, listening to learners’ solutions, and allowing all 
learners to speak and respond, were privileged by the mentors. These 
complex relations are only available in practicum, and difficult to learn 
from theory or even from simulations in campus courses. Even though 
mentor teachers did not use theoretical language, their approach to mat-
hematics teaching was substantiated by a privileging of de-ritualising 
routines, knowledge of teaching strategies, and learners’ thinking.  

 Privileging mathematical knowledge 
One overall result is that mathematics is uncontested as privileged 
knowledge for mathematics teachers. However, different perspectives 
on what mathematical knowledge entails was evident within and be-
tween the arenas. 

The mentor conversations from the school arena were submitted to 
an analysis of mathematical de-ritualising routines (see paper 4). The 
purpose of a de-ritualising mathematics discourse is the opportunity to 
learn routines that go beyond performing a ritual where the end-condi-
tions are given by the teacher, and move towards exploration-requiring 
routines (Lavie et al., 2019). Mentors were found to privilege teaching 
activities such as discussions, explanations, and problem-solving, 
which were interpreted as de-ritualising activities. Mentors encouraged 
their mentees to allow time for learners to think, struggle, discuss and 
compare solutions, and for the teacher to wait before entering the dis-
cussion. The privileged de-ritualisations are connected to a perspective 
on mathematics teaching as teaching that enables participation in math-
ematics discourse (Lavie et al., 2019). Such agentic participation in 
mathematics is privileged by mentors. This is also an approach which 
is known to be challenging for student teachers (Campbell, 2012; Ras-
mussen, 2016; Stockero et al., 2017), and therefore mentors’ privileged 
approaches to mathematics learning are also highly relevant for student 
teachers’ learning. 
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In the policy arena, a different mathematics was privileged. Even 
though the 2008 policy report engaged teacher education generally, a 
focus on mathematics was found, and especially on learners’ achieve-
ment. Here, number facts to be memorised was the privileged mathe-
matical knowledge (see paper 2), and when mathematics was discussed 
in the policy reports, it was in terms of basic factual knowledge as well 
as applications for engineering. This is a perspective on mathematics 
knowledge opposed to what Niss (1996) foregrounded as characteristic 
for school mathematics in the Scandinavian countries, namely privileg-
ing mathematical processes, thinking, and communication. It also con-
trasts the conception of mathematics highlighted in Swedish mathemat-
ics curricula, which are strongly based on Niss’s goals for a compe-
tency-oriented mathematics curriculum (Niss & Højgaard Jensen, 
2002). Thus, the 2008 report demonstrated an unawareness, or an un-
willingness, to embrace recent curricular developments. Instead, the 
policy reports privileged a rather naïve description of mathematical 
knowledge as memorised number facts. 

Learners’ difficulties in mathematics were also highlighted in policy 
reports throughout the 20th century. Thus, the reports imply that le-
arners’ mathematics learning difficulties should be a privileged topic 
for teacher education. 

The reform proposed in the 2008 policy report was the background 
for the recent programme discussed in paper 3. Despite the privileging 
of mathematical knowledge found in the report, the analysis of 
practicum tasks from the recent programme demonstrates how mathe-
matical knowledge was invisible. In the former programme, before the 
reform, practicum was part of courses in mathematics education, and 
mathematical and mathematics education concepts were visibly demar-
cated in the practicum tasks. One explanation of this is a different re-
commendation in the new policy—to separate practicum courses, in-
cluding the assessment criteria, from other courses, to reinforce the im-
portance of practicum. However, this separation also seems to make 
connections between practicum and theoretical courses, such as mathe-
matics (education), less prevalent.  

 
The arenas converge on the importance of mathematics knowledge for 
mathematics teachers. However, the privileged aspects within this 
mathematical knowledge diverge. In the policy arena, learners’ mathe-
matics achievement is central. However, mathematical knowledge is 
described as memorised number facts, and much focus is on the cogni-
tive ability of learners. Beliefs about mathematics as a fixed ability are 
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found among teachers in Botswana, Georgia, Malaysia, the Philippines, 
and Thailand, according to the TEDS-M study (Tatto et al., 2012), 
whereas teachers in Germany, Norway, Switzerland, and the U.S. re-
jected it. Sweden was not part of the TEDS-M study but considering the 
cultural and geographical proximity to Norway and Germany, it is per-
haps surprising to find that the image of the desired teacher in Swedish 
policy reports is the teacher who sees mathematical knowledge as a 
fixed ability. 
 
In the arena of teacher education, a connection between practicum and 
courses in mathematics education enabled mathematics to be part of the 
third space for integrating mathematics with knowledge from practi-
cum. However, in tasks where practicum was separated from campus 
courses, the connections between mathematics education and practicum 
were invisible. Thus, the privileging of mathematics in the arena of 
teacher education was found to be diverse, at least in practicum tasks. 
In the mentoring conversations, a mathematics discourse was present, 
and the mentor teachers privileged a teaching which could enable de-
ritualising routines, and particularly learners’ agentic participation.  

The privileged aspects of mathematical knowledge vary between the 
arenas. In addition, in the data from the arena of teacher education there 
is little privileging of a third space, where student teachers can find sup-
port for integrating mathematics knowledge with knowledge from 
practicum and other knowledge fields.  

 Conclusions and contributions on privileged knowledge 
The aspects of privileged knowledge focused on in the analysis are sum-
marised as: mathematical knowledge, theoretical knowledge, practical 
knowledge, and connections between theoretical and practical 
knowledge.  

The first conclusion is that mathematical knowledge was privileged 
in both the policy and school arenas, but not necessarily the same math-
ematics. The 2008 policy report foregrounded basic factual knowledge, 
together with mathematics, as preparation for future engineers, whereas 
mentors were found to privilege teaching activities such as discussions, 
explanations, and problem-solving, which were interpreted as de-ritu-
alising activities and prompts for participation in the generation of nar-
ratives on mathematical objects. 

The contribution of this dissertation to the knowledge of the field is 
how mentors’ privileged knowledge aligns reasonably with a dominant 
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view in mathematics education research, where learner active partici-
pation is important. This is a result that contrasts with earlier research, 
where the focus of mentor teachers was found to diverge from privi-
leged theory in teacher education (Akkoç et al., 2016; Asikainen et al., 
2013; Gainsburg, 2012; Gurl, 2019). My contribution is in the applica-
tion of the commognitive approach, which made it possible to recognise 
the de-ritualising prompts in teaching even though mentor teachers used 
examples and contextualised language. 

My contribution to research on policy reports was taking a particular 
focus on mathematics. The mathematics perspective shows how low 
achievements in PISA were attributed to both cognitive deficits among 
learners, unknowledgeable teachers, and a deficient mathematics 
teacher education. Several objections have been raised to the fore-
grounded achievement-focus in the report (see, e.g., Beach & Bagley, 
2013; Sjöberg, 2010), and this dissertation reinforces how this achieve-
ment-focus relates to the privileged perspective on mathematics, a per-
spective which contrasts with both research and the present curriculum 
(see, e.g., Niss & Højgaard Jensen, 2019). 

In the arena of teacher education, the space for mathematics in 
practicum tasks was limited. Therefore, I must agree with the policy 
report on one point—teacher education, and particularly practicum, can 
do more to give mathematics student teachers opportunities to learn 
about mathematics teaching. 

The second conclusion is that third spaces for integrating theoretical 
and practical knowledge may not emerge in the researched practices in 
teacher education. Only one of the protocols requested that student 
teachers display knowledge—for example, subject matter knowledge. 
Typically, with regard to reasoned judgement, student teachers are ex-
pected to engage in agentic judgement (Rusznyak & Bertram, 2015). 
We saw some examples of this, as in “uses theoretical perspectives and 
documentation from their own teaching practice to evaluate and de-
velop own practice” (paper 1; Christiansen et al., 2019, p. 16). And 
among the practicum tasks, the recent programme had less visible con-
ceptual objects. In contrast to the numerous intervention studies which 
successfully integrated theory and practice (see, e.g., Horn & Campbell, 
2015; Goos & Bennison, 2008; Yeşildere İmre & Akkoç, 2012; Youngs 
& Qian, 2013), the theoretical knowledge was too often invisible in the 
observation protocols or practicum tasks included in this dissertation. 

The mentor teachers instead provided complex connections between 
theory and practice. The analysis focused on the mathematical routines 
(Lavie et al., 2019), but the findings illuminated how mentor teachers 
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foregrounded the complex relations between classroom management 
and mathematical routines, a step which has been found to be difficult 
for student teachers (van Es, 2011; Grossman et al., 2009). Thus, “learn-
ing to kayak on calm waters” (Grossman et al., 2009, p. 2076) is an 
approach found among the mentor teachers, who saw the need for at-
tending to the learner’s classroom situation as part of taking the first 
steps in an exploration-enabling teaching. In the mentoring conversa-
tions, mathematical concepts were used, but no explicit reference was 
made to educational concepts. Therefore, it is interesting to be able to 
distinguish how mentor teachers still privileged de-ritualising routines, 
in line with dominant perspectives on mathematics learning (see, e.g., 
Nachlieli & Tabach, 2019). In addition, mentors visibly moved towards 
agentic learner participation as part of prompting narratives on mathe-
matical objects.  
 
The contribution to theory and practice is the finding that authentic sit-
uations, in this case, situations which were not designed as a particular 
intervention, often fail to enable a third space or reasoned judgement. 
Other mechanisms seem to be stronger.  

Preferred outcomes and goal achievement were privileged in policy, 
but also found in observation protocols, practicum tasks, and mentor 
conversations. Thus, the privileging of goals or outcomes permeated all 
arenas. In practicum tasks, student teachers were often asked to evaluate 
or reflect on their teaching. As the basis for the evaluation of lessons, 
curricular goals for learners were common, and as the basis for teach-
ers’ reflections, student teachers were expected to use outcomes for stu-
dent teachers as formulated in course criteria, almost as a substitute for 
a conceptual base. Thus, different goals and criteria became the base for 
judgement in teaching, not knowledge. Teacher education is here seen 
as a black box (Adler & Davis, 2006), where the necessary knowledge 
to obtain the goals remains hidden inside the box, and only effects be-
come visible.  

The mentors, on the other hand, introduced student teachers to the 
complex relations between mathematics, learners, and teaching in the 
mathematics classroom. This was not done through a conceptual lan-
guage but could analytically be related to desired mathematics teaching. 
Even though the mentors’ advice was general and could be transferred 
to different situations (for example, all the advice about allowing learn-
ers time to think), they did not invite student teachers into a third space 
where the practice context was discussed in terms of conceptual lan-
guage. 
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As a result, student teachers did not gain access to third spaces in either 
the practicum tasks or the mentor conversations. Thus, the connections 
between conceptual knowledge and the practice-based contexts were 
less accessible to student teachers. Instead of introducing student teach-
ers to the third space of theory and practice, a different space emerges, 
where policy and the individual performance meet. It seems that it is 
not only policy that mistrusts teacher education, it is as if teacher edu-
cation mistrusts the usefulness of its own knowledge base for practice, 
and instead turns to curricular standards as guidelines for learning to 
teach. 

5.3 Access in teacher education 
To answer the question of who teacher education works for, this section 
critically engages perspectives of access related to privileged 
knowledge and the image of the desired teacher. The findings are based 
mainly on the sociological theoretical perspective and the methodology 
described above (see sections 2.4 and 4.3.3). The main perspectives are 
first, the visibility of knowledge (strength of epistemic relations), sec-
ond, who is visible in the image of the desired teacher (strength of social 
relations), and third, how dominant images govern desires. Strong ep-
istemic relations correspond to a visible or privileged knowledge. Weak 
social relations correspond to the image of a knowledgeable or 
knowledge-transforming teacher, where the knower is legitimised 
through their knowledge. The problematic aspects in terms of access 
and social justice are the opposites—weak epistemic relations and 
strong social relations.  
 
Strong social relations in a field have consequences for issues of inclu-
sion and social justice, and weak epistemic relations make legitimised 
knowledge inaccessible for learners who do not have the required gaze 
to recognise the legitimate knowledge. Based on how weak epistemic 
relations and strong social relations both restrict access, these two di-
mensions are first explored in relation to the different arenas. Thereaf-
ter, disciplining powers of images as desire-constructs which regulate 
what it is possible to do or to become are discussed in terms of access 
and social justice. 
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 Weak epistemic relations 
In weak epistemic relations, knowledge or criteria are not explicit in 
evaluations, and knowledge is not legitimised as important for partici-
pating in the field (Maton, 2013). I focused only on the knowledge di-
mensions of mathematics/mathematics education or a third space, and 
this section describes instances when this knowledge was invisible in 
the different arenas. This is now used to discuss how invisible 
knowledge is also inaccessible. 
 
In the arena of teacher education, the visibility of knowledge differed 
between the different observation protocols. The code preferred out-
come is used for the cases where both the implementation and the 
knowledge base were invisible. This code was found in all protocols. 
Among these codes, the outcome or performance is explicit, as in 
“(d)emonstrates warmth and enthusiasm” (paper 1; Christiansen et al., 
2019, p. 11). That is, descriptions of what can be observed in the lesson, 
but where the comprehension of the reasons behind the performance are 
implicit. Also, how “warmth and enthusiasm” is implemented in the 
observed classroom situation is implicit. 

The analysis of practicum tasks demonstrated how mathematical 
knowledge was invisible in the recent programme (see paper 3). Despite 
the focus on the importance of mathematical knowledge found in the 
2008 policy report, it is invisible in the tasks in the programme which 
was developed based on recommendations of the report. Hence, the 
connection between mathematics and its transformation in the 
classroom context was not privileged, at least not in the practicum tasks.  

The image of the knowledge-transforming teacher was not accorded 
much space in either policy or lesson-observation protocols. From the 
analyses of practicum tasks and observation protocols, it seemed that 
mathematics (education) was not (always) visible in the teacher educat-
ion arena. Mathematics is present in other courses in teacher education, 
but the invisibility in practicum is a lost opportunity for teacher educat-
ion to provide a space where student teachers can connect mathematics 
knowledge to the enacted teaching. Teacher education can do more to 
provide access to deliberate practices of transforming mathematical and 
practical knowledge for teaching. 
 
Weak demarcation of privileged knowledge is similar to fields which 
require participants to share a cultivated gaze (Maton, 2013). A culti-
vated gaze takes time to acquire and is more accessible for knowers 
with previous experiences from this field, for example, student teachers 
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who themselves spent time in classrooms that were well-aligned with 
the practices desired and promoted by teacher education. To make 
teacher education more accessible, the privileged knowledge can be 
made more visible. The invisibility of teachers’ knowledge instead le-
gitimises the background and experiences of student teachers as criteria 
for participation in the field. 

 Strong social relations 
Strong social relations restrict participation in the field for knowers with 
particular dispositions, or from different social, birth, or cultural groups 
(Maton, 2013), hence limiting their access. The strength of social rela-
tions in a field has consequences for issues of inclusion and social jus-
tice. In Fairclough’s (1995/2010) description, social practices mediate 
the potentialities of social structures. Thus, where teachers are depicted 
in terms of their gender or social background, it is the reflection of a 
social structure where different potentialities and opportunities are 
made available according to the social status of those who wish to be-
come mathematics teachers. Two examples are used to exemplify the 
strength of social relations, and how it renders legitimacy for participat-
ing in the field.  
 
The first example is from Gert’s final practicum, where he describes his 
background before choosing teacher education: 

I love being a teacher. That’s how it is. I was an engineer at [company X] for 
several years, […] Then I worked in different places, many industrial corpora-
tions in Sweden, […][Gert accounts for technical development projects he was 
part of, giving several examples of international companies and technical trade-
marks] I am a person who wants new things, I want to see something new, 
where new things happen all the time, I want there to be change and so on. And 
try, like… well to generate something, make something, create something. 
(Gert, interview during his final practicum) 

 
Previous experiences from engineering are foregrounded as positive, 
and his association with several technically advanced trademarks ac-
cord status, or sex-appeal, for this knower. This story characterises 
strong social relations, because it is not primarily told as a story of the 
knowledge he acquired for teaching; instead, his background and pre-
vious experiences in engineering are foregrounded. The importance and 
status of engineering were also visible in the image of the desired math-
ematics teacher in the 2008 policy. Thus, engineering experiences are 
advantageous and desirable, adding to the sex-appeal of the one who 
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possesses them; they are not merely so for their contribution to mathe-
matics knowledge. 
 
Not all mathematics student teachers’ stories are like Gert’s; they are 
quite diverse. In the mentor conversations (see paper 4), both mentor 
teacher, Ms T and student teacher, Tanja are immigrants and Swedish 
second language speakers, and Ms T tells us about what this means for 
her mentoring: 

… I have not been in Sweden for such a long time, it has been four years, and I 
remember the first semester I worked here and … How much they laughed at 
me, how many racist comments from parents, and I do not want this to happen 
for Tanja. (Translated excerpt from data for paper 4) 

 
Ms T is aware of how the strengths of teachers’ social relations are a 
disadvantage for Tanja and for herself. Ms T makes it clear that for 
Tanja, as a second language speaker, there is less room for mistakes. In 
this quote, Ms T’s concern is that Tanja will be disrespected or even 
subjected to racism, due to her language and ethnicity. Mathematics 
knowledge is not enough to compensate for the strength of social rela-
tions. The experiences and knowledge of teachers like Ms T are invisi-
ble in both the image of the desired teacher and in the privileged 
knowledge, and she describes how her participation as a member of (the 
field of) mathematics teacher education is questioned, illegitimate. Re-
gardless of their mathematics knowledge or their success in the class-
room, Gert and Tanja have different opportunities to gain legitimacy as 
mathematics teachers, due to their different backgrounds.  
 
Strong social relations permeate the different arenas of teacher educa-
tion. Among the images of desired teachers, strong social relations are 
found in the images of born or interested teachers. In these images, the 
visibility of some inborn dispositions concurrently makes other dispo-
sitions invisible, and consequently, the experiences of those with other 
dispositions are not included in the image of the desired teacher.  
In the arena of teacher education, few examples of desired dispositions 
were echoed in the practicum observation protocols; that is, statements 
which contained requirements for particular attitudes, interests, or be-
liefs from teachers (paper 1; Christiansen et al., 2019). One example 
was “(d)emonstrated an interest in working with learners of this partic-
ular age group” (paper 1; Christiansen et al., 2019, p. 12). 
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In the policy arena on the other hand, the problem with teachers who do 
not know enough mathematics is a result of low entry grades for ac-
ceptance into the programme.11 In the report, this is explicitly linked to 
social recruitment: “This development can be connected to changes in 
the social recruitment [to teacher education]”12 (quote from the 2008 
report, cited in paper 2, p. 12). In the report, it appears that this change 
in social recruitment has to do with a decrease in acceptance grades, an 
increase in older applicants, and a larger proportion of female students. 
The image of the desired mathematics teacher in the report is thus not 
only that of an interested and a knowledgeable teacher, but also a 
teacher from a decent social background, young, and male.  
 
Based on this image of the desired teacher, it is logical that the 2008 
report suggested an introductory test of teacher disposition for ac-
ceptance into a teacher education programme. It is through this focus 
on student teachers’ social background, gender, age, and interests, that 
policy legitimises strong social relations for access to the field. This 
legitimation has the potential to reinforce social injustices in access to 
teacher education, without necessarily improving knowledge. 

 Images as desire-constructs 
What Maton’s (2013) legitimation code theory does not account for is 
the agency of the knowers. Student teachers can be assumed to have the 
agency to choose to submit and conform to the image, or to resist. An 
example of resistance is Carol (see introduction, section 1.3), who com-
pared teacher education practices to going back to school (Bronkhorst 
et al., 2014). In this section I argue that images as desire-constructs im-
pose a power over student teachers to improve, develop, and change. I 
discuss the distinction between a self-improving gaze which is directed 
either towards performance in teaching, as in reasoned judgement, or 
towards the student themself as a metamorphosed being who has con-
formed to the image of the desired teacher. Images as desire-constructs 
become part of the disciplining powers (Foucault, 1975) which regulate 
what it is possible to do or to become, and student teachers must submit 
and conform to the image, or resist. By looking at images of desired 

 
11 While various higher education programmes in Sweden may have specific entry requirements 
with regard to the high school courses completed, entry grades are in some cases determined 
by demand. More applicants for a programme will drive up the entry grades, fewer applicants 
than desired will drive down the entry grades. 
12 ”Denna utveckling kan kopplas till en förändrad social rekrytering.” 
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teachers as desire-constructs, access can be understood as student teach-
ers having the opportunity to resist or to submit to the desire embodied 
in the image.  
 
The image of the constantly improving teacher, which we identified in 
the observation protocols, has a lengthy line of criteria for what is to be 
improved and how. These were part of the description: 

 

‘reflects on lesson effectiveness when planning future lessons’, ‘uses theoreti-
cal perspectives and documentation from their own teaching practice to evalu-
ate and develop own practice’, ‘takes responsibility for improving teaching 
through appropriate professional development, responding to advice and feed-
back from colleagues’ and ‘reflects on his/her role as a teacher with a clear and 
relevant connection to the theoretical studies and formulates conclusions on 
their own professional development’. (Quotes from protocols, paper 1; Christi-
ansen et al., 2019; p. 16–17) 

 
Here, the gaze is directed mostly towards the performed teaching as in 
“develop own practice” or “takes responsibility for improving teach-
ing”, although the student teacher is held accountable for this improve-
ment. 
 
One of the practicum tasks will serve as an example of the gaze turned 
inwards:  

Here is where you provide the final reflection after completion of the reflection 
seminar. In your final reflection, assess and give examples of your own 
strengths and areas of development for your next practicum course, based on 
your experiences and the intended outcomes of the course. (Task from the re-
cent programme, see paper 3, p. 12) 

 
In this task, the instruction to “give examples of strengths and areas of 
improvement” moves the evaluative gaze of the student teacher in-
wards, towards self-improvement. The student teacher is expected to 
use the intended outcomes, not a knowledge base, as a basis for asses-
sing strengths and areas for improvement.  

The inward gaze in “assess and give examples of your own strengths 
and areas of development” has two sides to it: one side is the possibility 
for student teachers to be the agents of their own development, to en-
gage in reasoned judgement based on their knowledge and experiences. 
On the other side, images of desired teachers as desire-constructs im-
pose a disciplining power over student teachers. Before I discuss what 
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this means for the interpretation of this task, I return to the theories of 
images as desire-constructs.  
 
By moving the evaluative gaze towards scrutinising the self, the student 
teachers are held accountable for their own development, the disciplin-
ing power in assessment is redistributed to the student teacher. Accord-
ing to Foucault (1975) such disciplining powers exercise control in 
every moment, without the presence of an authority. This control is ex-
ercised through classifications, comparisons, hierarchies, and exclu-
sion. The disciplining power is present in the image. Paper 2 uses pic-
ture theory (Mitchell, 2008), where images are seen as desire-con-
structs. This accords the image a subjectivity that can exercise power 
over those represented in the image. The classifications of who the de-
sired teacher is and who is not impose a desire from the image onto the 
represented student teacher, who will have to choose to submit and con-
form to the image, or to resist. Thus, the power of the image of the de-
sired teacher is not only its potential for unjust exclusion of students 
(see section 5.3.2), but also the power exercised over the student teach-
ers by themselves to transform and conform to the image, to metamor-
phosise into the image of the desired teacher.  
 
Returning to the task above, the metamorphosis described in the student 
teacher’s development is directed by the desires embodied in the images 
of desired teachers. In this particular example, the desire which is visi-
ble in the task is the desire for student teachers who can fulfil course 
criteria, and even monitor their own development towards doing so. The 
space for student teachers’ agency when responding to the task above 
is restricted by the stated outcomes against which the student will even-
tually be measured. However, much is decided by what is legitimised 
in the response from the teacher educator who reads and assesses the 
task; an area which remains to be researched.  
 
As demonstrated earlier (see section 5.1.5), the goal-oriented focus of 
the efficient teacher also permeates teacher education. The desire im-
posed by the image of the efficient teacher is for a teacher who fulfils 
desired outcomes. This is in line with a trend of holding teachers per-
sonally accountable for their own development and results (Beach & 
Bagley, 2013; Österling, forthcoming), thus reducing teacher educa-
tion’s accountability. The particular outcomes for the course have not 
been submitted to analysis, but it is worth commenting that the desire 
for a born teacher was not visible. However, the desire for student 
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teachers to base their teaching on national goals for mathematics is quite 
visible. Thus, the desire-construct of the efficient teacher will be im-
portant for the metamorphosis of the student teacher who submits to the 
expectation of self-improvement in order to complete the task. 

 Conclusions and contributions on access 
Different from the findings on images of desired teachers and privileged 
knowledge, which were descriptive in character, the findings on access 
are informed by a position of social justice and epistemic access. For 
discussing access in teacher education, a sociological perspective 
(Bernstein, 2000; Maton, 2013) informed the analysis, together with 
theories on the power of discursive constructs (Foucault, 1975; Mitch-
ell, 2008). From this perspective, visibility of privileged knowledge has 
consequences for who gets access to the privileged knowledge. In ad-
dition, the images of desired teachers work both as a norm which regu-
lates who is included in the image, and as a desire-construct for trans-
forming students into desired teachers, where student teachers them-
selves are made responsible for this transformation. 
 
The invisibility of privileged knowledge, together with a self-enquiry 
which legitimises strong social relations, confirms what has been pre-
viously described as well-established practices of self-enquiry reflec-
tions in teacher education (see Adler & Davis, 2006; Clarà, 2015; En-
sor, 2001; Grossman & McDonald, 2008). This happens at the cost of 
visible knowledge, access to a third space, and increased opportunity to 
access. The strong social relations were legitimised in policy, and yet 
the lack of visible knowledge in practicum tasks seems to be the result 
of a goal-orientedness in teacher education, where policy decisions 
have diminished access to third spaces where theory and practice meet 
in practicum. 
 
It must be noted that this section discusses perspectives of practicum in 
mathematics teacher education. Mathematics knowledge has been 
found to be very visible in other parts of teacher education (see, e.g., 
Asami-Johansson et al., 2020), and in mentor conversations (see paper 
4). Although the practicum tasks and protocols discussed in this section 
were cases of invisible knowledge, there were also examples of visible 
mathematical knowledge and access to a third space.  
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One contribution of this dissertation is the discussion of how the legiti-
mation of knowledge or knowers contributes to access to knowledge 
and access to participation in the field of mathematics teacher educa-
tion, based on the assumptions of Maton’s (2013) legitimation code the-
ory. This approach enabled me to combine invisible knowledge and im-
ages of the desired teacher to better understand underlying dimensions 
of epistemic access. This means that first, invisible knowledge in practi-
cum makes mathematics teacher education less accessible, second, the 
images of born teachers reinforce social differences among student 
teachers rather than diminish them, and third, the inward gaze makes 
student teachers responsible for not seeing the invisible knowledge and 
for the discrepancy between themselves and the image of the desired 
teacher. This means that more can be done in teacher education to re-
duce inequality—for example, through reducing the emphasis on out-
comes, making processes of learning and knowledge visible, and resist-
ing the social injustice in images of desired teachers. 
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6 Conclusions and implications 

In this chapter, I first discuss the implications from this dissertation, and 
return to the tension between a naturalised image of a desired teacher 
and the desire to include teachers of diverse backgrounds and experi-
ences. First, I summarise the main conclusions based on the posed re-
search questions about images of desired teachers, privileged 
knowledge, and access to knowledge in teacher education. Thereafter, 
I discuss the contributions and implications of the dissertation—the im-
plications for further research, the implications it has had for the local 
programme, and finally potential implications for teacher education and 
policy in general.  
 

6.1 Conclusions—in a nutshell 
This section summarises the results as they relate to each research ques-
tion (see also section 5.1.7, 5.2.5 and 5.3.4).  
 
Research question 1: Six images of desired teachers were identified: the 
knowledgeable teacher, the knowledge-transforming teacher, the effi-
cient teacher, the interested teacher, the born teacher, and the constantly 
improving teacher. Images of the born and interested teacher were 
found only in the policy arena, and connections and differences between 
images of the knowledgeable, constantly improving, and efficient 
teachers were traced across the different arenas.  
 
Research question 2: The privileged mathematical knowledge in policy 
was basic factual knowledge and memorisation, whereas mentor teach-
ers foregrounded learners’ active participation and thinking in mathe-
matics discourse. In the practicum instruments from teacher education, 
subject matter knowledge was often invisible. Mentor teachers con-
nected mathematical knowledge to the practicum classroom situations, 
but practicum tasks from teacher education did not generate third spaces 
for connecting practice-based knowledge and conceptual language.  
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Research question 3: Access to mathematics teacher education is not 
facilitated by the invisibility of connections between practice, mathe-
matics, and educational knowledge. In addition, the images of born and 
efficient teachers work to exclude, while simultaneously holding stu-
dent teachers accountable for their own failures.  

 

6.2 Contributions 
The main contributions of this dissertation are presented and discussed: 
first, findings that contrast with or complement previous research on 
privileged knowledge, images of desired teachers, and access; second, 
the methodological contributions of using images and de-ritualising 
prompts; and last, findings related to the theoretical position of legiti-
mation code theory and its contribution to understanding access in 
mathematics teacher education.  
 
Although mathematical knowledge was privileged in the arenas of pol-
icy and school, these arenas privileged different aspects of mathemat-
ics. From my results, it appeared that policy foregrounded basic factual 
knowledge, whereas mentors privileged teaching activities such as dis-
cussions, explanations, and problem-solving. As a contrast to previous 
research, where mentor teachers in schools did not always emphasise 
the teaching methods promoted in universities (see, e.g., Akkoc et al., 
2016; Asikainen et al., 2013; Gainsburg, 2012; Gurl, 2019) the mentor 
teachers who participated in my research privileged a mathematical 
epistemology where learners were invited to participate and think. In 
the practicum instruments from teacher education, mathematical per-
spectives were too often invisible, despite the massive available re-
search on teachers’ knowledge and learning for mathematics teaching 
(see, e.g., Ball et al., 2008; Depaepe et al., 2013; Goos & Bennison, 
2008; Yeşildere İmre & Akkoç, 2012; Youngs & Qian, 2013). This in-
vites further investigations of other parts of teacher education to learn 
more about where and how knowledge about mathematics for teaching 
is visible. 
 
The literature review demonstrates how initiatives for enabling third 
spaces require close and sustainable collaborations between schools and 
teacher education (see, e.g., Horn & Campbell, 2015; Zeichner, 2010). 
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Intervention studies demonstrate the importance of prompting support 
for increasing opportunities to learn from practice (Amador et al., 2016; 
Campbell, 2012; Stockero et al., 2017). The contrasting result in this 
dissertation, based on an examination of practicum instruments (the ob-
servation protocols and the practicum tasks), was the absence of spaces 
for theory, practice, and mathematics to integrate. This can be explained 
by the fact that no intervention prompted the emergence of a third space 
in this study. It is possible that the space for integrating theory and prac-
tice could be found within a different set of data. Nevertheless, the eval-
uative instruments of practicum demonstrated a lost opportunity to pro-
vide access to learning from practicum.  
 
Where the privileged knowledge was too often implicit or invisible, im-
ages as constructs of desired teachers were possible to trace across are-
nas. The historical images of teachers (Connell, 2009; Furinghetti et al., 
2013) as well as more recent constructs of teachers who are held ac-
countable for learners’ achievement (Connell, 2009; Montechino, 2018; 
Valoyes-Chávez, 2019) all left traces in the images of desired teachers 
in this thesis. The contribution is demonstrating how the image of the 
born teacher was only present in policy, whereas the images in the arena 
of teacher education more strongly emphasised an agentive teacher, and 
sometimes a constantly improving teacher. The different and conflict-
ing images may be confusing for student teachers, and the ideological 
differences underpinning the images generate a mutual discontentment 
between the policy arena and the arena of teacher education. Connell 
(2009) argues that post-modern critiques of factual knowledge, together 
with a neoliberal shift towards marketisation and competitive compari-
sons of schools, results in a severe challenge to both scholarly 
knowledge ideals and teachers’ professional agency. Examples of both 
are found, where images of born teachers in policy can be such a chal-
lenge to professional agency, while the invisibility of knowledge in all 
arenas is at the same time a challenge to scholarly knowledge for teach-
ers. The contribution of this thesis is to make the various positions vis-
ible and to enable a discussion of the purposes of teacher education.  
 
The literature review provided a few examples of barriers to participa-
tion in mathematics or mathematics teacher education, namely gender 
(Llewellyn, 2009), race and identity (Hossain et al., 2013), and racial 
segregation (Seroto, 2020). This dissertation contributes by foreground-
ing images which make taken-for-granted naturalisations of desired 
teachers visible. Such naturalisations appear in the image of the born 
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mathematics teacher, as a young, male with good grades and of decent 
background. In the case of born or constantly improving teachers, the 
axiological question is whether the purpose of teacher education is to 
find and select born teachers, or if it is to educate the applicants who 
want to learn and improve to become teachers.  
 
To arrive at these contributions, some methodological moves and ad-
vancements were made. The first was the operationalisation of reasoned 
judgement, which adds to the few studies who used similar approaches 
for researching mathematics teacher education previously (Bieda et al., 
2015; da Ponte et al., 2017; Horn & Campbell, 2015; Sun et al., 2015). 
The operationalisation included explicit implementation and a 
knowledge base as two separate dimensions. In combination with ped-
agogical actions, it was possible to depict images of the desired teacher. 
The analysis of images was deepened through the use of picture theory 
(Mitchell, 1995), where the parallels between visual images and images 
in texts are made distinct. In picture theory, images are representations 
and reveal a desire-construct—the desired teacher. This methodological 
move helps to unpack how the desire-construct, the image, has power 
to move and affect the spectator as well as the object which is repre-
sented in the image, in this case the mathematics teacher.  
 
The analysis of de-ritualising prompts in mentor conversations pro-
vided opportunities to foreground mentors’ contributions when they un-
folded the complexity in the mathematics classroom. The analytic ap-
proach of using de-ritualising prompts enabled me to demonstrate how 
student teachers’ questions about privileging the use of time were con-
nected by mentors to mathematics learning. The notion of de-ritualising 
prompts has potential for decomposing some of the complex relations 
between teaching and learning mathematics. 
 
Finally, the connection between knowledge and knowers, the epistemic 
and social relations of legitimation code theory (Maton, 2013), proved 
fruitful for demonstrating how both privileged knowledge and images 
of desired teachers could either facilitate or raise barriers to epistemic 
access.  
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6.3 Implications for research 
Among the unsolved quandaries in mathematics teacher education, I 
wish to foreground areas for further research, based on the three re-
search questions posed. I argue that research on mathematics practicum 
can continue to foreground the work of teaching, together with the rel-
evance of mathematics transformation in practicum. Perspectives of ac-
cess and social justice for mathematics teachers needs further attention, 
and the methodological utilisation of images as desire-constructs pro-
vides means for further researching access and inclusion.  
 
One of the images of desired teachers is the efficient teacher, who en-
sures that learners reach lesson objectives. The trend of increasing focus 
on sorting, controlling, and assessing learners has placed an increasing 
accountability for learner achievement on teachers. Research has been 
used to legitimise knowledge which helps students to develop so-called 
high-level orders of disciplinary thinking (Valoyes-Chávez, 2019), and 
teachers who resist research-based practices have been blamed for fail-
ing reform-based instruction (Zimmerman, 2006). Research in the field 
of mathematics education can provide a counter-narrative to such black-
box perspectives where only outcomes are visible, and instead fore-
ground teachers’ agency in the complex processes involved in the joint 
labour of teaching and learning. Teachers’ reasoned judgement pro-
vides a possible conceptualisation, where teachers have the knowledge 
and agency to judge not only the how of teaching, but also the why and 
the what. 
 
For mathematics in particular, the recent expansion of commognition 
from a theory for mathematics learning to a theory which includes as-
pects of teaching (Heyd-Metszuyanim, 2019; Nachlieli & Tabach, 
2019) is promising. Taking the discursive nature of mathematical ob-
jects as a point of departure, the analysis of what knowledge mentors 
privileged enabled a connection between mathematical knowledge, 
learning, teaching, and learning to teach. The finding that mentors priv-
ilege de-ritualising prompts in teaching is consistent with the discursive 
view of the nature of mathematical knowledge, which informs the priv-
ileged approach to teaching. Still, this was a small-scale study, and 
more research is needed to understand the relations between teaching, 
mentoring, and mathematical knowledge from a commognitive per-
spective. In particular, the different de-ritualising prompts could be fur-
ther substantiated and nuanced by further research, for example, how 
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they are sequenced, and if or how they can be distinguished from each 
other. I proclaim the legitimacy of de-ritualising prompts, based on 
commognitive theory for mathematics learning and extending the work 
of Lavie et al. (2019). Still, this is my interpretation as a researcher, 
from the horizon of de-ritualising prompts. An interview study may re-
veal more about how mentor teachers express their privileging of math-
ematics learning.  
 
There is obviously a methodological problem in identifying the invisi-
ble in data. Still, I claim to have found both invisible knowledge as well 
as teachers who are invisible in the image of the desired teacher. Chang-
ing words, for example, saying “desired images” of teachers instead of 
“descriptions” of teachers challenges the naturalised, taken-for-granted 
meaning, and exposes different aspects in the data. Thus, choosing lan-
guage with strong moral connotations over more neutral language will, 
in line with the relation between language, texts, and ideology as it is 
understood in critical realism (see sections 2.1 and 4.1.1), make a dif-
ferent set of connotations visible. Motivated by the critical epistemo-
logical position, this research contributes not only to the de-construc-
tion of one ideology; it is, unavoidably, simultaneously part of the pro-
duction of a new. The adaptation of picture theory (Mitchell, 2008) us-
ing images as desire-constructs, enabled a conceptualisation of what 
was visible and interpreted as desired, and thus enabled me to distin-
guish what was hidden and what was invisible. The list of invisible 
teachers could be long, and the point is that when the image is clear, it 
becomes a norm which both disciplines and discriminates. A Swedish 
so-called colour-blindness (Hübinette & Tigervall, 2009) imposes a 
white, heterosexual normativity on student teachers, and very little has 
been written on what this means for mathematics teacher education, or 
for teacher education as a whole. Previous research has engaged 
knowledge about social justice for learners in school, as part of teacher 
education (see, e.g., Andersson & Stillman, 2013; Andrée et al., 2019). 
However, studies on social justice for mathematics student teachers in 
teacher education are rare. One exception is the study of Skog (2014), 
which demonstrated how language and cultural discourses were narrow 
and constraining for prospective teachers in Sweden. The present dis-
sertation discusses both access through a visible demarcation of privi-
leged knowledge, and the invisibility of cultural diversity in the images 
of desired teachers. I wish to emphasise how this perspective on access 
makes it possible to distinguish between lowering barriers for knowers 
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and lowering demands of knowledge. My personal desire for future re-
search is that it contributes to a more visible knowledge for mathematics 
teachers, and a more inclusive image of the desired teacher. 

6.4 Implications for practice in mathematics teacher 
education 

This section first presents local initiatives which were informed by find-
ings and ideas from the research presented here, mainly the identified 
lack of third spaces for the integration of theory and practice. Thereaf-
ter, implications for teacher education about strengthening access are 
discussed.  

 Local implications 
The practicum tasks (see paper 3) were taken from practicum courses 
at my own university, where the analysis strongly indicated a missed 
opportunity to create a third space for theory and practice to become 
integrated. The absence of third spaces was partly explained as being a 
result of the imposed division between practicum and college courses 
in recent national curriculum reform, and the subsequent local initia-
tives were a response to these reforms. Since I have learned from other 
initiatives, I share some of the initiatives which may inspire others.  
At my university, I was part of initiating several projects around third 
spaces. In a backwater of reformed teacher education, I had no ambition 
to revolutionise teacher education and risk creating new and unforeseen 
problems. Instead, I planned a series of small initiatives which could be 
evaluated and developed within existing structures. However, it was not 
a one-person job, and required substantial collaboration with colleagues 
across different departments as well as closer collaborations with some 
upper secondary schools which hosted our student teachers for practi-
cum.  
 
The first initiative was, of course, the development of practicum tasks. 
This was organised under the auspices of the Programme Committee 
for secondary STEM teacher education (Programrådet), and involved 
lecturers from the subject disciplines, general pedagogy, subject peda-
gogy, and special-needs education. A series of new practicum tasks 
were developed, informed by Zeichner’s (2010) concept of third spaces 
and by the work of Dysthe and Engelsen (2004) on portfolio assessment 
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in higher education. Included, were tasks to conduct observations in 
practicum which would later be used in campus courses, and applica-
tion tasks where student teachers were expected to plan lessons or ana-
lyse observed or enacted teaching, critically engaging content from pre-
vious campus-based courses. 
 
 In a second initiative, I applied for and received funding for closer col-
laboration with one of our upper secondary practicum schools13. This 
project was twofold: in one component, parts of courses in mathemat-
ics, science, or technology education were situated in the school; the 
other component was the development of a list of possible practice-
based projects for student teachers’ final thesis14. Both parts were 
guided by the opportunity to provide new, third spaces for theory and 
practice to be integrated.  
 
A third initiative was part of a project on three-part conversations15 be-
tween university lecturers, student teachers, and mentors that take place 
during practicum periods. This venture was informed by an ongoing 
systematic literature review (Christiansen & Österling, under review), 
where I was inspired by the idea of practicum as a learning community 
(Cavanagh & McMaster, 2015). As a result, observations of experi-
enced teachers, together with peer-teaching and peer-reflection were 
conducted. The centrality of teachers’ collegial learning was an im-
portant focus, and the initiative emphasised pair-placements of prospec-
tive teachers and the participation of the two student teachers in an ex-
tended three-part conversation. Another aspect of this project was the 
facilitation of third spaces; student teachers prepared for the three-part 
conversation through a practicum task which required them to reflect 
on observations or their own teaching from a particular theoretical per-
spective. For mathematics, we asked them to engage the structure of a 
didactic situation (Brosseau, 1998), which student teachers were famil-
iar with from a previous course, in their reflection on the observed sit-
uation. Altogether, this initiative not only supported third spaces in 

 
13 Samverkanscheck SA2018-60-Lisa Österling [Collaboration Grant SA2018-60-Lisa Öster-
ling]  
14 Swedish teacher education programmes are “capped” by an individual, independent, small-
scale study resulting in a thesis. See also Christiansen et al. (2021). 
15 Rektors Kvalitetsmedel 2019 Utveckling av trepartssamtal. Projektledare: Veronica Flodin. 
[Quality grants 2019. Development of three-part-conversations. Project-leader: Veronica Flo-
din] 
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tasks, peer-learning, and conversations, it also directed the gaze of stu-
dent teachers towards the teaching. The shared responsibility relieved 
the individual student teacher of being held personally accountable, 
with the aim instead being to foreground teachers’ agentic reasoned 
judgement (see Christiansen et al., 2019). 
 
At the time this dissertation was completed these three initiatives were 
still on hold due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Pandemic notwithstanding, 
these initiatives offer two significant contributions: the provision of ac-
cess for student teachers to a third space, where teachers are invited to 
engage in reasoned judgement based on both a knowledge base and 
their practical experiences, and the acknowledgement of teacher learn-
ing as agentive participation in a professional community.  

 Implications for teacher education 
From engaging legitimation code theory, I saw how it was possible to 
strengthen epistemic relations in the practices of teacher education, and 
particularly in practicum, with the purpose of strengthening epistemic 
access.  
 
The weak demarcation of mathematics in some of the practicum tasks 
in paper 3, showed that there is space for strengthening the connections 
between mathematics knowledge and practice. More generally, subject 
knowledge was not always visibly privileged in practicum, according 
to the analysis of both observation protocols and practicum tasks. The 
implication for teacher education is that it needs to consider whether 
these weak demarcations of mathematics knowledge in practicum in-
struments is a lost opportunity for epistemic access.  
 
The weak demarcation of knowledge in the portfolio tasks was some-
times replaced with a demarcation of curricular goals for learners which 
student teachers had to address in their teaching, as well goals from 
teacher education upon which self-evaluations were to be based. Thus, 
my findings demonstrate a stronger fidelity with policy than with the 
knowledge base for teachers, at least in this component of teacher edu-
cation. Teacher education has the potential to strengthen its own 
knowledge base in the preparation for and the assessment of practicum.  
 
Images of desired teachers reflect the strength of social relations in Ma-
ton’s (2013) specialisation plane, with consequences for inclusion and 
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social justice. As a teacher of teachers, I come to reflect on what desire-
constructs I contribute to. I borrow a quote from Heyd-Metzuyanim 
(2013) who reflects on her role as a teacher in the construction of disa-
bled learners, and urge us, as teacher educators, to reflect on our role in 
the construction of student teachers: 

This dissertation would not be complete without a word of reflection about the 
process that I, as a teacher, underwent through this study. No doubt, the process 
was not pleasant. Discovering that I, as a teacher, have a responsibility for my 
student’s failure is not an easy experience. Yet this discovery is precisely what 
offers teachers the opportunity to change and improve our teaching. What was 
it, in the present method, that enabled this change? More precisely, what was it 
that enabled the profound change in my 3rd P[person] story of Dana, in such a 
way that I could see my own responsibility for its construction? (Heyd-
Metzuyanim, 2013) 

 
The images of desired teachers in this dissertation call on us, as teacher 
educators, to reflect on constructs of the student teacher in the policies, 
instruments, and practices of teacher education. Images of desired 
teachers will always exist, and as desire-constructs, they exercise power 
over student teachers’ desires to self-improve. Practices of self-enquiry 
reflection were found in both the image of the constantly improving 
teacher and in the portfolio tasks, and my critique of a self-enquiry ap-
proach to teacher education (see section 5.3.3) is based on a sociological 
perspective. The self-enquiry reflection is different from reasoned 
judgement based on knowledge or experiences, or from reflections on 
observed, planned, or enacted teaching. In Maton’s (2013) conceptual-
isation, this self-enquiry reflection turns the evaluative gaze inwards. 
Thus, rather than putting the gaze on the training or cultivation, the gaze 
aims to improve the knower. Reflection tasks where judgement is di-
rected towards the person, not the performed teaching, impose a self-
scrutiny, the necessity of which I question. For me, such practices are 
dangerously close to violating the integrity of student teachers through 
imposing a naturalised image of the desired teacher. 
 
The tension (as the well as perhaps the very balance sought) is between 
the provision of visible knowledge which facilitates access for a diverse 
group of student teachers and the simultaneous avoidance of imposing 
normative techniques, strategies, or theories for student teachers to ap-
ply. Hence, teacher educators may reflect on the balance between trust-
ing student teachers with the agency for deciding what theory or model 
to rely on as part of their reasoned judgement, and deciding what 
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prompts are needed to challenge student teachers to learn from both 
theory and practice. 
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7 Sammanfattning 

Den här doktorsavhandlingen är ett kritiskt bidrag till diskussionen om 
vem som kan bli matematiklärare och vad en matematiklärare behöver 
kunna. Det är inte en ny fråga.  

Den tidigaste faktiska bestämmelsen beträffande lärares yrkesutbildning möter 
vi först i 1693 års skolordning. Då är det alltjämt fråga om så allmänt hållna 
fraser som att ingen måtte väljas till lektor eller rektor med mindre än att han 
”vid akademien några år, åtminstone två eller tre sådan flit och framsteg som 
därtill fordras, i studierna visat haver”. Det stadgas även att man skulle ge den 
försteg ”som vid akademien bästa proven gjort haver och bekommit därpå goda 
vittnesbörd samt visar sig hava ett tåligt och fogligt sinne, som rätt kan ungdo-
men hantera”. (Ur Edfeldt, 1961, s. 13) 

 
I citatet motsvaras lärare av lektorer på gymnasieskolorna och rektorer 
för trivialskolorna16, och redan 1693 förväntas de ha en akademisk ut-
bildning. Men citatet visar att det också krävs mer, till exempel ’rätt kan 
ungdomen hantera’. Det som lärare behöver som inte ryms inom den 
akademiska utbildningen har beskrivits på olika sätt genom historien. 
Mitt bidrag handlar om vad som ryms i bilden av den dugliga matema-
tikläraren i nutid, både vilken kunskap som privilegieras, men också 
vem som kommer att omfattas av bilden och få tillgång till kunskapen. 

För att kunna undersöka just privilegieringen av praktiska och teore-
tiska kunskaper utgår jag främst den verksamhetsförlagda utbildningen 
(VFU) inom lärarutbildningen, det vill säga den del som genomförs på 
skolor. Under VFU möts olika arenor som påverkar vad som räknas 
som kunskap inom VFU, nämligen universiteten, policy och skolan. 
Fyra artiklar ingår i studien. De två första handlar främst om bilder av 
den önskade läraren, medan de två sista handlar främst om vilken kun-
skap som privilegieras. Tillsammans utgör de grunden för att diskutera 
vem som inkluderas i bilden av den gode läraren, men också hur till-
gänglig kunskapen är.  
 

 
16 En form av gymnasieskolan som erbjöd trivium: grammatik, retorik och dialektik (logik) 
under perioden 1649-1905. 
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De övergripande frågor som ställs i avhandlingen är: 
1. Vilka är de existerande bilderna av den önskade matematiklä-

raren i lärarutbildningens olika arenor? Och specifikt, vilka 
bilder privilegieras i svensk matematiklärarutbildning? 

2. Vilken är den privilegierad kunskapen i matematiklärarutbild-
ningens olika arenor? 

3. Vem är synlig i bilden av den önskade läraren, och hur till-
gänglig är den privilegierade kunskapen? 

7.1 De fyra inkluderade artiklarna 
Den första artikeln, ”Images of desired teachers in practicum observat-
ion protocols” (Christiansen et al., 2019) är en analys av bilder av den 
önskvärda läraren. Vi utgick från observationsprotokoll som används 
vid lektionsbesök under VFU från sex olika länder. Protokollen inne-
höll kriterier som skulle bedömas under lektionen. Vi analyserade kri-
terierna utifrån hur explicit det var vad studenten skulle göra i under-
visningen, hur explicit kunskapsbasen var, och utifrån en lista med van-
ligt förekommande pedagogiska aktiviteter. De olika analytiska per-
spektiven bidrog till att mönster framträdde, som kunde samlas till vad 
vi kallade för ”images of desired teachers”, vilket innebar några olika 
konstruktioner av vilka lärare som önskades, enligt protokollen. De bil-
der som framkom var bilden av den kunniga läraren, den kunskaps-an-
passande, den effektiva läraren som uppnår mål, och läraren i konstant 
utveckling. Bilderna fanns i olika grad i de olika protokollen.  
 
Den andra artikeln, ”Bilder med makt över matematiklärarutbild-
ningen” är ett bokkapitel i en kommande antologi. I kapitlet analysera-
des istället bilden av den önskade läraren enligt statliga lärarutbild-
ningsutredningar, som tagits fram inför lärarutbildningsreformer. Mest 
fokuserades den senaste, 2008 års lärarbildningsutredning (SOU 
2008:109), men tillbakablickar gjordes till hela 1900-talet. De stycken 
som handlade om matematik, matematikelever eller matematiklärare 
valdes ut för vidare analys. Bilderna av de önskade lärarna skapades 
genom att likande beskrivningar samlades till fyra teman: den äm-
nes(o)kunniga läraren, den undervisningsskicklige, den intresseutveck-
lande och den födde läraren. Här användes en utökad metod där bil-
derna betraktades som begärskonstruktioner, dvs som subjekt som rik-
tar ett begär mot både betraktaren och mot den som avbildas i bilden. 
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Bilden av den intresseväckande läraren visar en lärare som själv är in-
tresserad av matematik, men som dessutom förväntas intressera elever 
för matematik. Den intresseväckande läraren beskrivs ibland som egen-
skap, men också är en bild som är möjlig för många att uppnå. Den 
födde läraren däremot gav en överraskande bild, där kvinnor, äldre lä-
rare och de med låga betyg och ”bredare” social bakgrund beskrivs i 
negativa termer, som oönskade. För den skicklige läraren finns några 
förslag vad gäller den tidiga aritmetikutvecklingen, men utredningen 
lämnar i övrigt bilden lös i konturen. Bilden av den kunniga läraren 
framstår tydligt, även om själva kunskapen är otydligt inramad. Däre-
mot, när beskrivningarna av matematik jämfördes med tidigare utveck-
lade läroplansteoretiska ramverk, framstod matematiken som en upp-
sättning färdigheter och faktakunskaper. Detta är ett resultat som stärks 
av att tidigare forskning (Sjöberg, 2010) pekat på ett i skifte mot en 
atomistisk kunskapssyn i just 2008 års utredning, jämfört med tidigare. 
Dessutom beskrivs elevernas kunskaper i matematik som bristande. En 
del i förklaringen är att lärarutbildningen inte är tillräckligt bra, men 
lösningen riktar enbart in sig på att förstärka kravet på matematikstu-
dier, men också på urvalet av studenter. Lärarnas agens och möjlighet 
att fatta egna beslut är osynliga i bilden, och i linje med bilden av den 
födda läraren föreslås antagningsprov till lärarutbildningen. 
 
Det tredje artikeln, ”inVisible theory in Pre-Service Mathematics Te-
achers’ Practicum Tasks” är en analys av VFU-uppgifter, uppgifter som 
formulerats av universitetet, men som studenterna ska svara på skrift-
ligt, med utgångspunkt i VFU. Uppgifterna valdes från ämneslärarut-
bildningen (årskurs 7-9 och gymnasieskolan) under åren 2011-2014. 
Under den perioden gavs två program parallellt, ett baserat på regle-
ringen som blev resultatet av 2008 års reform (det reformerade pro-
grammet) och ett där studenter avslutade programmen inom tidigare 
givna program (det tidigare programmet). För VFU var den stora skill-
naden att i det reformerade programmet gavs VFU som egna kurser med 
egna förväntade studieresultat, medan VFU i det tidigare programmet 
varit en integrerad del i olika universitetskurser. I den här studien togs 
uppgifter med som rör matematiklärarutbildningen med, och för det ti-
digare programmet användes alltså VFU-uppgifter som ingick i kurser 
med både VFU och matematikämnets didaktik.  

Syftet med undersökningen var att undersöka om uppgifterna möj-
liggjorde ett tredje rum för teori och praktik att mötas. Tre frågor ställ-
des: om teori och praktik var synligt, om teori relaterad till matematik 
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var synligt, och vad som var privilegierad kunskap. Den första fråge-
ställningen undersöktes med hjälp av ett analysramverk som utgick från 
två dimensioner, den situerade kontexten och den konceptuella basen. 
där styrkan av synlighet analyserades på tre nivåer: starkt, svagt eller 
osynligt. Eftersom enbart VFU-uppgifter var inkluderade var den situ-
erade kunskapen starkt synlig i nästan alla uppgifter. Vad gäller den 
konceptuella kunskapen var det en stor skillnad, där synligheten var 
svagare i det reformerade programmet. För att besvara den andra fråge-
ställningen betraktades matematikinnehållet, men i uppgifterna från det 
reformerade programmet fanns ingen matematik, och inte heller någon 
synlig ämneskunskap. I uppgifterna från det tidigare programmet för-
väntades studenterna undersöka delar av kursinnehållet från matema-
tikdidaktiken, till exempel begreppslig förståelse inom algebra, eller att 
planera och genomföra en problemlösningsaktivitet. Här fanns alltså 
flera uppgifter där matematikinnehållet var starkt synligt.  

Den tredje frågan, om vilken kunskap som var privilegierad, under-
sökte alla uppgifter som kategoriserats som starkt synliga konceptuella 
begrepp. De teman som framkom var matematik- eller matematikdidak-
tiska begrepp, bedömning, generell utbildningsvetenskap och krav på 
kunskaper i läroplanen. I några fall handlade bedömningen om formativ 
bedömning, men där fanns ett synligt fokus på att tolka och bedöma 
läroplansmål i uppgifter från båda programmen.  

Dessutom blev det tydligt att uppgifterna i det reformerade program-
met inte alltid riktade in sig på kunskap, utan istället bad studenterna 
rikta blicken inåt för att utvärdera egna styrkor och utvecklingsområ-
den. Tendensen är alltså att det är läraren som utvecklar sig själv, att 
läroplanen är viktig som en del i utvärderingen av både läraren och ele-
verna, och att kunskapen blivit osynlig. Osynligheten medför att det blir 
svårare för många studenter att känna igen vilken kunskap som är viktig 
och vad som behöver privilegieras i deras egen undervisning, vilket 
minskar tillgängligheten. Det fanns få möjligheter där ett tredje rum 
kunde uppstå i uppgifterna från det reformerade programmet, vilket är 
en förlorad möjlighet för lärarutbildningen att ge studenterna möjlighet 
att koppla sina teoretiska, konceptuella kunskaper till den egna under-
visningen.  
 
Den fjärde artikeln, ”Mentoring mathematical de-ritualisation” utgår 
från handledningssamtal (mentor conversations) under VFU. Samtal 
från sex lärarstudenter och deras handledare spelades in, och i fem fall 
även lektionen som föregått samtalet. Syftet med undersökningen var 
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att undersöka vilka aspekter av matematikkunskap och matematikun-
dervisning som handledarna privilegierade. Under VFU finns många 
aspekter som tvingar studenter och lärare att göra prioriteringar i under-
visningen, till exempel tidsramar och elevers förutsättningar, och det 
var också en vanlig del i samtalet. För den här studien valdes de delar 
ut där tidsramarna diskuterades, och mentorernas förslag behandlades 
som det som var privilegierat. Kommognitiva teorier (commognition) 
gav grunderna till ett analysramverk som samtidigt tog hänsyn till 
aspekter av matematik, matematiklärande och matematikundervisning. 
Utgångspunkten är att matematiklärande handlar om att delta i en ma-
tematikdiskurs och de rutiner (routines) som diskursen medger. När ett 
nytt matematikinnehåll introduceras kommer den som lär sig matematik 
att härma ritualer, som de ord och räkneregler som används. Men allt-
eftersom kommer ritualerna att ersättas av ett utforskande (exploration) 
av hur de matematiska abstrakta objekten kan användas i olika uppgifter 
nya situationer.  Läraren kan i undervisningen antingen privilegiera att 
elever ägnar sig åt ritualer som styrs av läraren, eller att ge av-rituali-
serande riktningsgivare (de-ritualising prompts), som låter eleverna 
stegvis närma sig utforskande aktiviteter.  

Flera av-ritualiserande riktningsgivare blev synliga i handledarsam-
talen, till exempel en flexibilitet i lösningsmetoder (flexibility), att ele-
ver förväntas underbygga sina lösningar (substantiation), att göra kopp-
lingar mellan uttrycksformer (objectification) och framförallt elevernas 
agens genom att få tid att tänka (learner agentivity). Dessutom var det 
tydligt att handledarna synliggjorde kopplingar mellan hur tiden använ-
des och på vilket sätt eleverna gavs möjlighet att delta, till vilket mate-
matiklärande de fick tillgång till. Medan tidigare forskning kritiserat 
handledare för att de i hög grad ägnar sig åt ledarskapsaspekter i under-
visningen, bidrar den här studien med att visa att handledarna istället 
skapar flera kopplingar som som synliggör komplexiteten i hur under-
visningen organiseras och vilka slags matematiska aktiviteter och ruti-
ner eleverna får möjlighet att delta i.  

7.2 Mina slutsatser och mitt bidrag till fältet 
De två första artiklarna används för att besvara frågan om bilder av de 
önskade lärarna, och de två sista om privilegierad kunskap. Frågan om 
vem som får tillträde till lärarutbildningen diskuteras med utgångspunkt 
i alla artiklarna.  
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Bilden av den ämneskunniga läraren framträdde i alla arenorna, och det 
gjorde även den effektiva läraren, som lyckas med att eleverna når må-
len. Fyra skillnader finns mellan arenorna: först, bilden av den födda 
läraren, den intresserade och den undervisningsskicklige läraren fram-
trädde i policy, är bilder som inte tydligt framträdde i lärarutbildningen. 
För det andra, den privilegierade matematikkunskapen i policy var fär-
digheter och minneskunskaper, medan handledare privilegierade ele-
vers tid att tänka, som en del i deras deltagande i en matematikdiskurs. 
För det tredje, ett tredje rum uppstod sällan i VFU-uppgifterna, men 
istället framträdde det komplexa samspelet mellan lärare, elever och 
matematik tydligt i mentorssamtalen. För det fjärde, bilden av en lärare 
stadd i ständig förbättring var synlig i både VFU-uppgifterna och ob-
servationsprotokollen.  
 
En första slutsats är att bilden av den födde läraren, som är synlig i po-
licy, utgår från förgivettaganden om lärares egenskaper, som ofta är ir-
relevanta för att avgöra vad som är önskvärda egenskaper hos en lärare. 
En andra slutsats är, att trots att den ämneskunniga läraren var synlig i 
alla arenor, var synen på vad som är privilegierad kunskap olika mellan 
arenorna. Dessutom var den privilegierade kunskapen ibland osynlig i 
lärarutbildningens bedömningsinstrument, som VFU-uppgifter och ob-
servationsprotokoll.  Detta leder till en förlorad möjlighet att ge studen-
terna tillgång till ett tredje rum för teori och praktik att integreras. En 
tredje slutsats är att, precis som tidigare forskning visat, lärarstudenter 
förväntas rikta blicken inåt, och förbättra sig själva, snarare än att rikta 
blicken mot den praktiska eller teoretiska kunskap som skulle kunna 
fungera som en bas för beslut i och om undervisningen.  
 
Ett bidrag i den här avhandlingen är diskussionen om vem som inklud-
eras i bilden av den önskade läraren, och hur synlig och tillgänglig den 
privilegierade kunskapen är. Min slutsats är det finns potential att göra 
matematiklärarutbildningen mer tillgänglig utan att sänka kravet på 
kunskaper, genom att istället utmana exkluderande förväntningar på 
blivande lärare, och samtidigt synliggöra vilken kunskap som studen-
terna förväntas använda som bas för planering, genomförande och ut-
värdering av matematikundervisning.  
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